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Abstract
This master thesis investigates effective leadership behaviour of multicultural teams during
change management. Multicultural teams can be highly effective in dealing with complex
change processes and can represent a key player to tackle today’s VUCA-world challenges.
Effectiveness of multicultural teams during change depends critically on leadership with a
range of specific behaviours. Involvement and support of the employees in a coaching role
is key. Leaders need to display behaviours such as continuous development of cultural and
emotional intelligence, critical self-reflection, open-mindedness, and readiness to serve as
authentic role models. Furthermore, the creation of a sense of unity based on good communication and common sense is essential to build multicultural teams, and to enable them
to embrace their differences as opportunity. Trust, transparency and a holistic change process are vital. Effectiveness essentially depends on the following factors: the organization’s
culture, the characteristics of the employees and of their leader, and on the external environment. Leaders should take these factors into consideration at all times.
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1. Introduction
This master thesis aims to investigate leadership behaviours that effectively support change
management within multicultural teams. This chapter gives an overview of the initial situation, including a problem statement and an objective statement. To define a clear framework, the structure of the thesis, the dissociation and definitions will close this chapter.

1.1

The New Organizational Reality

The business world is confronted with a rapidly changing environment. The evolution of
organizational environments has gone into hyperdrive. Especially digitalization combined
with globalization, represent a megatrend that affects business landscapes in major ways.
Due to constant upgrading technologies, the business world is marked by competition and
speed even more and brand-new trends can be obsolete the next day (Creusen et al., 2017,
p. 1 ff; Lee et al., 2019; World Economic Forum, 2018, p. 5 ff). It is a “survival of the fittest”,
(Darwin, 1859) as cited in (Jones & Brazzel, 2014, p. 257).
This creates high situational pressure on organizations. To confront these challenges,
organizations need the ability to quickly adjust to the changing needs of their business
environment. Agility has become the new buzzword in the business jargon. It is the ability
of organizations to rapidly adjust shifting circumstances and respond to internal and external
changes (Carvalho et al., 2011, p. 154; Herrmann, 2016, p. 25).
There are many factors that shape today’s business environment and often digitalization,
globalization, and demographics are mentioned as the three main drivers. Some people
even speak of the “fourth industrial revolution” (Creusen et al., 2017, p. V). However, to
reach a better understanding of the shifting circumstances of today’s organizations and the
consequences for organizations and their leaders, these will be broken down along four
megatrends considered to be the crucial influences shaping today’s business environment
according to Meyer and Meijers (2018, pp. xvii–xix). These four megatrends are described
in more detail in the following subsections.

1.1.1 Pressure for Organizational and Strategic Agility
Many markets experience a fast pace of change driven by digitalization, customer centricity,
urbanization, increased connectivity and demographic shifts. Disruptive technologies and
innovations affect many industries, no sector is immune from constant innovation and
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improvement (Denning, 2015, p. 10; Meyer & Meijers, 2018, p. xvii). Notably, the digitalization is (re)shaping organizations, work environments and processes, thus reframing our
world at an unpredictable speed with unpredictable outcomes. Game-changing innovations
are the norm today. Moreover, the whole world is becoming connected through digital innovations and technologies. Digitalization cannot be regarded only nationally anymore, today
it is always seen in a global context. Thus, the complexity for organizations rises whether
they act on a national/local stage or internationally/globally (Goldsmith et al., 2017, p. 4 f;
World Economic Forum, 2018). Organizational uncertainty rises with the increasing pace of
industrial evolution. Hierarchical bureaucracy is too slow, and a change in the business
model is necessary. There is pressure for companies to adapt their organization and strategy to become more agile, quick and flexible. Strategic agility is needed to rapidly adapt to
the unfolding new realities. Consequently, companies should experiment more with their
approach to change. Furthermore, organizations need to be open to learning new skills and
developing new ways to work (Denning, 2015, p. 10; Meyer & Meijers, 2018, p. xviii) But
also, corporate culture is critical and must adjust if organizations want to become more
agile. Just doing “agile style” will not help in the long term. There needs to be a transformation process to being agile (Sahota, 2012, p. 6 ff).
For leaders, this means that their organization is continuously changing, often in unpredictable ways and that they need to change along with their organizations. Sometimes, they
will need to drive the change, and sometimes, they will need to adjust to it (Meyer & Meijers,
2018, p. xviii).

1.1.2 Organizational Diversity
Diversity has become a fact of life for many companies and is one of the main challenges
for organizations today (Mayo et al., 2016, p. 434). This organizational diversity makes it
more difficult for leaders to take a “one-size-fits-all” approach (Meyer & Meijers, 2018, p.
xvii). Team diversity refers to the degree to which team members’ attributes differ, e.g.,
gender, ethical and cultural background, educational background, psychological states
(Mayo et al., 2016, p. 434). On an individual level, the following trends are observable
(Grubb, 2016, p. 3 ff; Mayo et al., 2016, p. 435; Meyer & Meijers, 2018, p. xvii):
•

More women in the workforce, also in traditionally male-dominated areas.

•

Cultural and ethnical background of employees is broadening, e.g., through worldwide recruiting of talent due to the shortage of skilled employees, virtual teams, or
employees traveling worldwide to subsidiaries.

•

Functional and educational backgrounds differ.
-2-

•

Different generations (Y, Z, baby boomers) with different values and expectations.

However, there is also a growing variety of observables at the organizational level or team
and unit’s level. Through globalization, companies increasingly work across borders in different environments. Therefore, leaders have to adjust their behaviour to these premises
(Meyer & Meijers, 2018, p. xviii).

1.1.3 Organizational Design and Employee Empowerment
The management landscape that has prevailed until recently, with hierarchy levels, processes and pyramid structures is experiencing a paradigm shift to a new people-centric
practice (Meyer & Meijers, 2018, pp. xviii, xix). The hierarchical pyramid seems outdated
(Laloux, 2014, p. 4). Organizations with traditional, bureaucratic, organizational forms and
with formal policies and procedures experience difficulties to face the rapidly changing,
volatile and disruptive environment. They had been built for calm waters, and instead of
change, stability became the rule. The term organization itself implies that companies
organize to reduce surprises as well as to ensure predictability. Everyone knows their role
and job, and assigned managers make sure that these jobs are completed. But this view is
changing now from people, who needed to be managed by formal authority across hierarchy
levels, to people who cooperate to reach a common goal (Peters, 2019, p. 14).
The fundamental assumption hereby is that employees take ownership of their work and
collaborate productively. Organizations are seen as groups of people striving to reach a
common goal aided by systems and processes (Meyer & Meijers, 2018, pp. xviii, xix). This
not only ensures that companies become more flexible and agile but also helps to attract
and retain employees like generation Y with their entrepreneurial mindset (Kumar S. &
Mukherjee, 2018, p. 12). The assumption is that employees want to be empowered and
want to take ownership. Thus, employee empowerment is a set of managerial practices
aiming to increase employees’ autonomy and responsibility, leading to an individual (pro)active work orientation. Empowered employees find meaning in their work, feel competent in
conducting their work, have a feeling of self-regulation, and believe that they can have an
impact on the organizations’ outcome (Boudrias et al., 2009, p. 626).
Therefore, leaders must empower their employees instead of controlling them. In such an
environment, employees see themselves as individuals and not as human resources, and
they expect leaders to treat them that way. This also shows that a “one-size-fits-all”
approach cannot be successful any longer, and leaders need to adjust to their employees
and situations (Meyer & Meijers, 2018, p. xix).
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1.1.4 Career Diversity
Employees’ curricula vitae (CV) become more diverse. People switch jobs, branches and
tasks more frequently. Moreover, sabbaticals and career breaks also become more
frequent. Planning has become more challenging, and thus, leaders must constantly adjust
to the ever-evolving environment, including making adjustments to their thinking and
decision-making processes and actions. Agility is an important attribute which leaders need
(Meyer & Meijers, 2018, p. xix).
In summary, it can be said that several different factors bring uncertainty and unpredictability to organizations. Companies are forced to change, potentially with regard to multiple
aspects. Table 1 provides an exemplary comparison of changes between organizational
attributes of the 20th and 21st century according to Goldsmith et. al (2017, p. 8 f):
Six factors

Twentieth Century
Attributes

1. Leadership

Command & control

2. Culture

Uniform and not driven into the
fabric of the organization

3. Organizing Principles

Mission, vision, value

4. Relationships

Individualistic, team-focused,
transactional

5. Diversity & Inclusion

Concentrated power, quotas
driven, program-focused

6. Technology

Process improvement focus

Twenty-First Century
Attributes
Flexible, people-focused,
shared-value-based
Values-driven and embedded
into decision-making processes
Purpose, compelling social impact, customer-centred
Interdependent, personal and
emotional
Recognizing unconscious bias
and brain science reality of differences, distributed power
Innovation, data- und fact-based
decisions, digital advancement

Table 1: Changing attributes: 20th versus 21st century
Source: Goldsmith et al. (2017, 8)

1.2

Problem statement

The only constant in today’s business world is change. More change, faster change. The
changes in megatrends as evidenced in Table 1, pertain to a wide range of organizational
attributes and show that change is everywhere. This fact makes it more difficult for organizations and their leaders to remain rigid. Moreover, the current business changes are not
amenable to smooth sailing: winning today does not guarantee winning tomorrow. The
environmental changes can be disruptive, surprising and dangerous, and often demand
immediate responses. Thus, being able to cater for quick and successful responses is
increasingly essential and becoming a competitive advantage (Peters, 2019, p. 10 ff).
-4-

For a successful survival of the fittest, the device is: “Win or die! Change or lose! Change
now!” (Peters, 2019, p. 13)
Managing change is necessary to master the turbulences and environmental challenges in
today’s business world. The key to surviving and being successful in the future is to change
continuously and effectively (Holbeche, 2015, p. 1 f). Organizations will win where change
is not a challenge but a way of life. They will be able to adapt quickly to shifting circumstances and will be successful in the future (Peters, 2019, p. 13). Thus, companies must
live and breathe change management to survive in a rapidly changing environment.
However, not only organizations need to change, their leaders must also adapt to new
situations, including having to adjust their mindset and behaviour. They also need to be
more agile, flexible, adaptive, and responsive. They cannot hold on to one single set of
leadership behaviours in order to be effective (Meyer & Meijers, 2018, p. xix).
Leaders are playing a crucial role in successful change management. Change management
without leaders on board is doomed to fail. Leaders should establish a sense of urgency,
act as a role model, share a vision, provide necessary resources, empower employees to
act, and also commit themselves to the change (Johannsdottir et al., 2015, p. 90).
Their behaviour, attitude and leadership style are essential to effective transformation.
However, empirical observations suggest that middle management leaders in industrial
companies are mostly highly qualified specialists, experts in their field, who often have no
background in management or leadership. Rarely do they have experience or an educational background regarding change management.
For leaders, it is particularly important nowadays to take into consideration that teams,
especially expert teams, do not consist of one single nationality anymore. Today, multinational teams can collaborate physically or virtually through digital devices. Globalization
offers opportunities for international staffing, which many companies use, especially for
departments experiencing a skilled-labour shortage. Thus, teams are often made up of people from different countries and cultures. Multicultural teams bring their share of inherent
challenges, and consequently the complexity for leaders rises. Team members with different cultural backgrounds may differ in how they communicate, relation to individual and
group behavioural patterns as well as space, time and body gestures. Language capabilities
and cultural compatibility have to be taken into consideration when assembling and
manging multicultural teams (Cagiltay et al., 2015; Schneider et al., 2014). According to the
McKinsey study titled “Culture of a digital age” (Goran et al., 2017), the most significant
barriers to effective transformations are cultural and behavioural challenges. Thus, leader-
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ship behaviours are a critical success factor in conducting transformation. The critical question here is which kinds of leadership behaviours are required to manage change with
multicultural teams. Hence this master thesis attempts to answer the question by taking a
closer look at the kinds of behaviours leaders need during change management with multicultural teams.

1.3

Objective Statement

This master thesis examines which leadership behaviour is effective during change
management with multicultural teams. Based on the proposition that there are effective
leadership behaviours that will work best during change when dealing with multicultural
teams, I formulate the following research question:
“Which leadership behaviours support change management with multicultural
teams?”
The secondary question is: “Which role(s) do multicultural teams play during change?”
The master thesis aims to derive practical recommendations for leaders for managing
change with multicultural teams.

1.4

Structure of the Thesis

The thesis is structured into a theoretical and an empirical part. Chapter one gives an overview and introduction to the topic of the thesis. Chapters two, three and four are the result
of a literature review conducted within the scope of this master thesis. Chapter five describes the research method and design. Chapter six elaborates on the research
findings, followed by chapter seven, with the discussion and interpretation of the findings.
Chapter eight presents the conclusions and forecast.

1.5

Dissociation

This master thesis is about effective leadership behaviours for change management involving multicultural teams with a specific focus on purely effective leadership behaviour with
multicultural teams. Therefore, the thesis will be limited to specific topics of change
management and leadership behaviours and the leading of multicultural teams. It is not the
aim of this master thesis to compare leadership behaviour of monocultural versus multicultural teams during change management.
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In order to avoid exceeding the limits of this master thesis, the following topics may be
mentioned but not described in greater detail: organizational development, culture change,
project management, agile organization, digital technologies, digital transformation, new
work, world of work 4.0, personnel development, talent acquisition, business model innovation, leadership skills, and leadership requirements.

1.6

Definitions

In the following chapter important terms will be defined, as understood, and used in this
master thesis. Furthermore, a short overview of leadership models and theories will be
given.

Agility
Agility is the ability of organizations to respond rapidly to internal, external and sometimes
unpredictable changes, as well as to identify and capture new opportunities. Agility is important as it ensures sustainability and growth of a business (Carvalho et al., 2011, p. 154;
Herrmann, 2016, p. 25). It can be differentiated between:
-

Strategic agility: strategy itself, which involves risk mitigation, entrepreneurial spirit,
and resilience. Resilience is the ability to cope with unexpected disturbances.

-

Operational agility: speed by which an organization responds to changes
(Herrmann, 2016, p. 25).

Authentic leadership
Authentic leadership implies that leaders have achieved a high level of authenticity. This
means that they know who they are and what their values and beliefs are. Moreover, they
act in accordance with those values and beliefs and interact transparently with their
employees and others. They are aware of their thoughts and emotions but also of their
judgments or bias. Authentic leadership has not been proposed as a leadership style but
as a behaviour or characteristics that underlines many leadership styles. (Alavi & Gill, 2017,
p. 157 f).

Change Management
Change management (CM) is an established way to deal with a changing environment and
driving business results by focusing on changing behaviours. “It entails managing the effect
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of new business processes, changes in organizational structure, or cultural change within
an enterprise. The challenge is to apply effective practices to anticipate and minimize
resistance” (Voehl & Harrington, 2016, p. 4). CM includes methods like the development of
personnel, (re)organizing resources, the introduction of technologies, conducting special
events, and strategizing. The middle management has a prominent role in the change
management process, as they must conduct and support the change with their employees.
Leaders have to involve change management to bring the organization and employees from
the present into the future (Sohmen, 2016, p. 103 ff). CM has a focus on the people side of
change, but to bring change management to life, project management is needed (Voehl &
Harrington, 2016, p. 6) following these core principles (Jones & Recardo, 2013, p. xvi):
-

CM should have a strategic and sustainable approach aligned to business goals to
make sure long-term change;

-

A meaningful purpose should be served, which goes beyond financial improvements
to create an appealing, richer picture of the organization;

-

CM should be transformational and inclusive;

-

CM should be balanced between structural and people dimensions;

-

CM as an overall, aligned solution instead of a silo solution;

-

CM is not a one-size-fits-all approach;

-

CM should be considered as a continuous learning cycle;

-

Change is ultimately about people, both as groups and individuals.

The focus of this master thesis is on the people side of change management.

Corporate Culture
The corporate culture, or organizational culture, refers to the shared values and beliefs
among organizational members. The values define what is commonly desired and/or
accepted; the beliefs are what people trust and expect to happen as a consequence of their
actions. A strong organizational culture, which depends on the specific values and beliefs it
is built on, can support organizational effectiveness, but also impair its effectiveness. How
people deal with adaption and the need to change depends on the organizational culture
(Marshall, 2012, p. 7 ff).

Cultural Intelligence
Cultural intelligence indicates how effective a person works well with people from other cultures and how they effectively manage situations characterized by cultural diversity. Cultural
intelligence is primarily an individual construct but also has relevance for groups, teams,
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and organizations. Openness to new experiences and the beliefs of how a person perceives
and interacts in an unknown environment are part of cultural intelligence. Cultural intelligence or cultural quotient (CQ) can be further subdivided in (Ang & Van Dyne, 2015, p. 1
ff):
-

Metacognitive CQ: the individual’s awareness and consciousness when interacting
with people from other cultures. For example, being able to adjust cultural
knowledge when interacting with people from an unfamiliar cultural background.

-

Cognitive CQ: knowledge about different cultural values, settings, norms, rules,
practices, etc.

-

Motivational CQ: the self-efficacy and intrinsic motivation to deal with cross-cultural
situations and cultural differences. This means, for example, to enjoy interacting with
people from different cultures or being confident that one can adjust behaviour to a
new or another culture.

-

Behavioural CQ: is the ability and willingness to adapt and change verbal and nonverbal actions or behaviours when interacting with people from different cultures.

Emotional Intelligence
Emotional intelligence or emotional quotient (EQ) refers to an individual’s ability to comprehend and manage not only their own feelings and emotions but also those of the people
around them. There are four different dimensions: self-awareness, self-management,
social-awareness and relationship-management. Self-awareness is about recognizing
one’s own emotions and inner signals. It is about realizing how feelings are affecting oneself
and the job performance. It is the understanding of what causes the feelings and dealing
with them in a constructive way. Self-management means to control temper, understand
emotions but also sensing how others perceive a situation, which is connected to being
empathic. Social awareness is about understanding how others feel and perceive situations.
It is about being empathic, which includes listening, taking other perspectives into account
and thus create resonance. Social awareness also means to do and say what is appropriate
in any given situation, e.g. calming fears and anger, sensing shared values, or joining in
good spirit. Relationship management is about perceiving emotions and relations of a group
and catalysing resonance. But first, any person needs to understand their own directions
and priorities, which leads back to self-awareness. All four dimensions are related dynamically (Goleman et al., 2013, p. 30 ff).
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Learning Organization
A learning organization is a company that sees itself as a lifelong learner on a never-ending
developmental path. It tries to commit the organization’s members to the core disciplines,
so that they expand their capacity, hold and seek a shared vision, reflect and inquire, build
collective capabilities, and understand the system. The learning organization’s core is
based on the following five learning disciplines (Senge, 2014, p. 6 f):
a) Personal mastery: expand personal capacity
b) Mental models: reflect and improve internal pictures
c) Shared vision: a sense of commitment in a group
d) Team learning: conversational and collective thinking skills
e) System-thinking: understand and describe forces and interrelationships of a system

Leadership
“Leadership is a process whereby an individual influences a group of individuals to achieve
a common goal” (Northouse, 2019, p. 5). Leadership in this master thesis is defined as a
process of the leader and employee engaging mutually to achieve a specific goal, a shared
purpose. It is about enabling people to work together to make things happen or to prevent
things from happening, which otherwise would occur (Rosenbach et al., 2012, p. 2).

Multicultural Teams
A multicultural team is a unit of people from two or more countries who cooperate as a team
to coordinate, develop, or manage some aspects of a company. Multicultural teams can
exist in different shapes, forms and sizes and bring the opportunity to integrate different
social, professional and cultural aspects into business decisions. Multicultural teams exist
naturally both at regional and global sites of many organizations (Steers & Nardon, 2017,
p. 343 f).

Organisational Development
Organizational development (OD) addresses the people aspect of change. It includes tools,
interventions and concepts to empower individuals in an organizational change and to
enable cultural change. Methods and techniques are focused on understanding change and
building awareness, diagnosing and encountering resistance, and gathering teams.
Furthermore, an important aspect is to activate effective education and communication as
change-enablers. Organizational development gave rise to important topics that were also
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used as a foundation of change management, but it was unsuccessful in measuring business performance (Jones & Recardo, 2013, p. 7).

Virtual Teams
Virtual teams are groups of employees in different locations around the world to achieve an
interdependent organizational task. As organizations expand around the globe, the role of
virtual teams becomes more and more important (Kirkman et al., 2004). Work in a virtual
group is carried out in different places (dispersed) and at different times (asynchronous).
Working packages can be structured, managed and distributed globally. Thus work activities cross geographical and time boundaries (Montoya-Weiss et al., 2001).

VUCA World
The world is described as VUCA-world. The term VUCA is used to describe a business
environment which is characterized by (Horney et al., 2010, p. 33):
-

Volatility, which relates to the nature, speed, volume and dynamics of change;

-

Uncertainty, which describes the lack of predictability of change;

-

Complexity, which is the confounding of issues and the interdependency and chaos
of change;

-

Ambiguity, which not only refers to the vagueness or haziness of the reality, but also
to the mixed meanings of conditions.

- 11 -

2. Conceptualization of Leadership
There are numerous definitions of leadership, with different focuses which are often not
precisely defined. Further confusion is caused by using terms such as power, management,
authority, control, or supervision as synonyms. Most behavioural scientists see leadership
as a real phenomenon, which is essential for an organization’s effectiveness and most focus
on behaviours, which directly influence immediate subordinates. However, leadership is not
restricted to direct subordinates, but can apply to other people inside an organization too.
Most of the definitions though include the following assumptions: leadership involves a process where “influence is exerted over other people to guide, structure, and facilitate activities and relationships in a group or organization” (Yukl, 2019, p. 23).
Important to consider is that leadership does not entail equal management. A leader can be
considered a role model, whereas a manager organizes assets and material resources, and
coordinates as well as aligns efforts in a way that everything works as desired. A project
manager is, for example, someone who sets schedules, delivery dates, budgets and priorities (Medinilla, 2012, p. 3 ff). While a manager has a job with rights and responsibilities and
is often appointed by a higher-level manager, a leader on the other hand fulfils a role with
or without a formal position and is accepted by others who wish to follow. One approach is
about managing assets and material resources, whereas the other approach is about leveraging purely human factors, from individuals to groups (Meyer & Meijers, 2018, p. 6). The
most important tasks of a manager are planning, organizing, staffing, problem-solving,
budgeting and controlling. In contrast, leadership is more future-oriented and focuses on
establishing a direction, aligning people with a vision, and inspire them to reach the desired
vision. During change, 70 to 90 percent of leadership tasks are required, but only 10 to 30
percent management tasks to conduct a successful transformation (Kotter, 2012, p. 28 f).

2.1

Leadership Theories

In this sub-chapter, a short chronological overview of the different leadership theories will
be given.

2.1.1 Trait Approach
One of the earliest approaches to investigate leadership was the trait approach (Yukl, 2019,
p. 31) with the Great Man theory by Thomas Carlyle, based on the assumption that the
leader is a hero born with godlike capabilities, and that such attributes cannot be developed.
As such, the Great Man Theory exhibits a singular focus only on personality (Shafique &
- 12 -

Loo-See, 2018, p. 267). The trait theory is an approach to determine what makes certain
people great leaders (Northouse, 2019, p. 20). It emphasizes on the attributes of effective
leaders such as personality, motives, skills and values. Characteristics of a great leader
are, e.g., highly knowledgeable, energetic, dynamic, and great ability to speak (Rosenbach
et al., 2012, p. 2 f). The assumption was that some people are natural leaders with certain
traits other people do not possess (Yukl, 2019, p. 31). The approach was further developed
by different researchers, which resulted in models such as the Big Five Personality Traits,
also called the Five-Factor Model. This model includes five characteristics or traits of effective leaders: openness to experience, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness and
neuroticism. Openness to experience refers to the readiness to experimentation and learning. Characteristics are intelligence and risk-taking. Conscientiousness is the personal characteristics of feeling comfortable facing unknown situations through discipline, regulation,
performance, and aiming for achievement. The third attribute, extroversion, relates to the
process of social connections to people and characteristics such as outspokenness, readiness to share and work in groups. The fourth characteristic is agreeableness, which refers
to personal attributes like being kind, caring, sympathetic, cooperative and trustworthy. The
last attribute, neuroticism, describes people with a tendency to moodiness and rapidly
becoming annoyed about the slightest problems (Shafique & Loo-See, 2018, p. 257 f).
However, according to Rosenbach et al. (2012, p. 2 f), scientists realized that this might
apply to some leaders, but that these characteristics are also shared by other people. Therefore, this leadership myth among others has moved into the background (Rosenbach et al.,
2012, p. 2 f). The trait approach has been recognized as a one-sided and narrow approach
as it failed to explain entire dynamics of leadership (Bass et al., 1990, p. 87). It was followed
by a focus on leadership behaviour where researchers made progress in discovering how
leaders attributes are related to behaviour and effectiveness. The question changed from
“who are they” to “what do they do” (Rosenbach et al., 2012, p. 2 f; Yukl, 2019, p. 32).

2.1.2 Behaviour Approach
In the early 1950s, the behaviour approach focused more on what leaders do on the job.
Research aimed to identify observable types of behaviour and relate them to different
measures of outcome, e.g. the performance of the leader’s group (Yukl, 2019, p. 33). Leadership styles are described in terms of behaviours and how specific behaviours trigger
appropriate responses. Behavioural scholars also emphasized that leadership skills can be
learned, rather than being innate. Kurt Lewin (1944) presented a model with three leadership styles: autocratic, democratic, and laissez-faire. The autocratic leadership style is authoritative, commanding and leader-centred. The democratic style is engaging, participative
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and inclusive. The laissez-faire style means that leaders leave the decision to employee.
This style requires motivated, determined and intelligent employees, who are competent
enough to fulfil their tasks, otherwise this style is ineffective (Shafique & Loo-See, 2018, p.
268). Further leadership styles were developed over time and enhanced by situational
approaches.

2.1.3 Power-Influence approach
Under the power-influence approach, leaders aim to affect the behaviours and attitudes of
their employee through power. Leadership effectiveness is related to the amount and type
of power influenced by a leader and how this power is exercised (Yukl, 2019, p. 33).

2.1.4 Contingency Model
The roots of the contextual approach rest on Fiedler’s contingency theory (1967) which
describes leaders who are either relation- or task-oriented, and their effectiveness is
dependent on the demands of the situation (Bass et al., 1990, p. 46 f). While task-oriented
leadership centres on task accomplishments, relationship-centred behaviour focuses on
interpersonal relations (Rosenbach et al., 2012, p. 2 f). Before Fiedler’s theory, most development theories focused on how leaders can best adapt to given situations. Fiedler in turn
underlined the importance of placing leaders in situations for which each person is best
suited (Bass et al., 1990, p. 46 f). Thus, the contingency models describe the aspects of a
situation and which leadership behaviours might most likely be effective in different types
of situations (Yukl, 2019, p. 79).

2.1.5 Situational approach
The situational approach, defined by Hersey and Blanchard (1969), implies that there is no
single best leadership style. It depends on the situation (Chapman, 2018, p. 16). The situational leadership style is composed of two dimensions (see Figure 1): the supportive
dimension and the directive dimension. Depending on any given situation, the leader must
evaluate how competent and motivated an employee might be to achieve a given goal. The
assumption is that motivation and competences vary from case to case, therefore, the
leader may have to change the leadership style from directive to supportive or the other
way around. To be effective, the leader has to understand the employees’ needs and adapt
their style to meet those needs. The different leadership styles are directing, coaching,
supporting or delegating (Northouse, 2019, p. 95 ff).
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Figure 1: Situational leadership by Blanchard
Source: Northouse (2018, p. 97)

2.1.6 Values-based Approach
The values-based approach differs from the other theories with its focus on deeply held
leader values, which appeal and influence the leader’s employees. Value-based leaders
seek to inspire and motivate their employees with words, actions and examples (Kraemer,
2011, p. 2). There are different theories, such as ethical leadership, authentic leadership,
spiritual leadership, or servant leadership, but all have the same foundation: the leader’s
purpose. Employees share the leader’s expressed values or admire their leader because
they are a person of character. Other theoretical approaches also built relations between
leadership behaviour and the values of leadership and employees. Examples are charismatic and transformational leadership, with the fundamental point that the leaders motivate
employees to pursue a vision involving their shared values (Yukl, 2019, p. 34).

2.2

Leadership Behaviour

The most researched area of leadership with a great variety of leadership behaviour concepts is the behaviour of leaders in interaction with employees and other people. Somehow
confusing though are the facts that different terms are used for the same type of behaviour
including the lack of complete sets of correct leadership behaviours. Anyhow, some
important leadership behaviours are:
1. Authentic leadership
Emphasis on authenticity and authentic leadership (Northouse, 2019, p. 4).
2. Adaptive leadership
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A leader encourages employees to adapt to given situations, changes and challenges (Northouse, 2019, p. 4).
3. Empowering and participative leadership
Focus on the involvement of employees into the decision-making process. A synonym would be the term democratic leadership (Yukl, 2019, p. 42).
4. External leadership behaviours
Focus on the interactions with people inside or outside an organization, such as
bosses, customers, suppliers, or other stakeholders. Behaviours can be networking,
external monitoring, or representing (Yukl, 2019, p. 42).
5. Servant leadership
The leader cares for the employees’ needs and makes sure that they become more
knowledgeable and autonomous (Northouse, 2019, p. 4).
6. Spiritual leadership
Motivating employees by values, sense and membership (Northouse, 2019, p. 4).
7. Task-oriented and relations-oriented behaviour
Task-oriented behaviour mainly focuses on efficiently accomplishing a task which
typically includes behaviours like clarifying work roles and tasks, planning activities
for the workgroup, monitoring, or assigning tasks to subordinates. Whereas, relations-oriented behaviour is concerned with increasing trust, collaboration, job satisfaction and identification within the team and organization (Yukl, 2019, p. 42).
8. Transformational leadership
Transformational leadership includes supporting and developing change-oriented
behaviours, encouraging innovation, creating an attractive vision. Other terms for
this kind of leadership can be visionary leadership or inspirational leadership (Yukl,
2019, p. 44).
As described in the previous chapter, researchers enhanced the behavioural approaches
with situational context. Models such as the contingency model appeared including, modern
leadership styles with different focuses such as agility. Leadership style is seen as a behavioural pattern of a leader who attempts to influence others (Northouse, 2019, p. 96).

2.3

Leadership styles

The 21st century brought many modern leadership styles with different focuses. This section
presents and discusses the different leadership styles of Goleman (2000) and Meyer and
Meijers (2018). Those two concepts were chosen since they are considered to be adaptive
and ready to face the challenges of today’s fast-changing environment. As described in
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chapter 1, section 1.2., businesses are more and more confronted with disruptive environments, hence, they need to be able to follow fast-shifting circumstances. Their leaders must
be capable of adjusting their behaviour, or rather style, to respond effectively to the
demands of rapidly changing situations. Meyer and Meijers (2018) describe this ability as
“Leadership Agility”. Goleman’s concept will be presented first followed by the leadership
profiler promoted by Meyer and Meijers.

2.3.1 Leadership Styles by Goleman
As shown below in Figure 2, Goleman describes six different leaderships styles: visionary,
coaching, affiliative, democratic, pacesetting, and commanding (Goleman, 2000, pp. 82–
83; Goleman et al., 2013, p. 55):

Visionary

•Moves people toward shared vision
•Come with me!

Coaching

•Connects goals of a person with organizational goals
•Try this!

Affiliative

•Creates harmony and builts emotional bonds
•People come first!

Democratic

•Values people and gets commitment through involvement
•What do you think?

Pacesetting

•Sets high standards for performance
•Do as I do. Now!

Commanding

•Giving clear direction and thus, soothes fears
•Do as I say!

Figure 2: Leadership styles by Goleman
Source: adapted from Goleman (2002, p.82)

The visionary leadership style attempts to move people towards a shared vision. It is supportive when changes require a new vision or when a (new) direction is needed. The coaching style focuses on employees and tries to connect employees’ goals with the organization’s goals. Furthermore, it centres on the improvement and performance of an employee
by building long-term capabilities. The affiliative leadership style aims to build relationships
and harmony by connecting people. It centres on settling disputes within teams, strengthening the team spirit, or motivating teams during stressful times. The democratic leadership
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style seeks commitment through participation as peoples’ input is important to democratic
leaders, with a focus on consensus-building. The pacesetting style pursues to ensure pace
and structure within a team in order to meet challenging and exciting goals, as a motivated
and competent team is needed to reach high-quality results. Finally, the commanding leadership style will give clear directions and can be helpful in emergencies or crises (Goleman,
2013, p. 55).
Furthermore, Goleman describes emotional intelligence as an important factor for effective
leadership with attributes listed in Table 2 (Goleman et al., 2013, p. 39):

Self-awareness

Self-management

Social awareness

Relationship
management

•

Sensing own emotions and understand their impact

•

Knowing own strengths and weaknesses

•

Self-confidence

•

Transparency: being honest, integrative and trustworthy

•

Adaptability: being flexible to adapt to changing situations

•

Achievement: drive for performance and excellence

•

Initiative: readiness to take opportunities

•

Optimism: see things positive

•

Being empathic: sensing emotions of others, understand
different perspectives

•

Organizational awareness: understanding decision process
and politics

•

Service: meeting stakeholder needs

•

Inspiring: guide and motivate with a vision

•

Influencing: or ability to persuade

•

Building bonds: enable and maintain relationships

•

Developing others: with feedback and guidance

•

Change facilitator

•

Conflict manager

•

Empower teamwork, collaboration, cooperation

Table 2: Cultural intelligence
Source: Goleman et al. (2013, p. 39)
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2.3.2 Leadership Rose by Meyer and Meijers
Meyer and Meijers (2018) developed a model called leadership rose differentiating between
leader roles, tasks and styles. The model depicted in Figure 3 shows five leadership roles
in the inner layer, with ten dimensions of leadership tasks in the middle layer. Further, the
outer layer shows twenty leadership styles that line up among ten dimensions (Meyer &
Meijers, 2018, p. 21).

Figure 3: Leadership rose: roles, tasks, styles by Meyer & Meijers
Source: Meyer & Meijers (2018, p.21)

Leadership roles and tasks
The interpersonal leadership role is about the person-to-person relationship. It treats the
leader-employee relationship with a focus on the leader as a coach. The coach tries to
understand how the other person works and what motivates the person in order to stimulate
the best possible performance. The leader as a coach is engaging, supportive, and actively
listens, questions, challenges, supports, lectures, or praises the teams and team members.
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Possible leadership styles within the interpersonal leadership role are demanding style,
encouraging style, supervisory style and facilitative style (Meyer & Meijers, 2018, p. 21 f).
The organizational leadership role defines the leader as an organizer, who helps to build
and maintain an effective team of people. This includes to mobilizing and aligning a variety
of individuals to reach a common goal. Establishing an effective team is firstly the task of
organizational composition. There are two different ways to build teams. Some leaders prefer unity and recruit similar people in order to create strongly aligned teams (integrative
leadership style). Other leaders prefer to bring together a variety of individuals and differentminded people and incentivize them to appreciate their differences and broad views of
different aspects (federative leadership style). The second task is decision-making, which
focuses on how a decision on a specific topic is made and who should take on responsibility
for making the decision. Moreover, decision-making can be approached in two different
ways. The autocratic leadership style characterizes leaders who prefer to make decisions
by themselves. The democratic leadership style describes leaders who prefer to let the
group decide through participation (Meyer & Meijers, 2018, p. 23 f).
The strategic leadership role defines the leader as strategist who is involved in making strategic choices and mobilizing people to adopt and successfully execute the intended strategy. It is about setting strategy, not necessarily inventing strategy. One task is strategic goal
setting, which can differ between an idealistic or a realistic way. The idealistic way focuses
on a long-run vision and thinking big, supported by a visionary leadership style. The realistic
way formulates more tangible plans and focuses on smart goals which are supported by a
pragmatic leadership style. The second task, called strategic priority setting, determines the
location of the strategic focus. While a focus on current business situations is supported by
an executive leadership style, a focus on new business opportunities and innovative ways
is supported by an entrepreneurial leadership style (Meyer & Meijers, 2018, p. 24 f).
The leadership and mission role encourages groups of people to embrace a shared vision
and focuses on sense-making. People want to understand the reason and purpose of a new
direction before they move. The critical tasks of the role leadership and mission is to determine which purposes and interests should be at the heart of the organization and its
mission. Leaders either focus on the economic purpose with an emphasis on winning and
competitiveness, supported by a value-driven leadership style, or they focus on the social
purpose of an organization with an emphasis on serving others, supported by a virtue-driven
leadership style. The second task - interest-setting - determines whose benefit should be in
the focus. Sovereign leadership and servant leadership are opposed styles (Meyer & Meijers, 2018, p. 25 ff).
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The role “leadership and self” does not focus on doing anything active towards employers,
but on just “being a leader”. It is about the person itself and about the day-to-day behaviour,
which impacts other people. To win people’s confidence is an essential factor when a leader
wishes that people follow him. Gaining confidence is not only about what a leader says but
also about what a leader does and how others perceive his actions. Employees observe
leaders and want to find out who they really are and what they really think. Thus, leaders
have to keep their promises and act as role models. It is about leading by example, sometimes also by courageously taking the first steps and showing a possible way. Therefore,
leaders are in need of unwavering self-confidence. It is about showing commitment and
display the values instead of sabre-rattling. Thus, leaders must start with themselves, as by
being a role model, they can inspire someone else. A crucial task within this role is problemsolving. Leaders are confronted with problems every day and must find ways to embrace
those challenges and find solutions. A reflective leader might take a step back and think
about possible solutions before acting, whereas a proactive leader might instead tackle the
problem immediately and mobilize people to try out some solutions adapting them along the
way. The second critical task is leadership attunement, which aligns behaviour to shifting
circumstances and external requirements. It is about how a leader deals with different
demands, such as from multicultural teams or changing environments. It is about finding
the right fit between oneself and the situation. There are two different approaches. On the
one hand, a consistent leadership style focuses more on the authenticity and the real core
identity as well as about leading in situations that suit the leader well. On the other hand, a
responsive leadership style is more about adjustment of leaders with the belief that they
need to be sensitive, flexible, adaptive, and functional under various conditions (Meyer &
Meijers, 2018, p. 27 ff).
Leadership Styles
The differentiation between twenty different leadership styles lines up among ten dimensions, which in turn are divided into two main dimensions. The leadership styles line up in
opposite poles, and usually, persons have a style preference and a leadership style where
they might feel outside their comfort zone. Also, sympathy for both sides is possible. However, when the style focuses more strongly on one side of one dimension, it is less possible
to tap into the benefits of the other side of the dimension. Each style has its qualities but
also pitfalls. The ten dimensions with the different leadership styles are shown in Table 3
(Meyer & Meijers, 2018, p. 18):
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Dimension 1

Dimension 2

Supervisory Leadership Style

Facilitative Leadership Style

Control of critical activities to ensure that
people carry out the work correctly.

Delegating critical activities to the right
people, ensure the resources, people
work independently.

Demanding Leadership Style

Encouraging Leadership Style

Challenging People to do better by emphasizing the room for improvement.

Showing confidence in people by emphasizing their ability to do a great job.

Integrative Leadership Style

Federative Leadership Style

Building teams with like-minded people,
shared sense of identity, uniform ways of
working.

Building teams with a diversity of attitudes
and views. Giving an environment to think
and act differently.

Autocratic Leadership Style

Democratic Leadership Style

Taking responsibility to make decisions
and ensuring clarity and speed.

Taking responsibility that the team takes
a decision. Ensuring commitment and
quality.

Visionary Leadership Style

Pragmatic Leadership Style

Setting goals, which are quite ambitious
and broad. Challenging employees to find
ways to achieve the goal.

Setting strategic goals, which are specific
and realistic. Guiding employees progress to achieve them.

Executive Leadership Style

Entrepreneurial Leadership Style

Guide people to focus on managing current activities in the most efficiently and
effectively.

Guide people on renewing the organization and taking risks to find out new ways
or opportunities.

Value-Driven Leadership Style

Virtue-Driven Leadership Style

The explained mission is to do well by
making money for stakeholders and ourselves.

The explained mission is to do well by
creating a contribution to the well-being of
our stakeholders.

Sovereign Leadership Style

Servant Leadership Style

Striving to fulfil own objectives. Mobilizing
others to support where possible.

Striving to fulfil group objectives. Offering
support where possible.

Reflective Leadership Style

Proactive Leadership Style

Thinking before acting. Reflecting on options and leadership issues before moving into action.

Thinking while acting. Reflecting and
managing leadership issues along the
way.

Consistent Leadership Style

Responsive Leadership Style

Approaching leadership situations, in the
same way, remaining authentic and predictable.

Adjusting approaches flexible to each
leadership situation, depending on specific circumstances.

Table 3: Leadership styles by Meyer & Meijers
Source: Meyer & Meijers (2018, p.18)
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2.4

Leadership Effectiveness

The definition of effective leadership differs in the literature. There can be different indicators
such as, performance of team or organization, achievement of goals, employees attitudes
and perception of a leader, including qualitative group processes as perceived by others,
or successful career as a leader (Yukl, 2019, p. 29). So, there is no single best way to lead.
Leadership effectiveness depends on the organization’s culture, the characteristics of the
employee, the external environment, and the leader’s characteristics. Importantly, those
variables need to be understood (Meyer & Meijers, 2018, p. 27; Rosenbach et al., 2012, p.
4; Yukl, 2019). In any case, effective leaders can be described as collaborative, adaptable,
integrative, with high self-awareness, and readiness for self-development. To reach this, a
leader must conduct proactive self-reflection and have the ability to align values to intentions
and behaviours (Rosenbach et al., 2012, p. 4). However, research indicates that effective
leadership is not transferable across different cultural contexts. Transformational leadership
would be an example, generally associated with positive effects on employees. It motivates
employees by increasing self-efficacy, linking the individuals with the group, and linking
work values with employee’s’ values. Role modelling is an important factor to reach that
effect (Koveshnikov & Ehrnrooth, 2018, p. 747 ff). When talking about effective leadership
it is often related to the creation of strategy, vision, or mobilization of a group to action. But
effective leadership is “much more primal: Great leadership works through the emotions”.
Emotional intelligence is important to be effective as a leader (Goleman et al., 2013, p. 3).
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3. Leading Change
In an ever-changing environment, an essential part of leadership is to support and conduct
change management which relates to the process, tools and techniques to manage change
on the human side in order to reach the desired business outcome. It is an organizational
instrument, supporting individuals in their own successful personal transitions during
changes through involving and committing employees during their journey of adaption and
realization of change (Voehl & Harrington, 2016, p. 5 ff).
In this Master Thesis, organizations are considered learning organizations that are continually adapting to new circumstances, where involvement and engagement play a significant
role, and where change is seen as an opportunity, not a threat. To become a learning
organization, an organizational development department can be tasked with various
projects, where change management is applied. Tending to the focus of this Master Thesis,
this chapter looks closely at change management and at the role of leaders and multicultural
teams during change, with a particular focus on leadership and the human aspect during
change within the theory of change management. Change management is a vast field, and
to stay within the limits of the master thesis, the project management part will only be mentioned here for the sake of completeness.

3.1

Change Management

Lewin’s (1947) original change theory is a good starting point for a closer look at change
management. The theory puts the change process into three different phases. Stage one
is called “unfreezing”, where disconfirmation of the current status takes place, awareness
for the need for change and motivation, and readiness for change is in the process of being
built up. In this phase, resistance and denial can occur. Stage two is called “change”, where
learning of new concepts takes place, or new meaning for old concepts and new standards
are developed. In this phase, learning through trial and error happens. The last phase is
called “freeze”, which internalizes new concepts, meanings, and standards (Schein, 2017,
p. 321 ff). However, before digging deeper into the change management theory, possible
failures during change will be explored. According to Kotter (2012, p. 4 ff), common failures
during change are:
1. Allowing too much self-satisfaction instead of creating a sense of urgency.
2. Failing to create an adequately powerful guiding coalition.
3. Understanding the power of vision is key to help, direct, align, and inspire change
actions.
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4. Under-communicating the vision in words and deeds. Communication of the vision
is important to capture the hearts and minds of employees.
5. Permitting or accepting obstacles, which block the change vision.
6. Failing to generate short-term wins and reward people.
7. Declaring victory to soon and before changes can sink deeply into the culture.
8. Disregarding to anchor changes firmly in the corporate culture.
Possible consequences are that the new strategies are not implemented well, the expected
results and synergies are not achieved, that employees become frustrated, or that reengineering takes too long at too high costs (Kotter, 2012, p. 16). Further common mistakes in
leading change can be that the change efforts and the relevance and meaning are not linked
to the market and business strategy, or if there are no clear change roles, structure or
decision making, no change agenda, no adequate infrastructure, or missing strategic discipline. Furthermore, there can be a risk of misdiagnosing the scope, by either misdiagnosing
the volume or by neglecting important aspects like a cultural mindset or behavioural requirements. This can happen if the focus lies mainly on technical or organizational aspects. This
leads us to the next common mistake, which is about not considering human dynamics,
which means not considering the emotional side of change if there is no proactiveness to
minimize emotional reactions, or no constrictive encounter once negative emotions
occurred. Lack of addressing corporate culture is another common failure. Corporate culture
is one of the significant forces, which directly influences the success of change. In addition,
unrealistic settings or crisis-producing timelines are often a failure during change. Another
big hurdle can be not having the leaders on board or neglecting to change along with the
needed transformation. Thus, leadership modelling as well as engagement and communication are essential. Further mistakes are missing adequate communication and engagement with stakeholders, heavy top-down approach, one-way communication only, or
engagement with stakeholders after the design is finalised. Another mistake is ignoring
initiative alignment and integration, or multiple separate approaches instead of a unified
effort. All of these complicate the integration of plans, resources, and pace (Anderson &
Anderson, 2010, p. 20).
Also, the iceberg of change management by Kruger et al. (2010, p. 222), see Figure 4,
shows that the difficult and challenging parts of change are not management issues like
controlling quality, time and costs. The challenging part is to achieve acceptance of change.
Perceptions, beliefs and behaviours which are anchored in the corporate culture need to be
taken into consideration. If they are ignored, the iceberg could sink and ruin costs, quality
and the time frame, and goals would be beyond reach. Thus, the management of power,
politics including perception and beliefs, should be considered. This includes, e.g., providing
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an appealing vision and clear mission statement, top management acting as a role model,
bringing (hidden) opponents on board, developing skills, involving, giving orientation and
coaching employees (Krüger et al., 2010, p. 223 ff).

Figure 4: Iceberg of change management
Source: Krüger et al. (2010, p.223)

Figure 4 also shows how people’s acceptance can differ. People can be promoters of
change, potential promoters but also open or hidden opponents. Promoters embrace
change with joy and motivation, whereas opponents can react with resignation, disappointment, disapproval or even resistance. Hidden opponents might have positive attitudes
towards change, and at the same time negative attitudes to personal change, such as
motivation or capability barriers. Hidden opponents may also have negative attitudes to
change in general, but positive attitudes towards personal change, as there might be definite advantages for them. So, they might display positive behaviour but negative attitudes
towards change. In contrast, hidden opponents might have positive attitudes and would
support change but maybe lack certain skills to act as a supporter. Thus, leaders should
manage and control the attitudes of the opponents and try to change their attitude towards
accepting change with incentives but also, if necessary, with sanctions. If an opponent is
unwilling to change their attitude in the sense of the organizational change, it might even be
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necessary to consider their dismissal. Otherwise, the risk might be that one rotten apple
might spoil the whole barrel (Krüger et al., 2010, p. 2016 f).
It is essential to understand that individual change is at the heart of everything achieved in
organizations. Thus, it is crucial to motivate team members at an individual level. Once the
individual team members are willing and motivated to do things differently, the whole world
can begin to change. However, individuals belong to groups and groups belong to the
system of people’s networks, and those groups and networks are interconnected to each
other in various ways. They can influence each other, with the consequence of creating
complications. Therefore, individuals, teams, networks, and organizations all play a crucial
role during change. Leaders find themselves in the centre of it with the challenge to make
change happen (Cameron & Green, 2020, p. 30).
A stakeholder analysis is useful to identify important interest-groups and possible personal
problems. Furthermore, it helps to plan adequate interventions, thus enabling the configuration and steering of the change process. The most critically important interest-groups are
identified, such as top-management, leaders, employees, clients or other stakeholders, and
their interests related to the envisioned change are taken into consideration. It is crucial to
understand who can formally or informally influence the change project (Vahs & Weiand,
2020, p. 106 ff). The following Figure 5 shows how the results of stakeholder analysis can
be visualized:

Figure 5: Stakeholder-analysis
Source: adapted from Vahs & Weiand (2020, p.106)

During change, it is essential to have a critical mass of people on board to develop a change
motion and build sustainability (Cameron & Green, 2020, p. 512). In his book “Diffusion of
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innovations”, Rogers (2003) describes a theory that shows different groups of changeactors during innovations: early adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggards. The
early adopters are willing to support new ideas. Potential adopters like the early majority
look at the early adopters and may request advice or information. Thus, early adopters help
to trigger the critical mass and move forward in the change process, as far as they adapt to
the proposed change. The early majority adopt ideas slightly later than the early adopters.
They follow with careful willingness, whereas the late majority is a bit more sceptical. With
the late majority, sometimes the uncertainty about a new idea must be first removed before
they are willing to adapt. In the last group, the laggards tend to be suspicious and need high
certainty that the new idea will not fail (Rogers, 2003, p. 283 ff). Figure 6 shows the different
change-actors:

Figure 6: Change actors
Source: Rogers (2003, p.281)

Also, during change system thinking is helpful to not only encounter the complexity and
independence of organizational networks but also the environmental challenges. The ability
to think systematically, analyse fields of forces, and their common causal effects on each
other is becoming more critical as problems are often complicated, interconnected and
nonlinear (Schein, 2017, p. 349; Senge, 2014, p. 89).
To ensure a holistic approach to change management, one should always consider that
changes affect the whole organization. Thus, the different strategic action fields of an
organization and their interdependency should always be taken into account, as shown in
Figure 7 (Vahs & Weiand, 2020, p. 18).
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Strategy
incl. vision & Mission

Organization
incl. structure &
processes

Corporate Culture

Change
management

incl. leadership &
communication

Technology
incl. methods &
instruments

Figure 7: Strategic activity fields during change
Source: adapted from Vahs & Weiand (2020, p.18)

Furthermore, to fully embrace change, the five factors below responding to change should
be considered (Cameron & Green, 2020, p. 121 f):
1) Nature of change: change can be generated internally or externally; it can be routine
or one-off; it can be about contraction or expansion. There are different types of
change, which can provoke different behaviours.
2) Consequences of change: the consequences of change can vary. The question is
about who will benefit and who will feel losses.
3) Organizational history: matters regarding how change was managed in the past and
how the capacity of managerial resources and expertise for change are.
4) Type of individual: is an important determining factor how change is perceived and
what the responses to change are.
5) Individual history: can give a clue how someone may respond to change. The individual history includes previous responses to change, skills and experiences, stability in personal and career life.
Success factors during change are clear self-awareness, recognition of a changing environment, readiness for change, insight into the drivers of change, knowledge about
enhancement of organizational learning, recognition of origins and mitigation of resistance
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(Bigley, 2019, p. 2 f). During the change phase, it is vital to set priorities like a course of
change, clear expectations, and the decision about where to start or create a core team.
However, it is also important to consider political aspects like active communication, sending of motivating messages, and overcoming resistance. Furthermore, it is essential to
involve people aspects such as listening and understanding, mastering the humble art of
trust, and navigating group dynamics. Another important aspect is perseverance, which is
about fixing problems along with the proposed change and finding new and better ways to
deal with specific factors, such as handling (team) dissatisfaction, institutionalizing and supporting change, including not giving up too early (Dallas, 2016, p. 12 ff). Further success
factors are clear vision, specific goals, participation and communication, integrative
approach, initiation of cultural change, commitment of the top-management and courage
(Vahs & Weiand, 2020, p. 20).
However, the central issue about change is not about strategy, structure, culture, or systems. The core problem is always about the changing behaviour of individuals and teams.
Organizational change can only happen in a meaningful way if individuals change their behaviour appropriately. Organizations cannot change unless employees change as well. It
can mean that they must learn how to think, believe, or behave differently. Thus, the effectiveness of change depends on the extent to which individuals are motivated and enabled
to implement new initiatives. However, not all employees see change as an opportunity.
Some respond with enthusiasm and see it as an opportunity to learn and grow, but others
feel frustration, grief and resist change (Jones & Van de Ven, 2016, p. 483). The following
sub chapter will take a closer look at the matter of change resistance.

3.2

Resistance

In a seminal work, Kübler-Ross (1969) showed how terminally ill patients went through
different psychological stages in coming to terms with their situation. This research was also
applied to people experiencing other types of significant change. There are typically five
stages through which people go through, as shown in the following figure by Cameron &
Green (2020, p. 80) adapted from Kübler-Ross (1969):
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Figure 8: Psychological stages during change
Source: Cameron & Green (2020, p.80)

Further, this curve was complemented and adapted by other researches in the field of
change. Adams, Hayes, and Hopson`s (1976) as cited in Cameron and Green (2020, p.
84), redefined the change curve with the following steps:
1) Shock and/or surprise: characterized by a sense of disbelief, but not yet denial.
2) Denial: not accepting the change. It can even include that people want to prove (to
themselves) that the change will not happen.
3) Anger: and frustration take place in an unaware sort of way.
4) Bargaining: effort to avoid the inevitable.
5) Depression: hitting the ground, responding (or not responding) with apathy or sadness.
6) Acceptance: reality is accepted.
7) Experimentation: after a more inward-looking process, the idea arises that perhaps
some of the changes are not that bad and worth thinking about.
8) Discovery: entering the new world, which has changed, and discovering that the
change is not that bad as imagined, may even bring some new opportunities.
Individuals are influenced by change at different levels. They can face cognitive challenges,
such as learning new things to achieve new results, or behavioural challenges, where they
must change their behaviour. However, they can also have psychodynamic problems with
the change itself, e.g. if they need to let go of something that gave them security or was
important to them. The inner world of change looks different to them, and they can experience different emotional stages. But also, the humanistic psychological level must be taken
into consideration. Individuals want to learn and grow, achieve self-actualization and higher
values (Cameron & Green, 2020, p. 40 ff). The attitude of employees and their beliefs towards change has become even more critical, as today, through the continuously changing
business environment in the VUCA-world, organizational change has become even more
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complex and challenging. Thus, continuous development, learning, and innovation are
required during the change process (Alavi & Gill, 2017, p. 157). Leaders themselves are
individuals as well, and as such, they can also face challenges adapting to something new.
Resistance to change is a real challenge as employees do not support the change efforts,
and the change may get trapped. The cause for it should be identified to overcome
resistance. In the following Table 4, shows reasons and determinants for resistance
(Bradutanu, 2015, p. 22):
Reason

Determinants

Personal interest

-

Job security

-

Personal gain

-

Maintaining social relationships

Misunderstanding of change objectives

-

Goal of change is not clearly defined

and strategies

-

Information missing/ unclear

-

Lack of involvement

-

Change purpose is unclear

-

Fear of unknown

-

Lack of necessary knowledge, thus

Loss of control

fear of incompetence and to fail
Different estimations about the change
Low tolerance towards change

-

Perceptions of the plan are different

-

Credibility in change team is low

-

Negative experiences in the past

-

Lack of personal confidence

Table 4: Reasons for resistance to change
Source: based on Bradutanu (2015, p.22)

Resistance is a rational response to different situations, where people have to change. As
long as people’s learning anxiety remains high, they will try to resist the validity of the data
and/or find excuses for adapting to change or learning new things. This can occur through
different responding stages:
1. Denial: disconfirming data are not valid or are only temporary.
2. Scapegoating: convincing oneself that the problem is somewhere else, others have
to change first.
3. Bargaining: or also manoeuvring. Wanting an exclusive compensation for making
an effort to support the proposed change.
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The force field change model by Kurt Lewin (1951) describes the current reality of an
organization with two forces: the driving forces, which encourage change, and the restraining forces which are against change, as shown in Figure 9. Both situations need to be considered to understand the organization’s current reality and to initiate change. The driving
forces need to be strengthened, and the restraining forces need to be weakened. Change
can happen when the driving forces are more significant than the restraining forces (Jones
& Brazzel, 2014, p. 261).

Figure 9: Force field change
Source: Lewin (1951) in Jones et. al (2014, p.261)

Thus, the leader has to create conditions for change, where change readiness increases
and learning anxiety is reduced (Schein, 2017, p. 328). Change management intuitively
involves learning (Sohmen, 2016, p. 104). Here it is important to understand that employees
may have to learn new things they have not even been aware of and need time for this. If
an individual learns something new, their performance will be lower and only rise over time;
it is like a learning dip. Sometimes, when conducting change, people must learn new things
and develop new skills, being unaware of possessing them or not. Often, individuals
consciously focus on something in the foreground and unconsciously on things in the background. By focusing on things in the background, they can be brought into the foreground.
This also happens when learning something new. People can possess unconscious competences, but they are not in the foreground. However, they can also possess unconscious
incompetence in the background. Feedback from others can help to convert unconscious
incompetence into conscious incompetence. Focusing on those competences or incompetences can move them into the foreground. Once, an individual has understood that they
possess incompetence they were not aware of, they can turn this incompetence into conscious competence by practicing. After a while, it can transform into unconscious compe-
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tence, which means that it is done without paying great attention to it as it has been integrated into the daily routine (Cameron & Green, 2020, p. 43 ff). This process is displayed in
Figure 10:

Figure 10: Unconscious competences
Source: Cameron & Green (2020, p.49)

People are afraid to fail or face the unknown and uncertain, new reality. To overcome
resistance, leaders should consider the learning process. Also, training should be provided,
and the learner should be involved so that the person can design their own learning process.
The learning goals may not be negotiable, but the method and way to the goal should be
open. Moreover, training should be considered at the individual level and the relevant group
and team level. Another important aspect is to provide the necessary resources, including
time, space, coaching and feedback. Moreover, it should also be possible for groups and
individuals to talk about their learning problems. Barriers should be removed and supporting
systems and structures should be developed or built. Furthermore, it is important to provide
an attractive vision and have positive role models that apply the new behaviour and
attitudes. Preferably, there should be a person from the higher hierarchy-level with whom
employees can identify themselves (Schein, 2017, p. 328 ff). Nevertheless, it is also
essential to take time and try to understand other points of view. Even if it is not possible to
consider every single point of view, this is important as it shows respect. Furthermore, leaders may even find an opportunity to strengthen their vision with suggestions from opponents
(Dallas, 2016, p. 69). Furthermore, it is crucial to craft motivating messages. First, a shared
vision where people also see themselves has to be communicated (Dallas, 2016, p. 60).
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It is a well-known fact that employee involvement in change reduces the risk of resistance
(Caliskan & Isik, 2016, p. 404). The world-café is a conversational process for groups to
explore and talk about a certain matter (Cameron & Green, 2020, p. 857). An initiative like
a world-café could be an opportunity for creating a common-sense approach which can
bring “doubters on board”.
Importantly, it is essential to make sense of change. A suitable method for planning change
is Kotter’s (2012) eight phases of change.

3.3

Kotter’s Eight-Stage Process of Change

Successful change stories reveal firstly a multistep process, which creates power and
motivation, and secondly, high-quality leadership. High-quality leadership is different from
excellent management, it is needed to conduct significant organisational change. Kotter
(2012, p. 22) describes this multistep process through eight different phases of change:
1. “Establishing a sense of urgency (…)
2. Creating a guiding coalition (…)
3. Developing a vision and strategy (…)
4. Communicating the change vision (…)
5. Empower employees for broad base action (…)
6. Generate short-term wins (…)
7. Consolidating gains and producing more change (…)
8. Anchoring new approaches in the culture” (Kotter, 2012, p. 37 ff)

Figure 11: Kotter’s eight phases of change
Source: adapted from Kotter (2012, p. 37ff)
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Steps one to four are to unfreeze the hardened status-quo. Phases five to seven implement
many new practices, and the last step is to integrate the change into the corporate culture
and secure the changes. If steps are skipped, or there is an immediate jump to e.g. phase
5, which is the idea of reorganization, there is a risk of running into a wall of resistance.
Often organizations only undertake steps 5 to 7, especially when change only seems to
consist of a single decision like reorganization or merger. However, phases 1 to 4 are vital
to build up a solid base, to defrost activities and warm-up for the proposed change. Moreover, phase 8 is important to follow-through, which is necessary to finalise change and to
make sure that the changes are implemented (Kotter, 2012, p. 24 ff). Thus, middle management leaders must move their teams and themselves through the eight different steps
of the change management process.

3.4

The Role of Leaders in Change

Leadership plays a critical role when an organization wants to implement significant organizational change (Alavi & Gill, 2017, p. 157; Kotter, 2012, p. 183 ff). Leading change is one
of the most challenging responsibilities for leaders. It includes guiding, encouraging, and
facilitating efforts to embrace change collectively (Yukl, 2019, p. 126). In a leadership position, it is vital to establish a direction, as well as an appealing vision and strategy.
Importantly, a leader must align the people and the processes. This includes communication
and cooperation along with the change vision and strategy, so that people believe in and
accept the change’s validity. Further needs are the ability to motivate, energise and inspire
employees to overcome barriers and resistance (Kotter, 2012, p. 29).
Leaders have to consider three dimensions when handling change (Cameron & Green,
2020, p. 25 f):
-

Business outcomes: need to be developed and delivered.

-

Interests: influences, authority, and power need to be mobilized.

-

Emotions: people and culture need to be enabled to adapt.

The challenging part of leaders is that they are in the centre of the three dimensions and
have to balance their efforts across the dimensions as well as ensuring and not disregarding
anyone (Cameron & Green, 2020, p. 25 f). Furthermore, leaders have an essential role in
limiting and overcoming resistance through motivating and interacting with employees. They
must bring individuals, teams and groups on board. To counteract resistance, they should
set a course of change, provide orientation, establish a sense of urgency, act as a role
model, share a common vision and show wholehearted commitment towards the planned
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change. Finally, it is crucial to provide the necessary resources and empower employees
as required (Rønningstad, 2018, p. 17).
Nevertheless, before a course for change can be set, it is important to understand the
existing priorities of the people who are asked to change. A shift in perspective and engagement is needed, with an attitude of a learner instead of an expert – listening instead of
talking. Better answers and more investment in people are useful to set the right course to
change (Dallas, 2016, p. 16). Building up trust is another important factor during change.
Employees are more willing to support change if they trust the management, experience
organizational support, the need or the change is communicated, and if participation in
decision making is possible (Caliskan & Isik, 2016, p. 404).
Figure 12 shows different interventions along the psychodynamic curve, which employees
can experience. In the first phase it is important to minimize shock. Only then, the proposed
change can be discussed at team and individual levels. In this phase it is important to pay
attention to people’s needs and support them. Active listening and recognizing employees’
emotions is important in order to be able to support them. When the curve is rising again,
leaders need to be encouraging, create goals and develop opportunities. At the end, a
reflection of the learning process and experiences can take place (Cameron & Green, 2020,
p. 143).

Figure 12: Leadership interventions during change
Source: Cameron & Green (2020, p.143)
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In any case, an organization should always consider that managing change plays an
important role in preventing a change process from spinning out of control, knowing that the
challenging part for most organizations is leading the change. Leadership is a great necessity during change, because: “Only leadership can blast through the many sources of corporate inertia. Only leadership can motivate the actions needed to alter behaviour in any
significant way. Only leadership can get change to stick by anchoring it in the very culture
of an organization” (Kotter, 2012, p. 33).

3.5

Leadership Behaviour and Change Management

Any leader should approach change more as a learner than as an expert. They should be
aware that they do not know everything and also need to learn. This can also mean to look
outside the company, maybe even outside the own field of industry, to look for fresh ideas
and how things can be done in a better way (Dallas, 2016, p. 29).
Furthermore, creating a shared vision and crafting motivating messages are crucial tasks
for a leader during change. Firstly, leaders need to understand their people before they
create a shared vision. It is important to understand one’s employees and meet them on
common ground. Importantly, the leader must be aware of his non-verbal communication,
which is visible through actions and behaviours, this means that words and behaviour or
actions should not differ but support each other. If a leader’s verbal communication differs
from non-verbal communication, the employees may lose trust in the leader and the proposed change. Thus, leaders must be aware of this and, stay authentic and build up trust.
For a leader it is also particularly important to show compassion because change affects
people’s daily lives and can be uncomfortable for them. This should not stop a leader from
conducting change, but it is important always to be compassionate and respectful of
employees’ underlying feelings (Dallas, 2016, p. 60 f).
Similarly, Alavi and Gill (2017) confirm that leadership authenticity or authentic leadership
can support change. By acting authentically and inviting the employees to become authentic, leaders develop solid and shared values with their employees, thus supporting the
change vision. Furthermore, they increase the dialogue for continuous development,
increasing transparency and encouraging others to share their ideas. These skills are also
helpful when employees feel uncomfortable because of lack of knowledge to support the
envisaged change. Authentic leadership invites them to speak out openly (Alavi & Gill, 2017,
p. 157 ff).
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Building up trust is an important factor in leadership, and crucial during change. It is often
even more important than any practical skill a leader might have. It affects loyalty and performance of employees and colleagues, but it also ensures that people will follow the leader
during change even in difficult times. People will continue to follow a leader if they trust the
person even when he/she makes mistakes. Trust provides security when everything around
changes. Building up trust means engaging with people, acknowledging them, sharing
weaknesses, and creating a safe environment where mistakes can be discussed openly.
Moreover, it is essential to be transparent and share as much information as possible
(Dallas, 2016, p. 93 ff).
As already mentioned, the leader should consider himself a learner as well. Organizations
and their leaders have to become constant learners in order to deal with our fast-changing
world. We only know that the world of tomorrow will be different, more complex, more rapid,
and more culturally diverse. Therefore, organizations need a culture, which favours continuous learning and flexibility, and leaders have to promote that. This means that they need
to encourage proactivity and show that active problem-solving leads to learning. Participation and learning opportunities raise the probability that new solutions will be adopted. Thus,
leaders must encourage learning, as it is a good thing and worth to be invested. Moreover,
leaders need to display a positive view of human nature, which means that the leader must
believe that humans are willing to learn if they are given the necessary resources and
psychological safety. Knowledge and skills will be more evenly distributed within the organization, and leaders need to accept that they will depend more on others, it is in their interest
to support honest and truthful communication. The toughest part for leaders is when it
comes to acknowledging their lack of expertise or wisdom. This means that they must
continuously learn and be honest with others that they do not always have an answer to
every question. Thus, more open, personal, and trusting relationships need to be built
(Schein, 2017, p. 343 ff). A leader should be able to deal appropriately with questions of
individuals such as: Do I believe in the leader’s vision? Do I trust the leader? Are there
shared values? Can I count on the support of the leader, when being thrown into the turbulent waters of change? Do I have a voice during the change? Is there sufficient support
during the change?” (Herold et al., 2008, p. 354).
Different leadership styles can enhance change. The commanding style of Goleman for
example can be needed in crisis to push performance. The visionary style is overall best
suitable when leading a proposed change. The affiliative style increases harmony and thus
can raise performance. The democratic style increases commitment through participation.
This means that a leader takes an approach that we all are changing instead of only you
have to change. The coaching style motivates employees to try out new ways and increases
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the follower’s capability. The pacesetting style aims to achieve even more and is suitable
for performance teams. Each style has its positive and negative sides which depend on the
situation (Cameron & Green, 2020, p. 300). A further important aspect is self-leadership. It
is important to possess a good portion of self-efficacy, hope, resilience and optimism during
change (Alavi & Gill, 2017, p. 158).
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4. Leading Multicultural Teams
“Leadership today is a multicultural challenge. Few of us need to be convinced of that. We`re
competing in a global marketplace, managing a diverse workforce, and trying to keep up with
rapidly shifting trends.” (Livermore, 2015, p. 3).

Today’s economy and companies increasingly need people able to cooperate across cultural and geographic boundaries. Teams are located together in one place, or work together
through virtual space and are dispersed all over the world (Schneider et al., 2014, p. 207).
Through globalization and international recruitment opportunities, our workforce has
increasingly become culturally more diverse. Thus, leaders need to possess cross-cultural
awareness and sensitivity. Many organizations foster diversity to improve team performance and to gain a competitive advantage (French, 2015, p. 5). Due to an increase in
team-oriented problem-solving, many organizations turn to see teams as a solution to solve
the problems arising from an increasingly complex and dynamic environment, requiring
dynamic changes. However, before being able to use the team as a resource and to find
answers to external adaption, employees first need to come together as a team and focus
on internal integration. Cultural differences within the team and different cultural assumptions on how a team should function can make integration more challenging. For example,
some cultures are naturally more individualistic, and others are more group-oriented. In
group-oriented cultures, people are often used to tight control and clear authority. These
differences trigger different ideas on how a team should be structured, and how team
members should behave. This entails that cultural assumptions differ on how people work
together, how problems are solved, how tasks are done, or how decisions are made. Multicultural teams can bring broader perspectives to the table with a promise of better performance. In order to achieve that, there is a need for a strategy on how to deal with the
different perspectives and approaches of teamwork. Over time, the team members often
converge on a shared culture with shared values, behaviours and beliefs which can be more
or less aligned to the corporate culture (Schneider et al., 2014, p. 207 f).
But what is culture actually? If a person visits another country, the person will perceive
observable things like language, food and dressing style first. Only after some time, the
person will understand more about the values and norms of another country. So, insight
into different cultures comes in layers because it takes time to get to know and better
understand a culture different from one’s own. Cultural layers can be compared to an onion
and to better understand a culture, it needs to be peeled layer by layer as displayed in
Figure 13. First come the readily observable layers like language and food, and only then
layers like values and norms. The core layers of the onion are the basic assumptions which
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represent a group’s shared meanings and beliefs. Those basic assumptions are unconscious (Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 2012, p. 8 f).

Figure 13: A model of culture
Source: Trompenaars (2012, p.29)

Cultural norms, communication patterns, and the cultural underpinnings of what is considered good business differ from country to country and have a significant impact on how we
understand each another and how tasks are accomplished. Sometimes the differences
seem small, but being unaware of those differences can disturb business meetings, demotivate employees, and make it more difficult to achieve set goals (Meyer, 2015, p. 11 f).
Hofstede defines five cultural dimensions (Hofstede, 2001, p. 79 ff)
1)

Power distance index

Indicates how a society handles inequality: a
high index accepts hierarchical order vs. a low
index opts for equalizing the distribution of
power.

2)

Individualism vs. collectivism

Expresses whether people regard themselves
as individuals or as part of a group. It also
influences if people are expected to take care of
themselves or their proximate families.

3)

Masculinity vs. femininity

Masculinity signifies the preference for achievement

and

material

rewards

for

success, and is more competition-orientated,
whereas

femininity

is

more

consensus-

oriented representing the preference of cooperation, caring for the weak and quality of life.
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4)

Uncertainty avoidance index

Indicates the degree to which a society feels
comfortable or uncomfortable regarding uncertainty. A strong index means that a society maintains rigid codes of behaviour and is more intolerant of new ideas. A low index refers to societies where practice counts more than principles.

5)

Long-term vs. short-term orientation

Expresses how association from the past to the
present and the future is connected. Low index
means that traditions and culture are honoured
and preferred to be maintained vs. a high index
which means that society encourages more
modern education to prepare for the future.

6)

Indulgence vs. restraint

Indulgence allows preferably free gratification of
natural human desires, e.g., enjoying life and
having fun. Restraint means that a society rather
regulates human desires by strict social norms
and tends to suppress gratification.

Table 5: Cultural dimensions by Hofstede
Source: Hofstede (2001, p. 79ff)

Leaders must equip themselves with the relevant cultural circumstances and practises
when leading people from other cultures. Leading people e.g., with a high individualistic
orientation, requires motivation through personal incentives and goals. In contrast, a person
from a more collectivist culture can be motivated through group goals. There is also a difference regarding the understanding of a group. Cultures with a high orientation of individualism might prefer partnerships with the involvement of one or two people and not a whole
group, whereas for cultures with a collectivist orientation, long-term relationships and group
goals are important (Livermore, 2015, p. 102). But this could also mean e.g., that cultures
with a higher power distance orientation are more likely to display a more respectful attitude
towards leaders and to avoid disagreements (Koveshnikov & Ehrnrooth, 2018, p. 752). The
power distance can also include generational, professional and organizational subcultures.
In low-power distance cultures, people feel comfortable to socialize with the leader, they
feel free to ask questions and be actively involved in decision-making. In high-power distance cultures, people expect leaders to tell them precisely what to do. If a leader wants
employees to participate in a high-power culture, e.g., India, the leader must carefully figure
out how people can be involved (Livermore, 2015, p. 103 ff).
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Furthermore, language plays a crucial role in all cultures. Children learn from parents and
other people they interact with through verbal and non-verbal input by pointing at something
and naming/signing it at the same time. Spoken and signed language is the way to express
what individuals see, hear, feel and think about and how they define concepts (Schein,
2017, p. 86). Hall (1976) distinguishes between different communication styles in high- and
low-context communication. Low context communication relies on explicit communication
where the mass of the information is contained in the verbal message and very little is embedded in the context or in the participants. High context communication relies on implicit
communication and nonverbal cues, gestures, the use of space and silence (Hall, 1976, p.
97 ff; Meyer, 2015, p. 39). Figure 14 gives an overview of different countries.

Figure 14: Low-context vs. high-context communication
Source: Meyer (2015, p.39)

Moreover, often English is chosen as “lingua franca” or another common language is chosen in international environments. But English might not be everyone’s mother tongue.
Moreover, there can be differences in pronunciation or vocabulary including the level of
language skills (Browaeys & Price, 2011, p. 289). In such cases, it can happen that some
people may feel uncomfortable to speak up or feel a status-loss because their language
skills are not that proficient. Or, it can also happen that native speakers may feel frustration
because of the poor language skills of another person (Neeley et al., 2012, p. 236 ff). Thus,
linguistic diversity can be a barrier as differences in languages and limited language skills
can have a negative effect on communication. But it can also be a resource when it is used
as a facilitator for better inter-unit communication (Marschan-Piekkari et al., 1999, p. 425
ff).
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Furthermore, in some cultures, relationship and trust building are crucial prerequisites to
conducting business. Communication and getting to know people are important factors
when conducting business in such countries (French, 2015, p. 22). Effective communication
is an important necessity when leading multicultural teams. It clarifies goals, norms, and
boundaries but also develops trust and confidence, including encouragement of team
participation. This, in turn, results in improved team performance, increased effectiveness
and productivity. Therefore, leaders should care about empathic listening, voice tone, body
language, and effective communication with and among the team (Imakwuchu & Billy, 2018,
p. 575 f). Mimics, including facial expression, gestures and eye contact differ across and
within cultures. Therefore, nonverbal behaviour must be adapted. Eye contact is, for example, an important behaviour, and in some cultures, great attention needs be paid to when
and how long eye contact is appropriate. Most cultures have unwritten rules about nonverbal behaviour, and they might differ between gender, age and status (Livermore, 2015, p.
169 ff).
However, multicultural teams do not only differ in language and mimics. There are also
physical differences, like time and space. Time is experienced differently around the world.
In some cultures, it is well-respected only to do one thing at a time (monochromic). In other
cultures, it is more about how things can be accomplished simultaneously (polychromic).
Furthermore, there can be a difference in how time is regarded when achieving things. Time
can be regarded as planning time, with specific milestones and goals which have to be
reached within a certain time. But time can also be regarded as developing time, where a
person takes as much time as it will take, and the time can extend far into the future. Moreover , space and distance can differ within cultures (Schein, 2017, p. 91 f). There is a risk
that individual space can be violated when persons come too close and discomfort might
be felt if the appropriate personal space is not respected. Again, appropriate space is
different around the globe, and thus, culture plays a significant role when it comes to space
and distance. Coming too close can be regarded as aggressive in some cultures. Keeping
too much distance can be perceived as cold and reserved in other cultures. The way how
a leader interacts with the team, the way how an office is set up, the way how someone is
greeted or welcomed is all related to distance and cross-cultural behaviour. Is a handshake
appropriate? Who reaches out first? Which role does position play? When to sit, stand, or
bow? All of this varies within and across cultures (Livermore, 2015, p. 169 ff).
Another important differentiation regarding culture is the task versus relationship orientation. In some cultures, like North American and North European, the focus is more on the
task itself, and personal relationships are set aside. Whereas, in other cultures, like Latin
America or the Middle East, it is crucial to first build up relationships because people like to
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do business with people they know. This can also mean that relationships come first, and a
person would even lie to protect a friend. In such cultures, reality must be considered in the
context of nature, circumstances, and relationships. This refers to a further dimension,
which is referred to as universalism versus particularism and differs worldwide. Universalism means that the focus is on formal rules without regard to circumstances or relationships.
Particularism means that the circumstances and relationships are more critical when deciding what is good or not. Furthermore, in particularistic societies, relationship bonds are
stronger than general rules (Schneider et al., 2014, p. 49 f).
Also, cultures can differ in terms of “being” and “doing”. The being-oriented culture emphasizes quality of life. The doing-oriented culture concentrates on keeping busy and achieving
goals. The bias can quickly arise that the being-culture is lazy or that the doing-culture cannot relax. However, neither is true. It indicates more how people can be motivated. When
leading people from a being-oriented culture, it is important to create opportunities for personal growth, to first affirm how the person feels and manage relationships. When leading
persons from a doing-oriented culture, it might be important to provide training and development, recognize accomplishments and manage processes (Livermore, 2015, p. 122).
Being conscious of cultural differences means to be culturally aware, which is an essential
factor when leading multicultural teams. Cultural awareness starts with being aware of the
own cultural background, to understand one’s own cultural behaviours but also how they
are perceived by others. There, it is also important to understand that the way one person
perceives a culture can be different from how others perceive it; it depends on each person’s
country and culture (Meyer, 2015, p. 18 ff). Therefore, leaders must be aware of how people
from other cultures see them and interpret their behaviour or actions (Yukl, 2019, p. 371).
Furthermore, cross-cultural learning should be fostered. Members of a multicultural team
must learn that each person of each culture assumes that their way of doing something is
the right way. Therefore, each team member needs to understand that there is no single
way of doing things. Hence, considering the possibility that other assumptions may be just
as valid and questioning oneself are important ingredients to foster cross-cultural learning
(Schein, 2017, p. 109).
A person who has lived, worked, or travelled extensively to other countries can perceive
more contextual cues about other countries’ cultures and, thus, better understand cultural
differences. It helps to understand intercultural communication and also find ways to adapt
(Meyer, 2015, p. 10). Importantly, cross-cultural experience and being able to speak more
than one language raises cultural intelligence (Ang & Van Dyne, 2015, p. 2).
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Every individual is different, this statement is true without doubt. It is also true that a person
should not make assumptions about individual traits, depending on where they come from.
Nevertheless, this does not mean that learning and being aware of cultural differences is
unnecessary. When leading employees from other countries or when doing business
around the world, it is essential to have an appreciation of cultural differences and respect
for individual differences (Meyer, 2015, p. 13).
Once settled, multicultural teams perform better than monocultural teams with regard to
identifying problems and finding creative alternatives, but the challenge to get them settled
first remains (Schneider et al., 2014, p. 211).

4.1

Challenges of Multicultural Teams

People from different cultures with different personalities and work attitudes coming together can create a source of conflict (Imakwuchu & Billy, 2018, p. 576). Cross-cultural
interactions are complex and pose the risk of communicating disrespect of other individuals’
values and identity. When acting interculturally, persons should be aware and careful not to
offend people from other cultures (Schein, 2017; Tjosvold & Leung, 2016, p. 5). The richness of a multicultural group comes with a risk of complexifying group dynamics. Additionally, the communication might be less effective due to the use of different languages as well
as an increasing risk of conflict. This can cause greater social stress for the team members
and lower alignment on tactical activities. The risks stem from differences potentially giving
rise to mistrust, interpersonal conflicts and communications problems. Therefore, creating
a greater potential for frustration and dissatisfaction followed by a higher risk of turnover
(Schneider et al., 2014, p. 209 f; Yukl, 2019, p. 389). In general, multicultural teams are
more prone to encounter an increase in problems during a change process (Browaeys &
Price, 2011, p. 339). For example, language can also be a source of cultural distance (Ang
& Van Dyne, 2015, p. 3). This may happen when multicultural groups come together and
only communicate superficially without connecting at a more personal level. Therefore, they
may not understand each other’s culture. Politeness, tact, and face will be maintained, but
working at this level may trigger risks such as errors and low productivity. In order to mitigate
that risk, cultural intelligence should be built up within the group. This means educating
each team member about the different cultures within the team, including differences regarding norms, behaviours and assumptions, thus building up cultural intelligence (Schein,
2017, p. 108). This also includes strengthening intercultural awareness within the group, for
example, by active thinking and learning about cultural similarities and differences, critical
thinking about habits and assumptions, and evaluating one’s own mental map to gain
knowledge about the cultural differences (Ang & Van Dyne, 2015, p. 32 ff).
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To summarize, it could be said that the challenge for multicultural teams is to overcome
their cultural and language differences and to agree on a common base (Schneider et al.,
2014, p. 211). If this does not happen, lost opportunities, low performance, less creativity,
and non-fulfilment of set goals can be the result (Imakwuchu & Billy, 2018, p. 577). However, once this is achieved, multicultural teams spawn great opportunities.

4.2

Opportunities of Multicultural Teams

There is a direct link between the size of the diversity of a team and the potential and richer
ideas that can be generated (French, 2015, p. 5). Multicultural teams improve the quality of
decisions by seeing a problem through various different angels, thus offering greater creativity and innovation. Those attributes, as well as richer ideas, increased creativity and innovation are needed to face the challenges of the VUCA-world. Having a multicultural team
on board increases access to a greater range of perspectives in turn resulting in a greater
range of options as well as minimizing the risk of uniformity and pressure of conformity. The
immediate result is an increased availability of more complete and comprehensive perspectives, which also help to cover the needs and demands of different stakeholders worldwide
(Schneider et al., 2014, p. 209). Multicultural teams can also produce more creative ideas
and propose diverse solutions for problem-solving processes (Browaeys & Price, 2011, p.
339). Because of the increase in international experience and language skills, workgroups
become more skilled for global work orientation. Persons with international experience and
higher language proficiency can adapt more easily to multicultural environments and better
deal with problems based on intercultural interactions and/or cultural differences (Caliskan
& Isik, 2016, p. 417). Furthermore, diverse teams, if they experience success, are more
likely to unite into networks, communicate freely and share knowledge, thus reinforcing high
performance (French, 2015, p. 5). However, to achieve this, inclusion is a prerequisite so
all employees feel comfortable to openly express themselves, who they are and what makes
them different from others (Yukl, 2019, p. 389). Multicultural teams who develop a global
identity including cultural intelligence can be highly effective in a global work environment
(Ang & Van Dyne, 2015, p. 3).
To benefit from cultural differences, it is important to increase cultural awareness and foster
appreciation and respect for the different cultures as well as develop a common understanding. Furthermore, empathy and sharing of cultural knowledge is an important factor
(Imakwuchu & Billy, 2018, p. 578). Hence, multicultural teams offer great potential for success, but it is important to lead and manage them carefully (French, 2015, p. 5).
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4.3

Cultural Aspects during Change

Team diversity prevents group thinking. Homogeneous groups work well if there is a need
to deal with a problem, with data input and output as requirements. However, during times
of rapid change, as we are experiencing across today’s world, we are confronted rather with
dilemmas and not so much with problems anymore. Dilemmas where too many answers to
options exist. In this situation, a diverse team, or multicultural team, can be extremely helpful
if they collectively evaluate the situation and bring in different ideas to find the best answers
(Dallas, 2016, p. 37 f). Diverse teams, brought together from different business units, functions, regions, maybe also customers or other stakeholders, with a focus on external adaption, are more agile to respond to rapid changes than traditional, internally focused teams
(Schneider et al., 2014, p. 208). The more culturally diverse an organization is, the more it
can cope with a more turbulent and unpredictable environment. If diversity is seen as a
resource, it is necessary that there is an understanding of each other and an openness to
learn from other cultures and languages. Thus, leaders have to ensure sound cross-cultural
communication and understanding (Schein, 2017, p. 348).
There are great opportunities but also challenges that should be taken into consideration
starting with the biggest challenge to get settled (Schneider et al., 2014, p. 211). Tuckman’s
model (Tuckman, 1965) names four different phases when teams are coming together:
forming, storming, norming and performing. In the first stage, the team members are more
restrained and adjust to the change in their own way. After some time, when members are
working on common tasks and the phase of being more cautious has passed, individuals
then voice their own opinion and concerns more often, and behavioural dynamics can occur.
This happens in the second stage called storming or testing. The storming stage is an
important and healthy part of the process as it will clarify fundamental questions of the first
phase and enable a common understanding of the team’s purpose and roles. In the third
stage, norming, team members work together to achieve goals without paying too much
attention to fundamental questions. This phase is about establishing team norms. A forward-back movement between the storming and the norming phases can occur. In the final
stage, the performing stage, the team has reached clarity about its purpose, structure and
roles. Now the team has embodied a way to successfully collaborate and conduct learning
as a team. The capacity to develop and change has been achieved (Cameron & Green,
2020, p. 179 ff).
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4.4

Leadership Behaviour with Multicultural Teams

Leaders of multicultural teams are responsible for creating an environment where cultural
diversity can be managed positively and is used as a competitive advantage, where
employees feel invited to take initiative and cooperate beyond cultural borders. Important
ingredients for such an environment are empathy and recognition. However, trust is also an
important factor in fostering team identity. It should be taken into account that building up
trust with multicultural teams might take a bit longer than with monocultural teams. Hence,
leaders should build up trustworthy, fair, and transparent communication, build a shared
vision, recognize team members’ strengths and align them (Dziatzko et al., 2017, p. 12 ff).
Furthermore, leaders must possess a global mindset. Such a mindset should include attributes like self-confidence, optimism, resilience, curiosity, adaptability, risk-taking, flexibility,
desire to collaborate, to learn about other cultures and parts of the world, to learn other
languages, to understand other cultures and histories, to respect cultural differences and
understand cultural similarities, among many other desirable traits (Javidan & Teagarden,
2011, p. 21). The leader needs to recognize and understand cultural differences within the
team to effectively lead multicultural teams and create team dynamics. There is a risk that
people often focus on the similarities and overlook or even disregard differences despite
their usefulness to avoid conflicts, but then it may also not be possible to use them in a
productive way. Therefore, it is advisable that from the very beginning teams should take
their time to focus also on the differences. This process should start slow and become
faster towards the end as in case of a fast start, there is a risk of no end at all (Schneider
et al., 2014, p. 210 f). Figure 15, based on DiStefano & Maznevski (2000, p. 49) cited in
Schneider et al. (2014, p. 212) shows a method how the differences between the team
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• Build on each
others idea

Figure 15: MBI approach with multicultural teams
Source: adapted from DiStefano & Maznevski (2000, 49)
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Once the differences are mapped, teams try to bridge the differences through different communication tools. Decentre e.g., refers to speak or listen from other points of view. For
example, if talking to a person from a more indirect culture, one could say: “I am used to
direct communication and will not be offended.” This can also include questions. For example, if a more indirect culture is included, one should ask how people of their culture would
think about the procedure. This gives the person with the indirect culture room to express
their own (dis)agreement indirectly with the opinion of a hypothetical third person instead of
their own. The last step is integration, which uses differences as synergies to create new
ideas and enhance qualitative decisions. At this stage, participation needs to be encouraged
and conflicts resolved. When conflicts arise, team members should talk to each other and
try to find out which differences caused the misunderstanding instead of blaming each other.
Next, challenges can become opportunities and the team members are enabled to learn
from each other (Schneider et al., 2014, p. 212 f). In a nutshell, to lead a multicultural team,
it is crucial to develop a common understanding of e.g. how to work together, what is polite,
appropriate, and what is good leadership. If this is not the case, the multicultural team risks
facing challenges such as inefficiency (Dziatzko et al., 2017, p. 14 f). However, it is also
important to let differences emerge naturally as common understanding and empathy are
important (Schein, 2017, p. 123). Moreover, it should be considered that talking about culture is a very sensitive topic, as most people are instinctively self-protective when it comes
to culture (Meyer, 2015, p. 24). Thus, tolerance, appreciation, and respect for differences
are a prerequisite when interacting globally (Tjosvold & Leung, 2016, p. 6; Yukl, 2019).
According to GLOBE, an abbreviation for “Global Leadership and Organizational Behaviour
Effectiveness” and a cross-cultural study of leadership, there are leadership behaviours,
which are viewed globally as effective, such as being visionary, honest, trustworthy,
dynamic, decisive, positive, encouraging, dependable, excellence-oriented and team integrating (Brodbeck et al., 2013) as cited in (Yukl, 2019, p. 374).
Members of a multicultural team have different expectations about the purpose of the team
and how to work together. Some of the expectations are more about task issues like the
role of team members or task structures, and others are more about the processing of
issues like team building, language and participation. Every leader should discuss and
negotiate those expectations with their team. Table 6, based on Schneider et al. (2014, p.
219 f) shows the potential dimensions of team discussions.
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TASK STRATEGIES

CULTURAL DETERMINANTS

Creating a sense of purpose:
-

Task vs. relationship

Defining team’s mission, goals, and

Being versus doing

objectives incl. when possible

Hierarchy

measurement.
-

Individualism vs. collectivism

Clarifying team’s priorities, such as

High vs. low context

budget, schedule, quality.

Monochronic vs. polychronic

Structuring the task:
-

Finding out to what extend the agenda
and “rules of the game” should be

Uncertainty avoidance

structured.
-

Addressing time management and how
deadlines should be dealt with.

-

Monochronic vs. polychronic
High vs. low context

Work packages: what needs to be done
by whom, how tasks can be divided, what
is done together and apart.

Assigning roles and responsibilities:

Individual vs. collective

-

Clarifying responsibilities.

-

Defining the role of the leader.

-

Clarifying who needs to attend a meeting

Power and status

and when.
Decision making:
-

Defining how a decision should be made
and who makes the decision: leader or
team?
PROCESS STRATEGIES

Uncertainty avoidance
Task versus relationship
Individual vs. collective
High vs. low context
Hierarchy

CULTURAL DETERMINANTS

Team building:

Task vs. relationship

-

Finding out how trust is developed.

-

Finding out how much time for social
activities should be spent.

Monochronic vs. polychronic
High vs. low context

Communication:
-

Defining the working language and who
decides that.

-

Individual vs. collective

Finding out how to deal with an

High vs. low context

imbalance of levels of fluency.
-

Power

Monochromic vs. polychronic

Evaluating different communication
technologies.
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-

Defining what an effective presentation
is.

Motivate for participation:
-

Evaluating how to ensure participation of
all members

-

Taking care if input from some members
is given more credibility than from others.

-

Power
Individual vs. collective

Carefully observing who listens to whom,
but also who interrupts whom.

Table 6: Strategies for leading multicultural teams
Source: Schneider et al. (2014, p.219)

The power distance can also indicate if an authoritarian leadership is more favourable than
transformational leadership. Transformational leadership means a supportive and inspirational style with a high level of participation. The degree of uncertainty avoidance can give
an orientation if a leader will be more venturesome, flexible, and innovative (low uncertainty
avoidance) or if the desire for security, stability is higher, and the leader needs to be more
reliable and cautious (high uncertainty avoidance). The level of individualism can indicate if
more individual autonomy is needed or if the group’s collective needs are in the foreground.
For cultures with an orientation towards individualism, it can be a bit more challenging to
develop shared values, cooperation and social responsibility (Yukl, 2019, p. 375 ff).
Furthermore, as a global leader, it is important to know oneself well. Important qualities
leaders of multicultural teams must have are: capacity to think globally, willingness and
ability to communicate effectively, listen and learn, ability to solve problems and resolve
conflicts arising from cultural differences (Imakwuchu & Billy, 2018, p. 576). During change,
leaders need to understand their employees and reach out to them. Leaders sometimes
need to read the mind and body language of their employees and meet them at the stage
they are to support them in following the proposed change. Face-to-face meetings might be
necessary if the teams are not located in the same place. Furthermore, it is important to
adjust one’s verbal and non-verbal communication to other cultures, being sensitive to different cultural scripts and norms. For example, in a more hierarchical culture, people might
be more reserved in their communication(Dallas, 2016, p. 77 ff). Thus, it is important to
listen, watch carefully and speak less, when interacting with someone from another culture:
“Listen before you speak and learn before you act” (Meyer, 2015, p. 27). Furthermore, the
leader needs competencies, such as (Dziatzko et al., 2017, p. 12 ff):
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-

Professional competence: intercultural competence, technical skills, organizational
knowledge, strategic perspective

-

Social competences: intercultural sensitivity such as empathy and respect, openness, flexibility, ability to adapt, self-assurance, global mindset including good character, emotional stability, tolerance, ability to motivate and create team dynamics

-

Method competences: language and communication, presenter and mediator skills

Additional vital skills are competence in dealing with cultural complexity as well as managing diversity and inclusion (Yukl, 2019, p. 388). Mindful communication, building up trust
and relationship are important interpersonal skills of a global leader for building multicultural;
teams; integrity, humility, curiosity and resilience are important threshold traits. Cultural intelligence is a crucial determinant of cross-cultural competence (Schneider et al., 2014, p.
180 ff). Cultural intelligence requires leaders to understand how people from their own culture perceive other cultures, and how various cultures perceive one another (Meyer, 2015,
p. 22). Knowing and understanding the different cultures within a team also helps the leader
to manage possible ranges of group dynamics. Ignoring or suppressing differences is a
common reaction to differences within a team, but when those differences are not engaged,
the different experiences and perspectives go to waste (Schneider et al., 2014, p. 210).
The following key qualities are based on research on global leadership (Lundby et al., 2014)
as cited in (Yukl, 2019, p. 381):
-

Appreciation of global employees:
There are three factors which can differ in international contexts: national culture,
employee work preferences (e.g. higher desire for job security, growth, or respect),
and what is perceived as engaging and motivating factors. It is important to understand the employee’s preferences and consider cultural differences to provide more
effective leadership.

-

Appreciation of the layers of complexity within the organization
Global organizations have many layers of complexity: different cultures, politics,
economic, language, history, religion, etc. A leader needs to understand the different
aspects to be effective.

-

Appreciation of oneself
Self-awareness and understanding of personal characteristics can help leaders to
be more effective in a global environment. Furthermore, characteristics such as flexibility, openness, extraversion and emotional stability can be a key to serve effective
leadership (Yukl, 2019, p. 381).
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5. Research Methodology
The objective of this study is to investigate which kinds of effective leadership behaviours
support change management with multicultural teams (see objective statement in section
1.3). This chapter will explain how the research was conducted. First, the choice of qualitative research will be discussed. Next, it will be explained how the data was obtained, and
lastly, how it was analysed in order to answer the research question and propose practical
recommendations for leaders.

5.1

Research Design

Historically, the field of leadership was purposely investigated by applying a qualitative
approach. It is best investigated with a qualitative method as the latter can uncover a spectrum of contextual variables in different and various situations, in which leadership comes
to play (Bass et al., 1990, p. 887). Qualitative research can be defined as “any kind of research that produces findings not arrived by means of statistical procedures or other means
of quantification” (Corbin & Strauss, 1990, p. 17). Hence, the focus is on the profound
understanding of words, opinions and experiences, rather than on (rigid) numerical data.
Qualitative research is regarded as an interpretive method (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011, p. 6).
It is interpretive because the researcher needs to make sense of subjective meanings
expressed about a specific phenomenon (Saunders et al., 2015, p. 168).
This master thesis aims to reach a better understanding of which role(s) multicultural teams
play during changes and which kind of effective leadership is needed to conduct change
with multicultural teams. The literature about managing multicultural teams is vast but not
sufficient regarding effective leadership behaviour when undergoing a change process. The
literature regarding change management and leadership is very broad as well. However,
the angle from the multicultural aspect in relationship to change and effective leadership
behaviours has not been sufficiently investigated yet. Therefore, the study will have an
explorative character since the aim is to discover and understand a phenomenon, with its
problems or issues and potential best practices (Saunders et al., 2015, p. 174 f).
Post collection of new information, an inductive approach was adopted aiming to find and
describe missing insights, to confirm, or contradict existing theories and recommendations.
An inductive approach is appropriate to explore a phenomenon, identify patterns, gain new
insights, eventually supporting new hypothesis or even theories based on the analysis of
the collected qualitative data (Saunders et al., 2015, p. 168).
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5.2

Research Method

The research method describes how the primary and secondary data were collected,
organised and analysed.

5.2.1 Data Collection
The research activity was conducted through a literature review by collecting secondary
data about leadership (chapter 2), change management (chapter 3), and leading multicultural teams (chapter 4). Sources used are academic publications in the form of journal
articles mainly from the inventory of the FHV library. Further readings stem from referenced
documents in these first sources.
The primary data were gathered through semi-structured interviews with experts to explore
the leader’s practical perspectives, success and failure stories. Semi-structured interviews
were deemed appropriate to gain unbiased insights without directing the interviewees. The
interviews with the experts were designed to investigate which leadership behaviours are
necessary during change with multicultural teams. An additional investigation targeted the
questions a) if multicultural teams play significant role(s) during change, and b) which leadership behaviour would be necessary in this respect. All interviews were conducted in English.
Semi-Structured Interviews
The interviewees were screened and selected to fulfil the following criteria:
-

Industrial global players with headquarter in Vorarlberg/ Lichtenstein
(including one consultant),

-

Experts in the field of change management or organizational change,

-

Leading a team with at least two team members from different countries or supporting leaders of multicultural teams.

The companies are global industrial players with subsidiaries worldwide and, thus, potentially offer best practice examples for multicultural organizations. The companies are only
an extract of the industry within the area Vorarlberg/ Lichtenstein, but still give a first and
useful indication of important factors with regard to leading multicultural teams through
change. To broaden the picture, one consultant, specialized in leadership and change with
multicultural teams and working with several global industrial players, was interviewed.
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The expert interviews were conducted one-to-one virtually via Microsoft-Teams. It was initially intended to conduct the interviews face-to-face, but because of COVID-19 restrictions
and measures, it was not possible to conduct person-to-person interviews. Thus, all interviews except for one were conducted by videoconference. Each interview lasted for about
one hour. The interview guide was not sent beforehand, as this might have influenced the
interview. The interview guideline (see appendix) was based on the previous literature
review and designed to answer the research question. The interview was structured into
two parts: introductory questions and six main questions. The interview started with an
explanation of the interview process, ethical considerations such as guaranteeing anonymity, explaining about data protection, and an informed request for recording of the entire
interview. In order to create rapport, the introductory questions asked about the interviewee’s position and roles in the organization. On the one hand, those are questions easy
to answer and build comfort; on the other hand, they provide the necessary information
about the professional background of the interviewees. The main questions followed a more
open approach. It was ensured that all six main questions of the interview guide were asked
in each interview. These six questions included open questions such as telling a success
story or a challenging story, which they had experienced as leader or observed when supporting leaders during change situations with multicultural teams. Upon their responses,
further inquiry addressing specific aspects were asked as necessary.
The interview statements and outcomes were not predictable, which involved the risk that
some important topics might not have been integrated into the theoretical part. Thus, some
topics were complemented in hindsight in the theoretical part (sections 3, 4 and 5), if the
relevant theory was available after the interviews were conducted.
Participants Profiles
Company A is an international company with around 7.980 employees at 31 different locations, specializing in manufacturing furniture hardware. They are the market leader in their
field. The interview partner was a member of the management board, who is the Managing
Director of the consultant group, which is also part of the company’s foundation. The Managing Director and his consultants’ team are specialized in global personnel, organizational
and corporate development. The Managing Director has a team in Austria with twenty employees from different countries. Furthermore, in the bigger subsidiaries there are employees who are cooperating closely regarding change and development topics. The interview
took place on 15th of April 2020 at 04.00 pm via Microsoft Teams.
Company B is a global company specialized in development and production of plastic packing solutions. They are the market leader in their field. The company has 46 locations and
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20.900 employees worldwide. The interview partner was the Director of Corporate HR with
a team of thirty employees from different countries. Twenty of them are at the headquarter,
and ten regional human resources managers are distributed across business regions. The
interview took place on 16th of April 2020 at 9.00 am via Microsoft Teams.
Company C is an international company with around 29.000 employees worldwide. The
company develops, manufactures and markets high-end products for different industries,
such as construction, building maintenance and manufacturing. They are the market leader
in their field. The interview was conducted with the global lean manager of the company
who is leading a diverse team consisting of twelve global lean managers from different
countries. The interview took place on 23rd of April 2020 at 4.00 pm via Microsoft Teams.
Company D is a global company with around 800 employees worldwide and a market
leader in innovative testing and measurement solutions for power systems. The company
has 22 subsidiaries worldwide. The interview was conducted with the coach of the HR team,
also called the global HR manager. In the headquarter in Austria there are 25 to 30 different
nationalities, worldwide there are 50 different nationalities in the company. The interview
was conducted face-to-face on 28th of May 2020 at 4.00 pm at the headquarter.
The consultant is an expert in the field of leadership and change and has already gained
a great deal of different experiences, also working with multicultural teams. The consultant
worked for more than 15 years as an HR executive in an international company and has
now worked for almost five years as a consultant for different companies. The interview took
place on 15th of April 2020 at 10.00 am via Microsoft Teams.

5.2.2 Data Analysis
Transcripts of the interviews as recorded were created.
The qualitative data analysis follows the recommendations by Schulz (2012). A content
analysis has been conducted with the aim to identify keywords, paragraphs, or categories.
In general, a three-step process was followed for analysing the data:
1. Noticing concepts which are relevant to the study. This concepts eventually led to
single codes, which emerged from the interview answers.
2. Collecting examples of these codes, and
3. Analysing these concepts to find out communalities, differences, or patterns.
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The aim is to first make specific observations, then to find patterns within the observation
to finally make broader generalizations, which result in categories. This bottom-up approach
is shown in Figure 16:

Generalization
Pattern
Observations
Figure 16: Inductive research approach
Source: based on Schulz (2012)

As a first step, the interviews were read through without focusing on details to gain a general
overview of the data. After reading the interviews carefully, the data were imported and
analysed in the software application “MAXQDA 2020” in an inductive approach to derive
ideas and concepts that emerged from the data. The interviews were sorted in chronological
order.
First, each interview was divided into useful sentences and paragraphs, which depended
on the interview answers, and how much information there was per sentence or paragraph.
The next step was to use open codes, which accurately described the meaning of the text
(Schulz, 2012). A code can be a word, sentence, or paragraph. Coding data means categorizing data with similar meanings. It involves labelling data with a word or concept that
represents or summarizes the meaning of that specific phrase. Throughout the process, it
was important to keep an overview of the used codes to ensure consistency. During an
inductive approach, most of the data will be coded to explore all possible meanings within
the data (Saunders et al., 2015, p. 581 f).
After coding an entire interview, a list of all the codes was made then checked for similar or
redundant codes in a bid to reduce the long list of codes. This step was performed for all
interviews, one after the other, however in a random order. The objective was to reduce the
long list of codes to a more manageable number of codes, where possible (Schulz, 2012).
The third step was to code the codes, also called closed coding with the aim to find overarching categories to group the open codes.
As a fourth step, all the codes were examined and investigated for interrelations. The fifth
stage was to replicate the whole process with the other interviews. The codes were induced
from the first text and iteratively updated as further reading of other interviews or answers
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took place and new codes arose. Thus, previous interviews were double-checked if they
might need one of the new clusters as well for the sake of constant comparison. A researchnotebook was used to keep an overview of the codes.
Afterward, to gain a better overview of all interviews, the codes and categories were
extracted to an excel spreadsheet and each paragraph and statement was considered in
addition to the process of Schulz. A short summary of the paragraphs was put in an extra
column to create a better overview and to confirm the understanding. The code was entered
into the next column. Then, the frequencies and patterns were entered. Statements, which
were covered by all five interviewees, were regarded as highly relevant. Statements, which
were repeated several times by different interviewees, were regarded as very important as
well. Single statements, which were only covered by one or two persons, were considered
but outlined as just being a statement, which is covered by one or two persons but might be
important and would need further investigation.
After the data was analysed and summarized, the codes were built to a system of categories. As a last step, the system of categories was double-checked with the primary material.
The aim was to slowly move from the specific to the general and noticing concepts to answer
the research questions and gradually derive a practical recommendation approach for effective leadership behaviour with multicultural teams during change.
After analysing the interviews, the outcomes were compared with the screened literature
and discussed to derive practical recommendations for leadership behaviour during change.
The limitations of this study consist in a small number of interviewees and only concentrated
on leaders from Vorarlberg, Switzerland and Lichtenstein. Therefore, it is advisable to
conduct a similar study with team members of multicultural teams in the same or in other
regions.
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6. Research Findings
In the following chapter the research findings will be presented with each paragraph representing a category. Paragraph 7.3 has three sub-categories.

6.1

Effective Leadership

It is important to understand what effective leadership means for the interviewees. As it is
their basic assumption and understanding of effective leadership, it should be reflected in
all of their answers regarding leadership. Each person had a slightly different understanding
of effective leadership, but the following attributes were covered by most interviewees:
a) Regarding organization:
-

Achieve desired results and necessary output for the organization

-

Sharing purpose of the organization

b) Regarding team/ individual:
-

Break purpose down at team and individual levels

-

Connect people to achieve overall goal

-

Giving orientation, guidance

-

Coaching role: help to achieve target, contribution, develop people, taking
care of people

-

Give people freedom to do their work, move and develop themselves

c) Regarding leadership behaviour:

6.2

-

Empathy

-

Active listening

-

Understand what problems/ challenges people have and be supportive

Change with Multicultural Teams

“I think is it for any change process, the more diverse a team is, the more successful the
outcome of the change process might be.” (Interviewee 1, line 288-236)
Multicultural teams provide great opportunities for an organization in change, but there are
also many risks to consider. The advantages multicultural teams bring to the table are
broader and new perspectives, different thinking, increased creative, and improved identification of risks. Thus, richer and more sustainable solutions, or totally new, pragmatic ways
can evolve. Results, that would not have been expected as outcomes can be achieved.
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Furthermore, multicultural teams can be crucial for organizations, which are acting internationally: “So, things take, tend to take longer. So, you have to understand that, it takes, the
beginning, there's more effort, but in the long run it's highly better.” (Expert-Interview 4,
Pos. 564-566). This statement, which was also attested by others, shows that conducting
change with multicultural teams can promise better results, but it can also be more timeconsuming. As they spend more time exploring, they need more time in general and sometimes it can take longer as expected. Another challenge with multicultural teams is language
and communication. Even if everyone agrees to speak English, if it is not their mother
tongue, the quality of expressing themselves can vary. Thus, misunderstandings can arise,
or it can happen that people are not speaking up because they feel uncomfortable.
Multicultural teams have different attitudes, understandings, background, working styles
and religions. They differ also in language, body language and mimics. Cultural differences
add another layer of complexity. Hence, when people from different cultures come together,
there is a risk of communication problems, tensions and personal clashes. Two interviewees
brought examples about managing change abroad and possible difficulties such as, in more
hierarchical cultures it can be difficult to obtain open and honest answers, or in more grouporiented ones it can be more difficult to obtain personal opinions of individuals.
Furthermore, two interviewees talked about the risk of multicultural teams to remain superficial. Summarized, all interviewees agreed that multicultural teams have promising
advantages, but there are also challenges and risks. However, the emphasis was on the
advantages of multicultural teams. The importance to manage multicultural teams is outlined: “If you manage to link them, you will, you got the whole world to you.“ (Expert-Interview 2, Pos. 343-344). Also, interviewee 4 confirms that: "So, we know that for example,
diverse teams work, work much better than a homogeneous team, right? We know that. If
managed correctly, and that's the caveat.” (Expert-Interview 4, Pos. 122-124).

6.3

Effective Leadership Behaviour with Multicultural Teams during
Change

Effective leadership is needed to set free the potential of multicultural teams during change.
Different leadership behaviours were mentioned. When looking at the different leadership
behaviours, three different patterns were recognized, inspired by the leadership roles by
Meyer and Meijers (2018) but reduced to three levels:
1. Sub-category 7.3.1.: Leadership and Self with Multicultural Teams during Change,
2. Sub-category 7.3.2.: Leading Individuals in Multicultural Teams during Change,
3. Sub-category 7.3.3.: Building a Common Base and Structure.
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6.3.1 Leadership and Self with Multicultural Teams during Change
The key findings of effective self-leadership during change with multicultural teams are
-

Know oneself well (strengths, weaknesses, boundaries, culture, …)

-

Possess cultural intelligence to understand cultural differences

-

Be an authentic and open-minded role model and create trust

-

Build a communication base, ask more questions, listen actively

Table 7 is showing a more complete overview of the most important findings:
Code
Self-perception

Explicit leadership behaviour
-

Know oneself (strengths, weakness, boundaries)

-

Be aware that oneself does not know everything, be
open to solutions from others

Cultural intelligence

-

Reflect about oneself critically

-

Understand own culture

-

Understand culture of others and cultural differences
(mimics, language expressions)

-

Hierarchical cultures can be more challenging to conduct change

-

Be aware that cultural differences might not be fully un-

Self-leadership

derstood
Being authentic
Role modelling

-

Be authentic is important

-

Be authentic creates trust

-

Role model that others can follow

-

Lead others the same way a leader leads oneself

Create and maintain -

Trust is important when conducting change with multi-

trust

cultural teams

Openness

Adapt to situation

-

It needs time to build trust

-

Show interest in individual and what drives them

-

Have an open mindset

-

Accept and appreciate other cultures

-

Openness to different perspectives

-

Openness forces flexibility

-

Keep overview during change

-

When necessary dive deeper into tasks to support and
help employees for a short time
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Communication

-

Be sensitive when supporting employees

-

Build common communication base

-

Ask more questions

-

Listen actively

-

Be humble

-

Be open about change challenges

Table 7: Sub-category: Self-leadership

When leading a multicultural team, self-leadership is a key factor. A leader needs to be
open to different cultures, different understandings and different perspectives: “It depends
how you can deal yourself with a multicultural team. It's, it's about, … to have a team with
a lot of diversity, you rather be ready and willing to deal with diversity. Otherwise you gonna,
you gonna fail. Uh, because, a diverse or a multicultural team asks for different understandings.” (Expert-Interview 2, Pos. 321-326), or “I think just this different attitude and understanding and openness for other cultures. Yeah, just take Ramadan, is, uhm, is one example. Uh, this understanding of people are in different situations or have different religious,
whatever backgrounds.” (Expert-Interview 5, Pos. 333-336).
An open mindset, being authentic and role model behaviour are important aspects. Rolemodelling means to stay authentic and not exclude oneself when conducting change, but
to show desired behaviour and actions. Being authentic creates trust. And trust needs to be
created between the leader and the team, so that people can lean into the change and know
that they can depend on each other in difficult times. However, creating trust takes time.
Thus, time for creating trust is important and time to build a common understanding: “Or,
you know, there's, there's an underlying reason for that, and I think the more open and
transparent we are about that, the better we are to understand each other. And that's really
the challenge.” (Expert-Interview 4, Pos. 529-535)
Hence, communication is another important factor. Communication during change but also
to build a common communication base, active listening and really try to understand
employees. Asking more questions can be helpful when leading multicultural teams during
change to find out if they have understood everything, or if this is the right approach, or
maybe if oneself is on the wrong way. Furthermore, a leader has to involve different perspectives and take oneself back. Critical self-reflection, knowing own assumptions,
strengths, weaknesses and boundaries is necessary: “…the first biggest challenge is, uh,
to be aware about your own cultural background and your own unspoken, uhm, assumptions and what seems to be clear for yourself, what is not automatically clear and for the
other members of the team, of the project. Um, so very important from the beginning to be
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able to reflect about yourself, um, and to understand that you are not the only one, and
maybe you are not the centre of the globe and university, uh, or universe.” (Expert-Interview
3, Pos. 177-182).

6.3.2 Leading Individuals in Multicultural Teams during Change
The key findings of leading individuals in multicultural teams during change are:
-

Involve employees and leverage their power (different perspectives, etc.)

-

Ensure stability and trust during change

-

Support and develop employees in a coaching role

The most important findings of leading individuals in multicultural teams during change are
displayed in Table 8:
Code
Employee involvement

Explicit leadership behaviour
-

Leave freedom to employees to develop and
find their own way

-

Give orientation and support

-

Leverage power of the team; integrate differ-

Leading individuals

ent perspectives
-

Include people as part of the solution

-

If people are not involved, resistance may
occur

Understand employee’s

-

needs

Coaching role

Human needs during change are orientation,
stability and trust

-

Be open and try to understand human needs

-

Create stability and trust

-

Support them to reach their goals, instead of
top-down leading

-

Understand what drives people

-

Be careful and sensitive when supporting

-

Provide resources, skills and competences to
do their job

Employee development

-

Leadership is about developing people

-

Give power to others

Table 8: Sub-category: Leading individuals in Multicultural Teams during change
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During change with multicultural teams it is important to understand employees’ needs, to
involve the people and make sure that they have the right resources, skills, etc. Especially,
the involvement of employees is a key factor. The team and their power have to be involved
to set free potential advantages of multicultural teams: “The problem is that if you don't
include the people, if you don't listen to the people. Then the diversity goes to waste.” (4,
line 137-139)
Involvement also reduces the risk of resistance. People should be part of the solution. Thus,
leaders have to understand, support, and develop them in a coaching role: “Uhm, and so
it's probably at the beginning important also to be aware if you want to start to change
something which has an impact on other people, you should involve these other people
which are impacted by this change from the very beginning, and be open that you are not
the only one who knows how solution could look like, so, you need to different experts to
different people to make things and changes happen, uhm and so on.” (Expert-Interview 3,
Pos. 153-158) or “And speaking very clearly about what the challenges are on the way
there, and he never assumed that he knows to truth, but he said, I think we are having this
and this kind of problems, but, uhm, please let me know if I'm seeing things right or wrong
or if there's any additional input from your side. So, he's asking a lot of questions and asking
them a lot for contribution.” (Expert-Interview 1, Pos. 203-207).

6.3.3 Building a Common Base and Structure
The key findings of building a common base and structure with multicultural teams during
change are:
-

Bring a multicultural team together and build a common base

-

Create a shared purpose

-

Provide orientation, stability, guidance and transparency through change

-

Change should be aligned with corporate culture, organizational systems and tools

Table 9 gives a more details overview of the most important findings:
Explicit leadership behaviour

Provide orientation, stability

-

Give orientation and guidance

and guidance through

-

Give safety, structure but leave result open

change

-

Be open, transparent about situation and chal-

and structure

common base

Building a

Code

lenges
-

Keep overview during change
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Creating shared purpose

-

Creating shared purpose and meaning what
the team is creating together

Create sense of unity

-

Explain the reasons behind the change

-

Create a structure that helps to find a common

(Bring people together/ cre-

understanding and to support common efforts

ate common understanding) -

Bring team together and reach common understanding

-

Can be time-consuming in the beginning

-

Program can help to build relationship and
getting linked with each other

Change approach

-

Common understanding is important

-

Change should be linked to corporate culture,
tools and system of an organisation

-

Consideration of all circumstances such as
human behaviour, organisational structure,
mechanism, development, consequences of
decisions

Change process

-

Transparency throughout the whole process

-

Explain the “why” behind the change, make
sense of change (minimize risk of resistance)

-

Hidden agenda can cause resistance

-

Adapt change process to culture, when conducting change in another culture

-

Involve people who are impacted

-

Early adopters help to set example, get supporters during change

Table 9: Sub-category: Building a common base and structure

To get the individuals together as a team, there is a need for a shared purpose and common
sense and base. For the members of a multicultural team, it is important to bring them
together so that they have a common understanding and a good communication base: “So,
generally when you talk about leading diverse teams and driving change, you have that
element of diversity. But if you don't have the element of inclusion, then the diversity goes
to waste.” (Expert-Interview 4, Pos. 119-121)
Otherwise, there is a risk for clashes and misunderstandings. Building a common base,
including language, can take time: “it could be more difficult, spend a lot of time to have a
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common understanding, if you are not able to have a good communication base or the
language level is not good enough so that you have to invest a lot of additional time to clarify
topics.” (Expert-Interview 3, Pos. 273-277)
Furthermore, it is important to provide orientation, stability and guidance through the change
and also explaining the “why”, the reasons and motives, behind the change. The change
itself should be linked to the corporate culture and organizational systems and tools. An
open, transparent change process, which involves employees is vital.
When change is conducted in another country, it might be necessary to adapt the change
process to the culture. For example, one interviewee explained that with a team-oriented
culture it can be difficult to start first at the individual level and then go on to the team-level;
it might be better to start at the team-level.

6.4

Change: Multicultural versus Monocultural

It is not the aim of this master thesis to compare leadership behaviour of monocultural
versus multicultural teams during change. Purely effective leadership behaviour with multicultural teams during change is taken into focus. Nevertheless, the question “would you
differentiate between a monocultural team and a multicultural team during change, also in
regard to leadership behaviour” was asked.
The outcomes covered the following: the needs of human beings during change are similar,
independent of culture. These needs are orientation, guidance and security. But leaders
need to possess cultural sensitivity, they need to be open-minded, and the success
depends on the leader.
However, the practical stories and answers during the interview showed that the interviewees took different cultural aspects into account.
The assumption is that experts already possess high cultural intelligence and for them it is
normal operating in culturally diverse environments. This assumption would need further
investigation and research.
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7. Discussion and Interpretation
In this chapter, the research results will to be discussed based on the literature review,
exchange with peers, and personal assessment.
As mentioned in section 4.3, today’s businesses are confronted with the complex dilemma
related to the existence of too many possible answers to options. Dallas (2016, p. 37 f)
proposes that multicultural teams can offer advantages to address some of these challenges. The findings of the conducted literature review as well as the research findings
attest to such advantages, which include new, richer, unexpected ideas and innovations,
greater creativity, and the ability to contemplate the issues from various angles. Moreover,
multicultural teams are also better at identifying risks and improve the quality of decisions.
Furthermore, multicultural teams are more likely to cover a wider and more and international range of perspectives (Browaeys & Price, 2011, p. 339; Caliskan & Isik, 2016, p. 417;
French, 2015, p. 5; Schneider et al., 2014, p. 209), see section 4.2.
Cultural differences can be found in communication, relationship building, physical differences like time and space, task versus relationship orientation, universalism versus particularism, or being-oriented versus doing-oriented or the different cultural dimensions by Hofstede (2001), see chapter 4, for an explicit exposition. Interesting was that the interviews,
which I conducted, did not delve deeper into all of those differences. Differences were described more generally as different attitudes, understanding, workings styles and backgrounds. Although, the hierarchy levels of some cultures as well as the collectivism culture
were mentioned. Hence, further research could be interesting. Especially the comparison
of two cultures during change with regard to the different cultural dimensions by Hofstede,
particularly the effect of the uncertainty avoidance during change could be of interest.
Cultural differences of multicultural teams do not only bring opportunities, but also risks and
hurdles, as confirmed by my research findings and the literature review (see section 4.1).:
When people from different cultures come together, there is a risk of communication problems, tensions, and conflicts and the potential of conflict potentially causing social stress
among teams. Moreover increased complex group dynamics can develop and the team
might become less effective as a consequence (Schneider et al., 2014, p. 209 f; Yukl,
2019). The risk that the team members remain superficial, polite, or that the team does not
settle down (Schein, 2017, p. 108) can result in low performance, decreased creativeness,
or lack of achieving goals.
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Looking at the primary research question “Which leadership behaviours support change
management with multicultural teams?” my investigation yielded the following findings:
The research findings indicate that leadership has an important role regarding multicultural
teams in relation to avoid risks but also set free advantages. To unleash the advantages of
multicultural teams during change, three main themes of leadership were examined:
1. Leadership and Self with Multicultural Teams during Change (see section 6.3.1)
2. Leading Individuals in Multicultural Teams during Change (see section 6.3.2)
3. Building a Common Base and Structure (see section 6.3.3)
Related to this, Yukl (2019, p. 381) writes about three essential aspects, when leading a
multicultural team: understand yourself, understand global employees, and understand the
layers of complexity within the organization.
Regarding the first theme, leadership and self, it is important that leaders possess cultural
intelligence to understand different cultures, that they know themselves very well, and that
they are authentic and open-minded role models. Furthermore, leaders must be capable of
building a sound communication base and able to listen actively. Moreover, it can be helpful
to ask more questions than they normally would. The author’s assumption is that leaders
also toned to be careful with that, as in some cultures asking too many questions would not
be appropriate.
Cultural intelligence does not only refer to understanding different cultures, it is also about
accepting and appreciating other cultures, knowing one’s own background and the interrelations between different cultures within the team. Leaders need to be aware that they might
not fully understand the other cultures in their team, in this regard cultural intelligence is a
key factor (Meyer, 2015, p. 22; Schneider et al., 2014, p. 180). In addition, emotional intelligence is essential to be effective as a leader (Goleman et al., 2013, p. 3). This is even
more relevant when managing change with a multicultural team, because change itself is
already complex with multicultural teams adding another layer of complexity. The research
findings show that a leader must have a high level of self-leadership including selfknowledge, which means knowing their own boundaries and assumptions about different
cultures. Moreover, leaders should critically reflect about themselves. A leader in a multicultural team is not the centre: instead of putting themselves in a central role, it is important
to place employees in the centre, support and let them develop themselves. Only then will
a leader have access to the different perspectives of multicultural teams. Therefore, the
focus must be more on the individual than on the change processes, and leaders need an
open mindset and hold themselves back in order to let people do their job. Furthermore, a
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leader really needs to understand their employees. Active listening and good communication are essential behaviours. The author’s assumption is that active listening also means
to understand if a person is from a high or low-context culture, and thus, how to interpret
the information (see Hall (1967); Figure 14 (Meyer 2015)). Moreover, it can help to ask
additional questions, to assure that people from other cultures have understood everything
and that the whole team shares the same understanding, or to find out if something remained unclear. Hence, building a common communication base is extremely important.
The existence of different perspectives in a team can lead to more discussions. As a result,
it might take longer to build a good communication base with multicultural teams in the first
phase, but it will be highly beneficial in the long run. Active listening and good communication also help to build up trust.
Trust is a key element when managing change (see section 3.4 and 3.5, (Dallas, 2016, p.
16)) and leading multicultural teams as described in section 4.4 (Dziatzko et al., 2017, p. 12
ff). Also, the research findings suggest that trust plays an important role, especially during
times of crisis. Trust means to engage with people and acknowledge them, also in their
differences. Furthermore, the leader needs to stay authentic, be open-minded and act as a
role model to create trust. According to Meyer and Meijers (2018, p. 27 ff) the role of “leadership and self” is important to engender trust and confidence in their employees, which is
not only achieved by what a leader says, but also by what a leader does and how this is
perceived by the members of the team. A leader must keep their promises and continuous
display of role model behaviour. There are two approaches to the role: a consistent leadership style that focuses more on authenticity, and a responsive leadership that is more flexible and adaptive (see section 2.3.2). The results of the interviews were located somewhere
halfway between these two approaches, as both seem to be important to the interviewees:
staying authentic, to create trust, but also being flexible, for situational adjustment.
As multicultural teams tend to be more complex, leaders need to hold themselves back and
try to obtain a more holistic overview with regard to change. But if necessary, leaders also
should dig deeper and support employees in conducting the tasks if they get trapped. When
doing this, the mindset and culture of an employee should be considered. This last line of
thought did not come out during the interviews, but the assumption is that direct support for
individuals might vary if they originate from different countries and cultures, e.g., an employee coming from a country with a high level of uncertainty avoidance might be more
hesitant when learning new tasks. This assumption would need further investigation.
Furthermore, the research findings indicate that leaders must know themselves well, which
means being aware that they do not know all the answers and should not need pretend to
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do so. Team members must be involved with their different perspectives and knowledge this however requires self-regulation. Instead of being the “I-know-everything” person and
displaying a top-down leadership style, a leader should invite the team to participate in solving the problem. This means that sometimes others can be even better than their leader,
a situation that can be challenging or hard to cope with for some leaders. Nonetheless, this
observation can also be valid for monocultural teams. However, as proposed in section 3.5,
leaders need to continue learning while remaining honest and open to others regarding
what they know and what they do not know (Schein, 2017, p. 343 ff); or according to Meyer
(2015, p. 27) in section 4.4: “Listen before you speak and learn before you act”.
Through the literature review and research findings, including my own reflections, it is evident, that self-leadership is an important aspect during change while leading a multicultural
team, but it was surprising how essential this attribute is, as specifically pointed out in the
interviews. Leadership has changed over time from top-down leading to a more serving and
coaching leadership role. It makes sense that leaders must stand back and give the individuals in the team the opportunity to evolve, grow, and contribute from their different perspectives. The servant leadership style within the mission role by Meyer and Meijers (2018, p.
18), described in section 2.3.2, could be fitting. However, a servant leadership style might
not be suitable for every culture and every situation. For example, for a team member with
a more hierarchical cultural background, this approach might be not that successful. Or, in
times of crises, a more autocratic leadership style might be needed. Autocratic, demanding
or pacesetting leadership styles, e.g. by Goleman et al. (2013), were not mentioned by the
interviewees. This aspect would merit further investigation.
The second theme, leading individuals in multicultural teams during change, is about involving employees and their different perspectives and knowledge needed in the change process. But also, the importance of ensuring stability and trust during the change. However,
as instability is a natural factor of change, there is also a need to ensure stability again, e.g.
by freezing change again, see section 3.1. Furthermore, leaders need to support the development of their employees in a coaching role. The coaching style by Goleman et al. (2013)
could be suitable, see section, 2.3.1.
As described in section 3.2, during change, employees can face different challenges,
including experiencing a Kübler-Ross Change Curve which could lead to resistance. In this
situation a leader must increase change readiness and reduce learning anxiety while supporting learning processes (Schein, 2017, p. 238). Furthermore, role model behaviour and
employee involvement reduce the risk of resistance (Caliskan & Isik, 2016, p. 404). In addition, the research results showed that employee involvement is key when conducting
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change with multicultural teams. Employee involvement is also needed to enable access to
their different perspectives and ideas. Once again, this is linked to the leadership self-regulation, as leaders must stand back, place their employees with their different perspectives
in the centre and utilize their power. The leader provides support in a coaching role and
ensures that they have the resources, time and skills to conduct the envisaged work style.
This means empowering the team members and giving them freedom to develop. The
“facilitative leadership style” in combination with the “encouraging leadership style” by
Meyer and Meijers (2018, p. 18) or the coaching leadership style Goleman (2013) could be
suitable in this situation, see chapter 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. However, it is also important to provide
them with orientation and give them security, stability and guidance through the change.
Again, more in a coaching role than through a bottom-down approach, as employees should
be a vital part of the change. This requires leaders to understand what drives employees.
Thus, they must be interested in the person and open to understanding their needs.
Employee development is another important aspect in change.
Human needs seem to be the same during change and include factors such as orientation,
stability, and trust. But there are also individual needs and culture-specific needs, as
mentioned by two interviewees. Yukl (2019, p. 381) describes three different aspects, which
have to be considered when dealing with global employees: a) national culture, b) employee
work preferences, and c) motivating factors. Hence, leaders need to find out what drives
each team member. As shown in Table 6 (Schneider et al. 2014) “motivate to participate”
is about evaluating how motivation to participate can be elicited, but also how to identify
which individuals are contributing more or less, and if everyone is being listened to. The
cultural determinants can be power and individualism versus collectivism. Table 6 itself
gives a good indication which determinants can be taken into consideration when managing
multicultural teams (see section 4.4).
Therefore, when managing multicultural teams during change, a leader must consider individual needs, try to understand his/her employees and show interest in their ideas, preferably within their cultural context, be open to those needs and appreciate the differences.
There are many different perspectives, working styles and ways to carry out any task,
particularly in multicultural teams. This can lead to discussions within the team and greater
group dynamics. Consequently, it is important to bring the team together and build a common base.
Theme three is exactly about this, i.e., bringing a multicultural team together and building a
common base. A shared purpose needs to be created and developed, as during the change
process, the team needs orientation, stability, guidance and transparency. Hence, the
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change should be aligned with corporate culture, organizational systems and tools (see
section 3.1). Here, the leadership and mission role by Meijer and Meyers (2018) could be
suitable, see section 2.3.2.
The research findings show that, when leading a multicultural team during a process of
change, it is key to bring the team together and actively contemplate the differences. As
described in section 4.4, it needs time to get to know each other better, to build trust, to be
able to speak openly about oneself, about one’s own culture and about the differences.
Instead of ignoring the differences in order to avoid conflicts, multicultural teams and their
leaders should actively address differences (Schneider et al., 2014, p. 210 f) and map,
bridge and integrate potential cultural differences (see MBI approach, Figure 15). The MBI
approach can be an excellent tool to explore cultural differences and learn from each other
(DiStefano & Maznevski, 2000, p. 49). Inclusion is needed to convert differences into
opportunities. The federative leadership style by Meyer and Meijers, see section 2.3.2, can
be adapted to this situation as it is about building a diverse team and creating an environment of acting and thinking differently. Moreover, a leader should consider that a team can
experience different phases when coming together: forming, storming, norming and performing (Tuckman, 1965), see section 4.3.
Also, a shared purpose helps to bring teams together, working in one direction and going
through the change together. It can be recognized that defining the team’s mission, goals
and objectives, and clarifying team priorities can be a helpful strategy when leading multicultural teams, as described in Table 6 by Schneider et. al (2014) “creating a sense of purpose”. Depending on the cultural determinants, individuals can have different approaches
to a purpose and to team priorities, see section 4.4, (Schneider et al., 2014, p. 219f).
Vahs and Weiand (2020) emphasize the importance of a holistic approach to change management by taking strategy, corporate culture, technology and organization and their interdependency into consideration (see Figure 7 in section 3.1). Furthermore, transparency
throughout the whole change process is crucial in order to reduce the risk of resistance to
change. If employees have the feeling that they are involved, but all decisions have already
been made, or if they are not involved at all, or if there is a hidden agenda, the risk of
resistance can rise. Hence, explaining the reasons and strategy behind the proposed
change, transparency and involvement is important. Furthermore, bringing a critical mass
of team members on board can help reduce resistance. The authors’ assumption is that
bringing a critical mass, or early adopters (see section 3.2, Figure 6) of change advocates
on board can be more difficult with multicultural teams, as there are different opinions and
perspectives to deal with, and it can be more challenging to find a common goal. But again,
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it raises the opportunity to achieve a better qualitative result, as a variety of perspectives
are better suited to different stakeholders, and different risks might be discovered and great
ideas developed.
Going back to the original research question, “Which leadership behaviours support change
management with multicultural teams?” the following effective leadership behavioural
attributes can be considered as practical recommendations:
•

Build up cultural and emotional intelligence and strive for continued learning.

•

Be open-minded, honest, empathic role model.

•

Be patient, as there might be more discussion and different perspectives.

•

Critically reflect about oneself and place teams in the centre instead of oneself.

•

Build a good communication base and a common understanding.

•

Actively listen to employees and be interested in the individual and their culture.

•

Involve employees and be open to different perspectives and unexpected results.

•

When necessary, support employees in a coaching role.

•

Bring a holistic approach to change management.

•

Bring diverse teams together and enable teamwork taking advantage of the differences instead of avoiding them. The MBI approach can be helpful.

•

Build and maintain trust throughout the whole process in regard to change but also
trust in regard to showing and living cultural differences.

The recommendations are a first indicator and should be tested through further research.
Effective leadership depends on the organizations culture, the characteristics of the
employees, the external environment and the leader’s characteristics. Importantly, those
variables need to be understood. There is no one-size-fits all approach (Meyer & Meijers,
2018, p. 27; Rosenbach et al., 2012, p. 4; Yukl, 2019, p. 29).
Many leadership behaviours might also be relevant for monocultural teams. Also, a monocultural team can have extraordinarily strong characters, which may not differ in cultural
aspects but in personal and character aspects. The difference between leading a monocultural teams versus a multicultural team could be investigated in further research. In this
master thesis it would have gone beyond the scope. However, for effective leadership
behaviour during change with multicultural teams, some behaviours and focuses can be
clearly derived. Figure 17 shows which of Kotter’s eight steps apply and what leaders should
take into special consideration with regard to change management with multicultural teams.
This assumption should be tested through further research.
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Figure 17: Leading change with multicultural teams, Kotter's eight phases
Source: Kotter (2012) adapted by the author

When the goal is to effectively lead change with multicultural teams, the following steps
deserve special attention:
-

Building a coalition and common base is even more important with multicultural
teams according to the research findings and the literature. It might need more time,
but in the long run it will lead to better results. The MBI approach by DiStefano and
Maznevksi (2000) can be used to bring team together (see section 5.4)

-

Communication may require more discussion with multicultural teams, as there are
different perspectives and different understandings. It needs clear communication
and ensuring that everyone understood the information shared.

-

Enable and empower employees. This is extremely important when different
perspectives need to be included and to unleash advantage of multicultural teams.

Turning now to the secondary question, “Which role do multicultural teams play during
change?” leads to the following answers: The promises are broader perspectives, more
creativeness, better at identifying risks, better at meeting stakeholder needs. But, as with
any team, their effectiveness will depend on the leadership style.
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8. Conclusion & Forecast
Multicultural teams can be highly effective in dealing with complex change processes and
thus be key to face the challenges of today’s VUCA-world in a changing environment.
Through different perspectives and various angles, they promise better, richer and more
qualitative decisions, ideas and innovations (French, 2015; Schneider et al., 2014, p. 209).
Furthermore, the more culturally diverse a team is, the better it can deal with a turbulent
and unpredictable environment (Schein, 2017, p. 348). However, there are also risks like
communication problems, tensions, personal clashes and higher time exposure.
Leadership has an important role to play in unleashing the advantages of multicultural
teams during change and reducing risks. Three different themes of effective leadership,
when leading change with multicultural teams were investigated:
1. Self-Leadership with Multicultural Teams during Change
Leaders need to possess cultural and emotional intelligence and strive for continuing
learning. Leaders have to continuously reflect about themselves and put teams in
the centre instead of oneself. Honesty, openness, empathy and acting as a role
model are further important behavioural attributes to be effective when leading a
multicultural team during change. Moreover, patience is a virtue, as there might be
more discussions and different perspectives to deal with. Leaders need the ability
to build a sound communication base and create a common understanding. Abilities
to actively listen to employees and show interest in individuals and their culture are
also key. Furthermore, a leader needs to be flexible and adapt to situations and
different needs of employees. The interpersonal leadership role by Meyer and Meijers (2018) can be supportive here.
2. Leading Individuals in Multicultural Teams during Change
Leaders need to involve their employees during change and give them freedom to
conduct work in their own style. Employee development is another important factor.
On the one hand to reduce the risk of resistance, on the other hand to gain access
to the promising advantages of multicultural teams. Leaders have to be open to different perspectives and unexpected results. When employees experience difficulties
conducting tasks during change, leaders need to support them in a coaching role.
The facilitative and encouraging leadership style by Meyer and Meijers (2018) or the
coaching leadership style be Goleman (2013) can be suitable here.
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3. Building a Common Base and Structure
Leaders need to ensure a holistic approach to change management along corporate
culture, strategy, organization and technology. Hence, they need to share the purpose of the change and provide orientation throughout the whole process. A transparent change process and employee involvement can minimize risk of resistance.
Furthermore, they need to maintain trust throughout the whole process not only in
regard to change but also trust in regard to showing and living cultural differences.
It is essential to bring the multicultural team together and enable teamwork using
the differences instead of avoiding them. The MBI approach by DiStefano and
Maznevski (2000) can be helpful here. Reaching a level of unity can be more timeconsuming in the beginning but is more efficient in the long run. The federative leadership style by Meyer and Meijers (2018) can be supportive here.
In sum, the key to lead multicultural teams during change is to possess effective cultural
and emotional intelligence. A leader needs a high degree of self-leadership, including knowing oneself well, being able to show empathy toward individual team members and their
cultural backgrounds. Leaders need to stand back and get employees involved. Moreover,
a leader needs to be open-minded, authentic and display role-model behaviour. Furthermore, a holistic change approach is essential. When managing multicultural teams during
change, it is also important to maintain trust and build a solid common base to enable the
team to work together and sail through the change process without major friction while
utilizing their differences as an opportunity to make the process even more efficient. These
attributes of a leader will allow a multicultural team to cope better with the turbulent and
unpredictable environment of a change process and prepare the team to deliver the bestpossible outcome.
Looking at Kotter’s eight steps of change (see Figure 17, chapter 7), some behaviours and
focuses , should be given special consideration during the change process. When building
a guiding coalition, it is important to build a common base, where the team can make use
of their differences instead of ignoring them or perceiving them as hurdle. Building this common base might take longer in the first phase, but it will be highly beneficial in the long run.
Furthermore, leaders need to be aware that there might be more discussions, as well as
different perspectives and understandings when a multicultural team congregates and support the team to find joint decisions. Finally, communication should play a central role, as
there are different understandings and team members might understand information and
messages differently. Crucially, enabling and empowering employees should be the focus
to include different perspectives and unleash the advantages of multicultural teams during
change.
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The limitations of this study consist of a small number of interviewees and the singular
geographic concentration on leaders from Vorarlberg and Lichtenstein. Therefore, it is advisable to expand the similar studies to other regions. Furthermore, this thesis only covers
the viewpoint of the leaders. It could be very interesting to gain insights from team members
of multicultural teams, about which leadership behaviour they experience as effective during
change. Furthermore, it could be interesting to investigate which differences it makes when
conducting change in a multicultural team or conducting change in closely related cultures.
It was covered in the interviews, that the change approach might be adapted when managing change in other cultures.
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Appendix
A.

INTERVIEW GUIDELINE

Research question:
„Which leadership behaviours support change management with multicultural teams? “

I.
II.

Introduction
Reception and acknowledgement.
Short introduction of the Master-Thesis topic.
Explanation of interview procedure.
Data protection & confidentiality.

Introductory question
What is your profession and how long are you already working for the company?
Are you in a leadership position?
If yes:
o How many people are in your team?
o Are different nationalities in your team?
Which experiences do you have regarding change management or transformation?
Have you already conducted change projects with multicultural teams?
-

III.

Key questions for leaders
1. What is effective leadership in your opinion?
(What are the most efficient leadership styles that you practice?)
2.

Which leadership behaviour in your opinion is necessary to support change management?
Further inquiry:
Would you separate change into different phases?

3.

Please tell me a challenging experience leading a multicultural team during a change process.

4.

Please tell me a success story, where your leadership behaviour supported change with a multicultural team.

5.

Which role plays a multicultural team during change?
Further inquiry:
Main challenges and opportunities of leadership/for leadership during change with multicultural teams?
Are there any cultures, who make it especially difficult to conduct change?
How can you support change with a multicultural team?

6.

Would you differentiate between a monocultural and a multicultural team when conducting change,
also, in regard to leadership behaviour?

IV.
-

Review
Short summary of answers.
Acknowledgement.

-

Outlook
Information about outcome of the master-thesis.
Farewell.

V.
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B.

INTERVIEWS

1

Expert Interview 1:

2

E: Many thanks for your time and I'm very happy and glad that I could win you as

3

an expert for my interview. I will give a short introduction of the master's

4

thesis, a short overview about the interview. And of course, all the information

5

will be treated confidential. And data protection, of course, also will be

6

guaranteed. So, about the overview I would start with. introductory questions,

7

some short questions about your professional experience and what are you doing

8

now?

9

And then I have about six key questions, which will be mostly about the topic of

10

my master's thesis. So, the research question of my master's thesis is which

11

leadership behaviour support change management with multicultural teams, so the

12

focus of my master's thesis is leadership behaviour during change management, and

13

as, uhm, the borders are getting, uhm, our world is getting more connected also

14

through digital devices, we can have teams all over the world, I have a special

15

focus on multicultural teams. So is there any difference, and how should you

16

conduct, as a leader, uhm change management with a multicultural team.

17

So, if it is OK, I would say that now is the introductory questions and would

18

you let know when we are coming to the main part. And the first question would

19

be, so, what is your professionality, what is your experience and

20

professionality?

21

I: So, from my background I am a HR executive. So, I worked for more than 15

22

years in an international industry company as an HR executive. And since we're

23

almost five years, I am now working as a consultant, executive coach, but also

24

leadership trainer, team trainer. So, I'm, I am helping teams and organization

25

in change processes, in transformation, how they, how they can manage, manage

26

change situations. Yeah, that's what I am doing.

27

E: And are there also companies with multicultural teams?

28

I: Yes.

29

E: Mhm.

30

I: Yes, most of them. So, they are quite mixed, international teams from almost

31

every country in the world. So, I'm, I'm, I'm working with large organizations

32

and there you always have people from all over the world.

33

E: So, you have already conducted also change projects with multicultural teams.
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34

I: Yes.

35

E: Ok. So, I would move forward now to the main questions. And, uhm, the first

36

question would be, what is effective leadership in your opinion?

37

I: Effective leadership. (pause) For me, it is providing the people with

38

orientation, so, that they are knowing where we want to go together. So, what is

39

our, I start, I think. Leadership starts with sharing with, with my team the

40

purpose, so the why. Why are we doing what? So, what is, what is the meaning of

41

what we are doing here? What do we want to create together? So, the, creating

42

the same understanding for the purpose of, uhm, of the meaning of what we are

43

doing here together. So, this is the first thing, I think, which, uhm, where we

44

need to start, and this is quite often forgotten to my understanding or not even,

45

not even clear to the leaders themselves. And then you need to break it down to

46

the level of the teams, and then also to the level of the individual. What does

47

this mean for me? So, what can I contribute that we are achieving that this

48

purpose and these targets together? So, to really break it down, having a shared

49

understanding and agreement of what is my individual contribution to the overall

50

purpose and target. And then it's, uhm, it's mainly a coaching role of the

51

leader to help people achieving their targets and their contribution. So, to

52

creating an, an environment where they feel that they can speak up openly, what

53

they really think, that the leader is a good listener, so, that you also can,

54

uhm, really understand what the problems and challenges of the people are. Where

55

are the, where are the major risks, you need to understand. So, that we ha..,

56

that he, she, that he or she is creating an environment of trust, so, that

57

people can openly speak up and telling the truths, to my understanding. And then

58

effective leadership is a result of that, to my understanding.

59

E: Mhm. Ok. And are there any, in your opinion, are there any efficient

60

leadership styles?

61

I: Mhh. I feel that I'm a bit, a bit hesitating when I hear effective, because

62

what is effective? You know, I think that leadership is, is, uhm, is a mindset

63

to me. So, a mindset of how open I am to others. So, how can I really, uhm,

64

empathically understanding what are the challenges, what are the needs of the

65

people? How can I take them with me? So, how do they trust me? And this is very

66

much depending on my own mindset and understanding, so how, how am I open to

67

others? How. How, yeah, uhm, just see that it's not easy to, to explain at the

68

moment. Uhm. I don't think there is one leadership style which is effective,

69

it's, it's very much depending on my own, as I said, mindset. How am, uhm, I
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70

open and willingness to change myself first before I want to change others, uhm,

71

and how do I really, am I, am I, em, empathic enough to really understand the

72

needs of the other people. I don't know if this is concrete enough now, but what

73

I want to say, for me, there is no, no style or no tool, or no trick to be

74

effective, it starts with my own behaviour and my role model as a leader.

75

E: Mhm. Ok. So, coming to the second question. So, I might always have some

76

further inquiry questions, if this is fine. Uhm. The second question is which

77

leadership behaviour, in your opinion, is necessary to support change management?

78

I: Yeah. I think it's, it's very important for people to give them orientation.

79

So, most, quite often change processes are starting in times of crisis because

80

there is a, there's a need for a change as we see it now in this current crisis.

81

And what I understand is that we are very, that the leader is very transparent

82

and open on the situation. So, why is this change needed? What is the actual

83

situation? So, to be very clear, I mean, what do we know about the situation and

84

what maybe do we don't know about the actual situation? And what are the risks?

85

So, if we don't change, what are the consequences of staying, with, where we

86

are? So, the question is also what do we gain when we change, but also what is

87

the risk if we are not changing? If we are not going into this, uhm, into the,

88

into, into this change process and then make clear to the people so why we are

89

doing that? What is the framework? So, what could they expect? So how long will

90

the period last? What methods are we using? Who is involved in this process and

91

why these people are involved? Uhm, what, being very clear in what is expected

92

from them in regards of times and resources, but also in regards of how do you

93

want them to behave in this, in this process? And then as a leader, you need to

94

give them guidance. So, each time on the process, you have to say, OK, on what

95

phase are we now and what is the, uhm, the target of these specifics step in the

96

change process, and how long will it last till we come to an end of this

97

process? So, I think you need to lead the people, so every, uhm, step of the

98

change process and give them the, the security or the safety that they are

99

guided by the leader, but that the result is open. So, people will not follow

100

you if they have the feeling, we invite them to a change process, but the result

101

is already, is already done. So, if there is a kind of hidden agenda where the

102

management already has decided on something or they want to have a specific

103

result, then it's contradictionary. So, then the people will notice that, and

104

they will not contribute or follow you. So, you have to be clear on, uhm, what

105

will be done with the results, so, how open can the result be and who is making
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106

the final decision, even if you want the people are contributing.

107

E: Mhm. So, uhm, you would also differ between different phases of change?

108

I: Yes.

109

E: Uhm, which differentiation would you make?

110

I: I would always start with what is the actual situation and to, to really

111

reflect on the actual situation from different angles. So, what we normally do

112

when we are facing a challenge and we are reflecting into the past. So how did

113

we solve this problem in the past? But for me, new leadership, so to say, is

114

that we, Otto Scharmer, I work very much with the U-theory, he calls it “stop

115

downloading” so we don't download the experiences from the past, but we are open

116

to, uhm, to see the situation with complete new eyes and fresh, fresh ideas. So,

117

we have a look on what is the challenge in our organization, but we also have a

118

look on what is the challenge outside in this world. So, what is the challenge

119

is other business, in society, in the, in the overall world? And what, what

120

effect does this have on our, our problem or our sittwe, situation. So, that we

121

have a broader picture, and then that we don't come suddenly with a solution,

122

but we step into the next step of deeper understanding what is really the

123

problem? So, that we really, really understand the roots of the problem, so that

124

we are talking with people who are affected by this, by this problem or by this

125

change. So, that we are making stakeholder interviews, talking with people who

126

are affected by these, people who are also, maybe, uhm, found some, uhm,

127

innovation or new solutions in other parts of, of an industry that we can learn

128

something, so going on a learning journey, for example. So, to really get all

129

the input we need, to really understand indeed what this problem is about before

130

we are coming up with a solution. And then we need to ask ourselves, OK, what is

131

now the right step to do for us and what do we have to give up of our old

132

systems and thinking and behaviours? And what are the new things we need to

133

adapt? Uhm, because most of the time, uhm, new innovation also requests a new

134

behaviour and a new culture in the organization. And then, when we have decided

135

to do that, then we can do a short prototype, where we`re testing small pieces

136

of the new solution, learning out of that and then going into, into the bigger

137

change and enrolling the prototypes into the whole organization, for example. So,

138

taking, most of the time is about really understanding the problem, then doing

139

a short prototype to, to experience the change, testing it, and then coming up

140

with the big, bigger solution. These are the phases of change, I'm, most of the

141

time, try to work it. It's not always possible because not every organization is,
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142

is ready to do it in such a deep way, but yeah, some of them are willing to do

143

it.

144

E: Mhm. Ok. Thank you. And could you please, uhm, tell me challenging

145

experience, which you have experienced doing consulting also, uhm, in your

146

professional, you worked also as an HR expert, uhm, where leadership, uhm, or

147

with a multicultural team during a change process, so, what was a challenging

148

situation, where a multicultural team did, uhm, a change process.

149

I: Mhm. And you mean problems because of the different nationalities?

150

E: Mhm.

151

I: To be very honest, on the level I'm working and I say, I think we talked

152

about this before, I don't experience so much international differences or

153

cultural differences because these people on the management level, as far as I'm

154

working with them, they are already educated on a special level of university

155

degree where they had contact with other people from other countries or they are

156

already, already used to work in an international company. There, I, so from the

157

first site, you don't feel a lot of cultural differences, uhm, when you're

158

working with them. For me, it was more on the on the next levels of

159

organizations, where it becomes clearer that some of the, uhm, sometimes the way

160

of, we want to work with teams is not feasible or not the best way in, in some

161

cultures. So, for example, in China, I, uhm, I tried to implement a culture

162

change program, uhm, and there the feedback of HR people was quite clear, you

163

can't put people in team settings and give them open questions and, uhm, and try

164

to get honest answers from them, because the way how they are grown up and

165

educated and, and also in their, in their, uhm, how can I say, in their society,

166

it's not up to the individual to really speak up freely and express what they

167

want to express. You know, also the political system in China, but also the

168

hierarchy, which they are used to, doesn't allow them as an individual uhm, to,

169

to contribute or to bring in their ideas is as we would expect them to do it

170

then, I don't know, in Western Europe. So, this kind of things, you, you need to

171

be aware. So, you, it's good to, uhm, to have people in the local organization

172

who are openly telling you, giving you this kind of information. So, then you

173

can adapt the setting and, uhm, uhm, get to maybe a similar result but in

174

another way. So, you need another kind, uhm, of meeting structure, or the boss

175

needs to be involved then, uhm, and, and, and gives a speech or gives them that

176

they allowance to talk about, raising a lot of questions and then maybe time

177

after time, then they are opening up a bit. But you don't, uhm, you don't, you
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178

should not have the illusion that you get the same results with the same tools

179

as you are using here in in a Western culture.

180

E: Mhm. Thank you! And do you have any success story where you experienced that

181

leadership behaviour during change management with a multicultural team supported

182

the change?

183

I: Again, and, again, it's about leadership, so not about it, if there's a

184

difference, I worked some months ago with an international team in Middle East.

185

So, people from all over this this region, from Dubai, from Egypt, from Turkey,

186

and the leader himself, he came from Portugal. So, very, very mixed team, uhm,

187

and again, it, for me, it has nothing to do with his nationality, it is, the

188

success, why he, uhm, why he's such a good leader, it's about his personality,

189

his manner, his mindset. So, he created two new teams and I supported them in

190

bringing the new teams together, and the success was, uhm, that he gave them the

191

feeling that the, uhm, it's important for him that the leadership team works

192

closely together so that they are successful. He's interested in the, in every

193

individual, so, as a person, not just as a team member. So, he wants to

194

understand where the people are coming from, how they are feeling, what their

195

family life is. So, really seeing the whole, whole person and not just, uhm, the

196

worker, so to say, or team member. He gave them the time to really get to know

197

each other. So, we are spending two days, three days, uhm, workshops outside the

198

company to really give them the time to get to know each other. So, taking the

199

time, giving these things the importance, so, that they can learn from each

200

other, but also to get some inputs on what is expected from them. So, he gave

201

them, the, uhm, the, the orientation on where he wants to go with them. So, what

202

is the path of the future for the next two or three years, but also for the

203

coming twelve months? And speaking very clearly about what the challenges are on

204

the way there, and he never assumed that he knows to truth, but he said, I think

205

we are having this and this kind of problems, but, uhm, please let me know if

206

I'm seeing things right or wrong or if there's any additional input from your

207

side. So, he's asking a lot of questions and asking them a lot for contribution.

208

And so, it is a good mix, he had a good mixture of being very structured, but at

209

the same time, being very open to them. So, I think, asking questions is one

210

of the most leadership qualities or capabilities, uhm, I know. And, and people I

211

felt that people trust him because of that, because he is transparent and open,

212

and at the same time, also a good role model. So, what he expects from the

213

others, he also lives this by himself, or showed it by himself as a role model.
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214

So, this was my experience. And he, he himself, he didn't do the process alone.

215

So, he asked me to support him, which also gives the signal to the people, uhm,

216

we don't need to know everything by ourselves, we can get also support. So also,

217

I, I ask for support or get help in this leadership task, and you are also

218

allowed to get this because then the people also, uhm, got individual coaching

219

at this kind of thing. So, uhm, as a summary, I would say I would say he, he is

220

just a very good role model of how do you lead a change process and how, how to

221

be a good leader.

222

E: Mhm. Ok. Thank you! And the next question is more about multicultural teams

223

again, its which role plays a multicultural team during change?

224

I: What is this question?

225

E: What, eh, which role plays a multicultural team during change?

226

I: Which role plays?

227

E: Mhm.

228

I: Mh, I think is it for any change process, the more diverse a team is, the

229

more successful the outcome of the change process might be. Uhm, no matter if

230

we're talking about gender or talking about deliv.., uhm, different level of

231

organizations, which should be involved. But if you, the more cultures are the,

232

uhm, the more cultures you have involved, uhm, the broader perspective you have.

233

Because these people might see, uhm, things from another perspective, than I see

234

it from my Western Europe view. So, I think it's very important for the overall

235

success if you are in an international company, or if you are if you are working

236

in international markets, that you get in this international perspective. And

237

also, what I find quite often that, uhm, mhh, how can I say that? Uhm no, I

238

think it's, this, at this point of, of the individual perspectives, which, which

239

is the most, the most important. All the others things are depending on the

240

different personalities.

241

Sometimes you feel, you notice that people from some countries are more engaged,

242

or more motivated than maybe other countries. So, for example, if I remember the

243

people from China, I always found they are still, you know, very, very engaged

244

and very motivated, working long time hours, and sometimes people here from,

245

from, from Europe, they are more in their comfort zone. So, and, and, and then

246

this motivates also the others to say “oh, OK”, they are motivating each other

247

sometimes. So, uhm, you see these differences also in the working style and in

248

the eng.., the engagement level. I, I think it has something to do with the, uhm,

249

different development of the economies, where they just, uhm, know that they
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250

have to really work a lot to, uhm, uhm to make a career in these organizations

251

and people here in, in, in our culture sometimes are already more in the comfort

252

zone of, yeah, because they are already achieved they wanted to achieve. I don't

253

know if it's clear, what I, what I want to talk about, but I saw this quite

254

often as a is a positive effect.

255

E: These are great opportunities for multicultural teams. Are there any

256

challenges which multicultural teams may face?

257

I: Yeah, most of the, the biggest challenge is the is the distance. So, if you

258

work in an international team, you have to have all the resources, so, that they

259

can meet together, you have to fly them in, or meet that at one place, in, uhm,

260

because especially in a complex change process, you can't do everything in a

261

telco. So, that costs time, money, resources. I think this is one restriction.

262

Uhm. The time difference to bring them together, even if it's online, uhm, it's

263

very difficult sometimes. And I think also the language topic. So, uhm, we often

264

expect that people understand each other in, uhm, be it in English, most of the

265

time, but then you really have to closer look also on the top management level,

266

the, the quality is not, uhm, or how can I say that, yeay, the quality of

267

expressing themselves in a different, in not their mother language, is not

268

always, uhm, always the best and that leads to misunderstandings, uhm, people

269

who are not involving themselves, are not expressing themselves, because they

270

want to talk in English. So, language is, uhm, is a big barrier. And also, then

271

these, all these international, or these cultural differences on, uhm, how do I,

272

uhm, interpret the body language, so the, the face, uhm, how can I say, the

273

mimic, all this kind of things which are, yeah, which are different, if I am

274

talking to a person in India, or China, or here in Western Europe. I get

275

different signals and if I don't need to, if I don't know to read them right,

276

then it might lead to misunderstandings. Also, sometimes not on the top level,

277

but if you are working on, on the, on the, the lower, on the lower management

278

level together also gender issues, if, for example, also if a female is a

279

project leader, this is not so accepted in all, uhm cultures as maybe here.

280

(Pause) And they would not express it openly, but, yeah, sometimes you can feel

281

it.

282

E: Thank you. Uhm. My last question is, if you would differentiate between a

283

team, uhm, who has different cultures, uhm, or a team which is more national

284

regarding leadership behaviour and conducting change? So, would do differentiate

285

between a monocultural team and a multicultural team when conducting change?
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286

Also, in regard to leadership behaviour.

287

I: No, my experience is that the needs of the people, no matter from where, from

288

what culture they are, in change processes are similar. So, as I said in the

289

beginning, they want to have guidance, they want to have orientation, they need

290

to have a level of security in times of uncertainty, so, that the leader is able

291

to give them at least, uhm, a certain level of, of, of security, so, that they

292

can lean into the process. Because if, uhm, if the brain is in the fear modus,

293

then they are not creative. So, the challenge is how can we create a kind of

294

stability and trust, uhm, where they can lean into. And these needs are human

295

needs. So, there is no cultural differences. And, and this is for me, where

296

leadership is, is the same, no matter if I'm working with an international team

297

or with, with a homogen team. So, this change processes and change needs for me,

298

the, the needs of the people are the same, there is no differences.

299

E: So, also leadership behaviour should not be adapted during change to different

300

cultures?

301

I: As I said, having a bit of sensitivity to ask, uhm, people who know the

302

culture very well “okay, is, when we are planning a certain, I don't know,

303

method in a in a workshop or whatever, is this the right way to work with the

304

people in this culture and this and that way?” I think that could, uhm, how can

305

I say, this should be considered by each leader. Uhm. But, uhm, besides that, I

306

don't think that there are a lot of differences. So, having that sensitivity

307

that I might not understand fully the culture of these people, uhm, is always,

308

uhm, is a, is a quality a leader should, should have. And, uhm, I think, not all

309

leaders have this this ability or sensitivity. But, uhm, yeah, again, asking

310

maybe more of than you would ask here, is this the right approach? Can people

311

cope with that? Is it okay if I am, If I'm doing that in this or that way? So,

312

asking more of these questions could help.

313

E: Mhm, so, great. This was actually already the question. Uhm, I, my, my master

314

thesis probably won't get published or anything, but of course, I can also give

315

a short overview or also send the master's thesis, if you would be interested.

316

I: Yeah, sure.

317

E: And, uhm, many thanks for your time and all those very interesting answers!

318

So, for me, it was very interesting. And, uhm, yeah, so, if you like to, I, of

319

course, I can send you the master's thesis in a digital version, if you are

320

interested in.

321

I: Yeah, I would look forward to it.
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322

E: Ok, thank you so much!

1

Expert Interview 2:

2

E: Thank you for your time, and I'm very glad that I could win you as an expert

3

for my interviews. Thank you very much. I would give a short introduction how I

4

would conduct the interview, um, also a short introduction about the master

5

thesis, um, what I'm going to write about. And afterwards, um, I would start

6

with the questions. Of course, um, all, ah, confidential regards will be

7

considered and data protection, of course, also, uh, will be taking into

8

consideration. Um?

9

The research question of my master thesis is “which leadership behaviours support

10

change management with multicultural teams”, so it's about leadership behaviour

11

during change management and as we are getting more global, as we are recruiting

12

from worldwide, I took a special focus on multicultural teams. So, teams who

13

have at least one person from another, uhm, from another culture or from another

14

nation. Uhm and uhm, yeah, instead of only national teams. Uhm, the, the

15

interview is structured following that I have some

16

introductory questions more about your experience, about a person and afterwards,

17

um, some key questions. Uhm, it's 6 questions, and within the six questions I

18

might would have

19

further inquiries, if this would be fine for you.

20

I: Of course.

21

E: OK and afterwards a short review. And of course, if you would be interested

22

in receiving my master thesis afterwards, I offering to send it afterwards.

23

I: More than happy to get it.

24

E: OK, great. So, if it is OK for you, I would now start with the introductory

25

questions. Uhm, and then also would mention if we're coming to the key questions

26

regarding the guideline.

27

Good. So, what is your professionality and how long are you already working in

28

the company?

29

I: Well, I'm the managing director of the (company_name), part of

30

the company,

31

which is part of the (company) Foundation. (company) is a world wild (laughing), world

32

wild and wide, that's the future, a worldwide acting company in the hardware

33

business. We have 8.000 employees all around the world. Uhm, 6.000 here in the
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34

headquarters in Austria and all the others spread all over the world, in 29

35

companies. I'm also part of the top management team of the main company, so I'm

36

kind of leading both companies at the same time. I am from my professional focus,

37

beside the strategy, the personnel organizational in corporate development of

38

the entire company. I am focusing very much on the subsidiaries, uh, on the one

39

hand side, and also on the, the future development of the, of the company, as

40

such. I'm working, I started to work for (company) twenty- puh -three, three and a

41

half years ago as a consultant from outside. And, uh, I did that for a couple of

42

years until we found the (company_name) in 2004. So, it's

43

something between 16 and 23 1/2 years that I'm in part, and full responsibility

44

of what I'm doing.

45

E: So, you're also in a leadership position. Um, may ask how big is your team?

46

And also

47

if there are different nationalities within your team?

48

I: Yeah, my direct team here in Austria is 20 people at the moment in time. I

49

have a different nationalities in there. I have, myself, I'm Swiss (laughing),

50

then the majority is Austrian, then I have a few German, uh, citizens, I also

51

have a Portuguese, uh, girl from Portugal. Excuse me quickly, sorry. And then I

52

have, um, hopefully I didn't forget anybody, any nationalities I mean? Yeah,

53

then I have the extend it team all around the world. So, in the bigger

54

subsidiaries we have a professional or an expert if you want, would like to tell

55

a call this way, the same profession like an extended arm, and they're kind of

56

co-layed by the local general manager and I'm or one of my team is the other

57

part that provides the expertise. This is true in the US, in China, in Poland,

58

in Brazil, as well as in Australia, New Zealand. Yeah, maybe have forgotten one,

59

but that`s pleasing.

60

It's the, it's the either the biggest subsidiaries where we have a local person

61

with that qualification, or it is that we have an HR person that has a strong

62

affinity to the personnel and organizational development side. So that's how we

63

try to balance it out.

64

E: OK, good, thank you. Um, what is your, which experience do you have regarding

65

change management or transformation?

66

I: The One I observe, or the one we, we follow?

67

E: Maybe both.

68

I: Uhm, ok, I think we have a very unique strategy, we have following since more

69

than 20 years, which pays off now tremendously, especially in times like, uh, we
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70

have right now, in crisis situations. So, I'm a strong believer that change

71

whatever change approach you, you`re choosing, it should be strongly based and

72

linked with your basic culture, with the tools and systems you are using. And

73

that will finally conduct the way people will behave what they believe in,

74

etcetera, etcetera, etcetera. And the change management approach should feed

75

actually that whole cycle. So, if I look at the change process as such, then you

76

very often see that it's looked at from a ratial, rational side or from a

77

functional site, which is the easier one. So, these are the things that are

78

tangible, these are the things that you can put the numbers. The whole world

79

talks about measures, figures and all that kind of stuff, which is important,

80

don't take me wrong, but to me, this is not the key. The key is the emotional

81

part. It's the, uhm, how people act in this whole thing. So, in my eyes you have

82

to lead change on both levels, so it's the factual level as well as the

83

emotional level. And you have to find a way to marry those two things into each

84

other and the approach, the change approach should mirror exactly that. And if

85

you master this, as well as with the different stages of a change, like the

86

analysis phase, or did they get into action phase and blah blah blah, that

87

should be all integrated in one concept. That's exactly what we're doing since

88

20 plus years. And it works all around the world. It does not matter which

89

cultures or cultural backgrounds you have. It might change a bit the approach

90

and how you weight the different elements. But it's based on human emotions, and

91

on the factual needs, and that's what we should try to master. And what I

92

observe is most of the companies avoid the emotional stuff and will be surprised

93

when people don't follow long-term, try to explain so nicely.

94

E: Thank you. Um, so it's already getting a bit into the key questions. And now

95

an uhm,

96

my first question is what is effective leadership in your opinion?

97

I: Authentic leadership, number one. Be yourself. I think it's the, … the most

98

important thing is that the person, the manager, the leader, really sticks true

99

to his inner beliefs. Uh, so that has lots to do with the saying you only are a

100

good leader if you lead yourself the same way. So be authentic, be natural, be

101

yourself. A second thing is, have a certain generosity. Or leave room and

102

freedom, give people, uh, a frame and orientation some clarity. But within this

103

frame leave enough freedom for people to move, develope and find their own ways.

104

So, it's the art of finding the balance between, um, and giving safety, security

105

on the one hand side, and leave freedom and room to experience on the other. And
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106

to achieve that goal you need to have some generosity in your own mindset and in

107

your ways how you conduct the things you have to, to apply. Um? Number three is,

108

um, find, you need a certain flexibility. Um, flexibility, maybe I can explain

109

it easier that way. Be careful and attentive when it is necessary to walk in

110

front, beside, or behind your people. And that depends on the situation on the

111

personality, on the situation, it is. So, all the aspects like empathy, leading

112

with empathy, etc, belong to it. And that in combination with clarity. I think

113

many leaders forget about the clarity or if they think about the clarity then

114

they forget about the empathy. And I think that should be married nicely. I like

115

what I just said (laughing).

116

E: (Laughing) Thank you.

117

I: And, and uh, and maybe one more point, if I might. It's, it's, it's one thing

118

I see especially in crises, in times where we faced with crisis and stuff, lots

119

of leaders fall back into the old traps. So, what I see is so poor old, or uh,

120

autocratic, war like leadership at the moment. And all that will be till, they

121

will have terrible consequences because people do not, they look for orientation,

122

yes, and leaders have to maybe make a few decisions, uh, uh, a bit quicker than

123

normally, but that does not mean that you do not involve the people emotionally.

124

That does not mean that you cannot be friendly with the people. You can be clear

125

and friendly, lots of people make a mix up with that. Um and um? Yeah. Don't

126

forget the teams. There's so much power out there, there's so much talent out

127

there, which is vastly wasted. Just because a few leaders fee and think, they

128

have to do it all on their own. Led by their own fears, and that is, now we come

129

full circle that has to do with self-leadership. Yeah.

130

E: Ok, thank you!

131

I: You are welcome.

132

E: The second point is which leadership behaviour in your opinion, is necessary

133

to support change management?

134

I: You need to have the ability to step in and out at the right moment. So,

135

there's times in the change management where you step back and keep the overlook,

136

keep a holistic view of the whole situation and there's moments in time where

137

you have to step into the detail and help, or maybe, do your own part. But with

138

awareness and monitoring yourself during doing the number, during the first

139

thing or the 2nd. I think that's an important, uh, ability. Otherwise you are

140

tempted to be victim of your own process, if I might call it this way. Uhm. You

141

have to like people. As simple as that. And you don't have to embrace everyone.
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142

You don't have to be a social butterfly. That's not what I'm saying. But you

143

have to have a certain, um, you have to find your own satisfaction in making

144

other peoples, people effective and successful, and see your own success, if

145

others get, are getting better than you are yourself, that's difficult. Um? And

146

I think that's one of the big things. Then I could add all the classic lands

147

which, I would drop out. I think these ones are more important.

148

E: Um? As you said in the first question that you need the ability to step in

149

and out in the right moment, would you differentiate between different change

150

phases or different change situations?

151

I: Yeah. Um, absolutely. If, if, if the moment if. If it's tight, if it's

152

difficult the situation, if employees get stuck, or are afraid, or get scared

153

because of whatever fears they have, then you probably step closer. Find out

154

what this person needs on the one hand side, and what the topic needs on the

155

other. And then you kind of step in a bit closer, but not to take the job away

156

and do it for the other one and at the same time demotivate person even more,

157

but to assess the situation closely. Be emotionally close to the person, be

158

attached to the task at hand, and then make a joint decision, if possible, with

159

the employee or the team what's needed and, and then find a good share of the

160

task load with the team. And it could be in some situations that you end up

161

doing a step on your own to get the thing going again, but most of the time

162

that's not necessary. If I take, in that moment of time, the time, and I think

163

that's a huge challenge as well. Because you know, in, if it's getting tight,

164

people are stressed out and then they start to think, oh, now we have to hurry

165

up, we have to get over, they want to get rid of this awkward situation in this

166

awkward feeling. And this is the moment where a leader should, should act

167

anticyclic, and to really step out a little moment, think about it, get the

168

overview and then calm the situation, clarity and exactly the way I described. I

169

think that is a bit to the art. And that can happen, uh, if you ask me about

170

phases, right? That can happen in in in, because it's a given that this phase is

171

getting tighter. But far more often you have it with individuals because for

172

some reason that individual at that moment in time get stressed out where

173

another one is completely cool and at ease, whereas vice versa, maybe two weeks

174

down the road and it not necessarily is always the reason in the change,

175

sometimes they have private things or different things that get into. And

176

basically, I've got the most important answer you the, the, the key, the key for

177

successful change is how can you maintain, maintain the trust still throughout
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the whole process. And you do nourish and build up trust when it gets difficult.

179

It's easy to sail in nice weather.

180

E: Good, thank you.! Um? Do you think also if there are different phase changes

181

that you need to adapt the leadership behaviour during different change phases?

182

I: You have to stay truthful and your own, that you should not change. Because

183

if you change your behaviours in terms of the basic, uh, direction, you work,

184

your walking then people get completely confused and you lose it all. So, the

185

answer is yes and no. Don't change yourself, uh, be yourself even more. Uh, be

186

approachable. Show empathy. All those things should not change, and if the

187

necessity is there because you have to speed up or you have to make a decision

188

where you do not know if it's the right decision, but you have to make one. Then

189

tell the people, and here we come to the communication part, it is, the, the

190

absolute importance is how you communicate along the change. Explain what you're

191

doing. Share to the people that you're unsure, if this decision is the right one,

192

but it's the one we are taking it's the one we follow. And give a time frame

193

when we going to assist this decision again. And don't leave everyone in doubt

194

and, and, uh, I said good or not good, that is weakening the situation. So yes,

195

there is changes, uh, but as long as you communicate them, give people the

196

chance to understand the why and to follow up on, hm, and I think, you keep

197

walking a steady way.

198

E: Thank you. So, um, the third question is if, um, could you please tell me a

199

challenging experience leading a multri, a multicultural, I am sorry, leading a

200

multicultural team during a change process. Also, what maybe are the, the

201

challenges, uhm, from the multicultural team, if you could just tell me a

202

challenging situation.

203

I: How many days do we have? (laughs) I. Yeah, I just pick one. It's so

204

difficult it's there's so many. It some…

205

(22.04) Maybe I, I tell you a little story from the US. And there were several,

206

uh, cultures involved, but primarily use Americans. And I was it was at the very

207

beginning when I explained our change process and I remember there was 20, 30

208

whatever people sitting there. Um, Hispanics, uh, yeah, mainly Americans. But

209

who's America? It's a multiculti mix. But the leaders were, were real Americans.

210

And we talked about the South of America or the US, so, it's a southern

211

mentality. So, here I come and tell them that our change process, when we all

212

invented it, started with, starting, to get prepared, uhm, the riter…, the

213

expected retirement of key people that we have five years in advance. And so,
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214

one or two they burst out laughing and said, well. And then of course in Europe,

215

in Austria we can pretty much calculate what is the expected dates of someone

216

getting retired. So, in preparation, we said if we really have key people and we

217

take natural changes that we have and try to align the change process, and

218

utilize that natural momentum, to kind of assess the whole situation. So blah

219

blah blah. So, I see this one guy, now, having his hands over his belly and just

220

shaking, with the sufficient smirk on his face, his head, looking at me as like

221

a young puppy, I'm the most, the greatest Idiot in the world. And then he, after

222

a while I addressed it to him and ask him: “why are you shaking your head? You

223

do not agree?”, and he said “you are a dreamer. This is never gonna work over

224

here. I tell you one thing, young girl”, I said “Yeah I'm interested”, he said

225

“do you know how much time in advance in the US they give you notice when they

226

get retired?”, I said “probably not five years ahead of time”, he said, “right?

227

Normally 2 days, if you're lucky one or two weeks. So here you go, young chip,

228

what do you wanna tell me?”. And then we had European stare as well. So, they

229

looked at him and said, “Yeah, that's true, but, but” so, I had to hold pressure

230

on me. And then I explained the situation and then told him “give me a chance.

231

Let's try”. And this same guy, four years later, he approached me and said “I

232

would like to announce that I intend to get retired in a year and a half from

233

now. Hopefully that's enough time to get it prepared”. And at the end of the day,

234

when he expected, the except retirement day came, he was willing and offered us

235

a three months, uh, addition, additional time because we had still a few topics

236

open. And that was a few years later, we have installed the approach, but that

237

was terribly challenging. And to explain it to Hispanics, as well to the

238

southern Americans, to Europeans, etc. But it proved that our change process,

239

what I explained in the beginning. If it's based on human trust, and of course I

240

needed a few years to gain the trust of the people, that they believe that we

241

are willing to follow this way, even though it was culturally complete different.

242

And the reason why they only give notice two days or two weeks is because they

243

fear to be thrown on the street or being dismissed by, by the company. And since

244

they could follow a few examples, and observe, and build up trust that we don't

245

do this, he personally, set an example. And he was a guy in the production. It

246

was not, a, it was really a educationally or more lower level, mia(?) average

247

people than you would expect. So, that was a huge challenge and at the same time,

248

few years later, I could say OK, turned out OK.

249

Hopefully that is a bit what you expected.
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E: Yes. So, what you think were maybe the variables who made it challenging to

251

you?

252

I: Can you ask that? Again, I did, you were interrupted quickly.

253

E: Can you hear me? Yeah, OK, so maybe what was the challenging variables in

254

this case, which made it difficult? Was it the, the different understanding, as

255

far as I understood?

256

I: yeah, the approach that we were trying to, to follow was complete opposite of

257

all the things they were used. They were seeing that all the companies around,

258

their friends, their colleagues, nobody could imagine that this works. They were

259

all fascinated by it, because it made sense. And that was the challenge for them

260

because that was their problem. And then I asked them and invited them, give it

261

a chance, to give it a try, let's try. If it's fai.., gonna fail, that was, you

262

not gonna lose anything, because if we end up at 2 weeks at the end, well then

263

it's business as usual. But maybe we can do it a wee bit better. Let's try. And

264

then step by step they started. And yeah it is, it was the, that's why I choose

265

that that story, it was 180 degrees, the opposite of what they ever heard before.

266

And of course, I had a few supporters in, in, in the whole company. They knew

267

they are working for an Austrian company, an Austrian slash American company.

268

Uhm, and they also knew that we always went the way of trying to marry the

269

cultures and not make an Austrian company in the US. Or having an US company

270

Austrian owned. We always tried today take the hard way. And those things helped,

271

but it was like, as he said, literally you are a dreamer. Sometimes dreams come

272

true. I actually remember I quoted, Um, Martin Luther King at that point in time

273

to him. We have a dream. (laughing)

274

E: (laughing) OK, so um the next questions is, please tell me success story,

275

where leadership behaviour supported, um, change with a multicultural team.

276

I: My own leadership behaviour?

277

E: Your own or experienced leadership behaviour.

278

I: It's a difficult question. (Laughing)

279

Maybe I. Maybe I, I take a story from Brazil. Um, our facility in Sao Paulo is

280

right next to the favelas. A very, very a dangerous area, uh, if we talk about

281

crime and stuff. And I'm not talking Portuguese myself, so I'm not, I can, I can

282

communicate in Spanish and English and French, but it doesn't help that much

283

down there. So, the, the first step was to gain, one of the first steps, to gain

284

the, the trust of the local general manager and others. And I asked him well, I

285

would like to understand a little better how is it going here? What is it? Can
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286

you explain to a stupid Gringo, uh, uh, European what makes this place tick and

287

work? What is, what is it with the dangers, etc? And he said, are you ready to

288

go for a walk? Sure. So, he took me along the property surrounding the building,

289

and there was the walls. And then we walked up to hill on the top, where we

290

could look, look over the wall where we looked right into the favelas. And he

291

said, this is, if we walk in there, you will not walk out at the other, other

292

end, if you're not well protected. And the majority of our employees come from

293

this place. So, we provide them, uh, we help them to survive. So, what happened

294

is every once in a while, he had, uh, so the fact that I went with him, was

295

interested was a big step, that was the base of being successful later on. And

296

then he explained to me the story that, because they were robbed every once in a

297

while, you know, there was break, there were breakings at night because of

298

people broke into company. And then he decided to meet the chief of the favelas

299

on day. He asked if he could meet him. And of course, he had the employees from

300

the favelas. So, they organized it finally and he met him, and he said to him,

301

“please, listen, we like to, we like your people and we would like to give jobs

302

to your people. But the problem is if you guys keep rubbing us, or if your

303

people keep rubbing us, we cannot survive. We can`t guarantee this and we would

304

be very thankful, if you could maybe help us to avoid it”. Ever since, nobody

305

ever broke in anymore. And I think these are, maybe you have to read a bit

306

between lines, a few questions, that those little behaviours, the readiness to

307

listened to adapt, to walk with him on the hill, and watching, and looking at

308

the favelas. And later on, when I, same story, I told you I have a Portuguese

309

girl in my team and I knew that she speaks the language, she has a lot of

310

empathy for people. And when she walked in there the first day, it was a given.

311

And yet now you have to combine those stories, and I think that is a, yeah, it's

312

a special success story. Because it is a story that allowed, us gave us the

313

allowance and the trust to do our work. Instead of walking in there, being the

314

super cool “know-it-all person”, complete different approach.

315

E: Thank you!

316

I: You're welcome.

317

E: Interesting story, yeah. Good, um, and which role place a multicultural team

318

during change in your opinion?

319

I: Can you say the first part of your question again out?

320

E: Which role plays a multicultural team during change?

321

I: A, a big one or a disastrous one. It depends how you can deal yourself with a
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322

multicultural team. It's, it's about, you know, they always say if you choose as

323

a leader or is responsible person to have a team with a lot of diversity, you

324

rather be ready and willing to deal with diversity. Otherwise you gonna, you

325

gonna fail. Uh, because, a diverse or a multicultural team asks for different

326

understandings. That's what I said before, you have to like people and if you,

327

uh, if you like people, you, you, you rather be curious, and you would like to

328

find out more about this person. If you have the approach, you know it all

329

anyway and see your teammates just as figures and numbers to function, um, then

330

in a multicultural, uh, surrounding the, the bad effect is even worse. Because

331

you have additional elements that make it, make it, uhm, difficult. In the

332

contrary, if you're willing to listen and to combine those factors, you actually

333

make the team richer. Then you get you get access to those different abilities,

334

to do different line of thinking, but it takes the willingness and the

335

capability to see, well to listen, to understand, to see these things, and

336

finally try to combine it. And don't try to do it you, all yourself because you

337

always have people in the team that might understand this one better. And that

338

goes back to what I said before. It takes a certain generosity. It's, it's takes

339

an attitude in your mindset, to… Yeah, I think that's the key.

340

E: OK, thank you. And what do you think are the main challenges and maybe also

341

main

342

opportunities for multicultural teams for leadership during change?

343

I: Well, actually just what I said. If you manage to link them, you will, you

344

got the whole world to you, uh, in front of you. If not, it closes down and

345

inserting superficial acting quite quickly 'cause people will keep polite, put

346

the surface up and it will be a huge struggle to achieve something. And I have

347

seen so many managers ending up either blaming the people “they`re all idiots,

348

they are not able to do anything, I have to do everything on my own” and if I

349

hear those sentences I start to doubt immediately “well, what has been your own

350

part that you ended up there?” Um, I have I have experienced the opposite all

351

around the world. I have the, the deep belief that people from, from deep inside,

352

they want to co, contribute. Uh, we were broug…, as a little child, we're

353

developing creatures we want to achieve something. And, uh, maybe, should might,

354

we might ask ourselves sometimes not how we can we motivate people, but what

355

have we done wrong to demotivate them? Because, um, I've never seen a new

356

employee starting a new job the first day coming and saying a bloody shit, what

357

the hell I have to do here? Uh, but I've seen many a few weeks or months later,
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358

behaving that way. So, the question maybe should be what has happened? What

359

obstacles are in the way or what expectations did I create and could not fulfill

360

or whatever. So, I think I got up off your, up off for your question, a little

361

right? Can you repeat the question again? (Laughing)

362

E: (Laughing) What are the challenges and main opportunities of multicultural

363

teams during change?

364

I: yeah. It's that, it`s the challenge to master. I think the main one. And the

365

chances are huge. If you reach the trust of the people and their willingness to

366

contribute and you only have to open up your hands and be willing to take it.

367

And, yeah, of course you have to make sure that the goal and what you want to

368

achieve is, uh, is that we are on track. It's actually lots of what I have said

369

before in the other questions. I think I covered it unless, and if not then you

370

have to pick on me.

371

E: No, it's fine, um, but are there maybe any cultures who make it especially

372

difficult to conduct change?

373

Yeah, the ones that the furthest away of your own culture. It's the furthest

374

away your own understanding is of the, the other culture, the more difficulty

375

gets because you have to breach much more yourself. And maybe I give you a

376

little example for that story as well. We have an approach into, in our change

377

approach that is one part is that we look at the individual, so the individual

378

strengths and weaknesses etc, etc. And then there's one part that normally

379

follows after, which is the team assessment. What is the team situation like,

380

etc. etc. So, we normally in 90 plus percent of the cases start with the task,

381

then we go, well, the, the are factual side, and we go on the individual side,

382

and then we finally end up and look at the team site, just to give you a short

383

picture. So here, that's actually my wife who had that situation, it is not my

384

own story. I'm telling hers. So, she was in China and in the very beginning when

385

we started the kind (?), quite new employees at that moment in time and we had

386

some change processes, she followed, wanted to follow that procedure. And she

387

just realized when she came to the individual site, things got stuck. Didn't

388

work. Why? Because that culture is a very strong team-oriented culture. They

389

might be very egotistical every once in a while, but they like the Japanese too,

390

they don't step out themselves and say I'm strong here and I'm worse there, so,

391

they always look left and right. So, her intuition was I change it, I start with

392

the team approach and they went into. They didn't do karaoke, but it ended up

393

like that almost and they joined in right away and once they had the OK by the
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394

team then they were willing to look at the individual site. It was like gaining

395

the OK in that cultural concept for the individual questions, whereas the other

396

way around, it would not have worked because they would have lost face, they

397

would have felt bad because they've put somebody on stage, and stuff like that.

398

So that's a little example.

399

E: Mhm.

400

I: And if you reach the understanding of the other culture, there is a way. If

401

you don't, it`s getting difficult.

402

E: Mhm.

403

I: I think everyone has to, uh, answer that question themselves, if you feel…,

404

it's funny, another story, we had a market responsible for Africa, now we soon

405

have all the continents, huh? (Laughing)

406

E: Yeah! (Laughing)

407

I: For Africa and he, don't take it wrong now in my wording, uh, he just didn't

408

like that continent, for whatever reason. And we wondered, now we didn't, but we

409

wondered why never any businesses happened there. Well, if you don't like to

410

culture, if you, if you, if you don't want to travel there and if you travel

411

with inner barriers, good luck, it`s not working. So, that was a, it's a good

412

learning actually, because we decided we, we, on a factual side you would do, do

413

the analysis and see OK, where are the areas in the world where we could still

414

make business. But if you don't have the people that have an affinity to the

415

area, to these cultures, then this is not going to run the way you would like it

416

to run. As soon as we have somebody burning for it, it always works. Hundreds of

417

mistakes, yeah, yea, but he likes the people he likes to, he likes to make it

418

happen. And I think that's a bit the key.

419

E: So, when I understood it, also, right, it's also reaching out for people,

420

want, the willingness to understand them, and showing them interests, which

421

helps to overcome hurdles or barriers of multicultural teams?

422

I: Absolutely. Or do you know anybody that hates if he's interested in what you

423

thinking?

424

E: Shaking head (laughing).

425

I: (Laughing) There you go. That's around, the same around the world. The

426

approach how you approach it, that might be very different and the cultural,

427

let's call it the entrance gate might be very different. Yes, of course. But if

428

you are willing and interested and following and what you do with that, you show

429

certain respect to the other person. And it's. It's not expected that you are
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430

the same way, but it's it is helpful to be respectful. They know we are from a

431

different country, we have a different background. Of course, they do. But they

432

feel if you have a real interest or not. I'm only sending people to countries

433

where I feel they have an affinity to.

434

E: OK, great, thank you. So, the last question, um, would you differentiate

435

between a monocultural and a multicultural team when conducting change, also in

436

regard to leadership behaviour?

437

I: That's an easy one. That sums it up. I would recommend if the leader is very

438

narrow minded, have a little flexibility, and not a lot of empathy, please

439

choose a monocultural team because otherwise he's going to die. And the answer

440

for the other one is the vice versa. Because if you overwhelm yourself, if you

441

stress out yourself with the team, it's not gonna work. Or it will be a terrible

442

load of work with very minimal outcome and result.

443

E: And if you have two teams, if there's a monocultural team during a change,

444

and a multicultural team during a change, do you think that, the, if there is

445

the same leader, maybe two teams in different companies, should he maybe differ,

446

the leadership behaviour, or is it the same during change management regardless

447

if it is monocultural or multicultural teams?

448

I: Again, he, he needs to stay authentic, but I think it's a necessity that he

449

has to adapt to a certain degree. Uh, let's put it this way. If it's a

450

monocultural team, then you probably are faster because it's easier they have

451

more, um, more natural understanding of each other. They know the cultural

452

background. They in they might know or interpret most more often right than

453

wrong, probably, what is meant and how to get there. But it, the chance is also

454

that you have a limited inpu.., additional input, they have limited additional

455

insights or ideas. I'm saying the chance, I am not saying it has necessary to be

456

like this. And then on top of all this it depends a lot what the challenge of

457

change is. Sometimes you have a kind of easier challenge where it is only get

458

from A to B, then a monocultural team could be because it goes, goes fast and

459

easy, could be an advantage. But if the change is more complex where you've got

460

a lot of side roads to take, maybe the intercultural team is more helpful. I

461

think it should be very well aligned with the goal and the kind of change you

462

have. What is the real challenge behind it? What kind of skill sets or

463

mentalities help in this change? Uh, yeah, and again, and what can you self, as

464

being the responsible one for the change, what can you self deal with?

465

E: Perfect thank you. So, thank you very much, this was actually the questions,
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466

uhm, with very interesting answers, thank you very much!

467

I: Good luck to write it all down (laughs). Sorry I hope it wasn't too long.

468

E: No, it was really interesting, thank you a lot! Um, and also of course, if

469

you're interested in, I will send you the master thesis afterwards. And um, also

470

in between if you would like to have a summary of the interview, as I'm going to

471

write it down anyway, I send you to that you can confirm, that this is fine for

472

you to also take it into the master thesis.

473

I: That`s fine.

474

E: Once more, thank you very much!

1

Expert Interview 3:

2

E: Many thanks for your, uh, time and I'm very glad that I could win you as an

3

expert for my interviews. Um, the interview, um, will be structured, following,

4

following that, I will first give a short overview, um, about my master topic,

5

and um, also about how the interview will look like. Uhm, of course, all, um,

6

information will be treated confidentially. And Uhm, Yeah. So, the, I will have

7

to, the interview separated into um introductory question, so more about your

8

person, your experience, and afterwards I would go on with key questions. It's

9

about 6, or it`s 6 six key, key questions, but there might be some further

10

inquiries if this would be fine for you.

11

I: No problem.

12

E: Good, um? So, the, the research question of my master thesis is which

13

leadership behaviour support change management with a multicultural team. So, I

14

have a special look at leadership behaviour during change but also, um as our, uh

15

oh there's an image now (laughter).

16

I: That's a check because, uh, with my normal, that one didn't worked. But I

17

cannot see myself.

18

E: Shall I wait a minute?

19

I: I know, OK good. OK um. (Laughter)

20

E: Ok, the, um, research question, which leadership behaviour support change

21

management with multicultural team has its one focus on leadership behaviour

22

during change management or during change, and another focus as we are

23

recruiting worldwide, our teams are getting more diverse and uhm I have a

24

special focus also because we're going worldwide into the world, other

25

subsidiary subsidiaries and so on. Uhm I have a special focus on multicultural
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26

teams during change and how leadership should be considered in this aspect. So

27

um, multicultural teams that I have at least one other culture, uhm, and not

28

only national teams.

29

I: OK. Good so, I would start with the introductory questions now if this is

30

fine for you?

31

I: Yeah.

32

E: Ok. So, what is your professionality and how long are you already working for

33

a company?

34

I: Uhm, yeah, I guess my, my professional background is science of education. I

35

started this during in my time with the German armed forces, long time ago. And,

36

uh, in the actual position I'm now since June 2007, so close to 13 years, 30

37

years, no 13 years. Yes yeah, yeah. And in between, I did always, uh, everything

38

about human resource management, people development, leadership development and

39

since episode 1999 in international environment, first European environment and

40

then (company) globally.

41

E: OK. So, you, you have also a leadership position? How big is your team? And

42

how, how many people are in your team? Are there different nationalities in your

43

team?

44

I: Uh, it depends on which team we are talking about. So, um, structure we have,

45

we have round about 21,000 employees in 46 countries. Uh, we've organized

46

business, in, by regions, 10 regions. And every region has one regional human

47

resource manager. So, these human resources manager are reporting to me a

48

professional vice, so there are people from China, from Thailand, from India,

49

from Mexico, from US, from South America, different countries, Europe, Russia,

50

France, UK and so on. So that's a very diverse team, and, uh, have a team here

51

in Hard so that some run about 20 employees, most of them, yeah, it's just also

52

International is German, it's a Austrian, it's Vorarlberg and until last year I

53

had also Mexican guy in my team. So, it's very diverse, and even it seems to be

54

very close, like Germany and Austria, there are lot of differences between both

55

countries. (laughing)

56

E: Ok, and which experience you have regarding change management or

57

transformation?

58

I: Huh? Um. It's a wide, wide area. Uh, it depends on what are the basic

59

assumptions, uh, we, we have about change, as I mentioned in my short email

60

reply. Change is a normal thing which happens every day. Uh, so every

61

organization, every living system is changing permanently. Every human being is
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62

changing permanently. And uh, so far is a part of life and of living systems.

63

And it's totally different to the machine world. So, there we have not normal

64

change, only for say, OK, attrition rates, whatever is kind of change, but it's

65

awful, kind of technology change. But this we don't, just don't have in mind. Um

66

and uhm, yeah, so all organizations have the main purpose to change permanently

67

and so all leadership or management, all organizational structure around are

68

normally created to enable change and not to have a stable environment. Even if

69

some people would like to have that, nothing will change, uh, because they like

70

that they can trust that it will be tomorrow as it is today. Um so. In my long

71

business career, I had several projects, uh, to implement new tools, IT

72

solutions, to implement lean manufacturing, 5S concept, or to reduce headcount,

73

to close a plant, to reduce costs and change contracts, and find new people to

74

build up something, new department, restructure rearrange. So that's ongoing and

75

never ending, um, and that leads to the one, one very important comment, uhm? If

76

it's clear for yourself that this is a normal case, that you have changes every

77

day, every, always, on different levels, in different sizes, and different

78

impacts, yes, um, then you have, uh, I think, you are in the normal modus, let’s

79

say, uh, to deal with these different situations which will pop up.

80

E: Thank you. So, you already had also change projects with multicultural teams,

81

so as far as I understood?

82

I: Yes, uhm, it's, it's, uh, I think something that, uh, more, more general

83

topic, uh, which, uh, uh, you have to take in account if you deal with this

84

different cultures, you should understand how they think, in their language and

85

they, their culture. Indian colleague will never be able to say clearly to you

86

no, so he will find a different way to say, ah, this is maybe something we

87

should do next year, or we can maybe postpone, or yes, we will find the solution.

88

The messages “I don't agree what you want to do” but some don't tell it

89

directly to you, “I will do something, yeah?” And if you don't know about this

90

some, you can go home and you think are they understood and they will do what we

91

agreed about and we will do the new project and we will do it like, like

92

discussed and then you will be surprised after some weeks that you go get no

93

feedback and next visit but we thought we, we do it in that way “ah, difficult

94

and later”. So, then you should be able to go on the meta level and say ok, hey

95

colleague, I know it's difficult for you that to say no, I forgot this. So,

96

let's talk about how can we deal about situation where you don't agree with

97

something. Uh, how can I get this message from you?
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98

E: OK. Thank you, so coming to the questions now. My first question is, what is

99

effective leadership in your opinion?

100

I: Pfuff (laughter). Um, effective leadership is, uhm, if you get the results

101

you desired and you want to have. Um? Um and uh, if you can achieve the

102

necessary output for the organization, um, without destroying all basic elements

103

and basic assumptions, how to deal with people. So, if you are able to, uh, give

104

people the freedom to do it and to work in their own way because everyone wants

105

to make a good job. Every employee wants to be able to fulfil their

106

requirements. Uhm, and he needs some tools for this, he needs knowledge, skills,

107

ability, freedom to decide so, uh, and uh, if you make sure that he get all this

108

and get orientation, for which purpose the organization is, and that he is able

109

to act together with other people to achieve the overall goal, then this is kind

110

of effective leadership you could practice.

111

E: Ok, thank you and do you think that they are most efficient leadership styles

112

or something, which supports effective leadership?

113

Um? I'm, I'm not, not a fan of, of discussion about styles. Because um, um, I

114

think important is, to have a basic understanding of people itself, so what

115

drives people? And to accept that in general you are not able to lead someone

116

else because everyone will make sure that no influence from outside, uhm, takes

117

control about you. A second important assumption that a living system is complex,

118

and every element interacts with other, other elements. So, leading the living

119

system by one single hero is simply not possible. Hum. And Uhm. If you add all

120

the other basic assumptions about organization and, and people, this will

121

automatically lead to several options you have to influence a system. And um, in

122

combination with your own personality, with your own preferences for some

123

behaviours in special situations, you have to develop your own style and that is

124

a unique style, there's no one solution, one style which fits to every situation,

125

every system and every personality.

126

E: Mhm.

127

I: Or the basic idea is to be clear about your own assumptions, about people,

128

about organization, about living systems and how to influence, how to create an

129

environment or that system can grow, can strive for special target.

130

E: Great, thank you. So, coming to the second question, um, which leadership

131

behaviour in your opinion, is necessary to support change management?

132

I: Have you for this question a special idea what you define, what about the

133

change management in your meaning would be?
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134

E: Um? So, in my master thesis I will use change management as part of

135

organizational development, or it's part to, a change process, but um, which you

136

always, which have several processes ongoing and hopefully adapting every time

137

to the changing environment as we have it today.

138

I: Um? Yeah, it depends on, if you take, take Kotter’s 8 phases of change, uh,

139

then you can derive clearly necessary behaviour of management, depending on, on

140

the question of the question, the part which role this manager has in this

141

changes, is he the sponsor, is he the leader, is he a project manager, is he

142

someone involved or is he observing a change in another area, whatever. So, if

143

you are the one who think it's necessary to change something (laughs). First of

144

all, I think you should be aware, do you know why? Uh, you know all these

145

discussion and … the Golden Circle and famous, uh, Ted talks and books about why

146

uhm, So, the famous case for urgency or case for action, case for urgency, case

147

for action, is something I think, which leads to the topic to know why do I want

148

to have this kind of change? And then it depends on your agenda, do you are able

149

to talk open about the real reasons why or is it a hidden agenda that you have

150

different stages, uh, where you are acting on. And depending on this, it's a

151

clear that you have to behave differently, and so we have to behave like an

152

actor, uh, or can you be authentic and real manager and takes, talk the truth.

153

Uhm, and so it's probably at the beginning important also to be aware if you

154

want to start to change something which has an impact on other people, you

155

should involve these other people which are impacted by this change from the

156

very beginning, and be open that you are not the only one who knows how solution

157

could look like, so, you need to different experts to different people to make

158

things and changes happen, uhm and so on. And you have maybe to act as the

159

master role model, so that other can follow you. You have, you should know

160

little bit about human behaviour, you should know little bit about that not

161

everyone will be happy if you start with your project, because they, they did it

162

several times last five years, never succeeded with the project, so let's wait

163

what will happen. And maybe you have the ability to bring the famous early

164

adopters behind you and then you can start and then the other will look whether

165

it will work and then if they say, see oh, it works, so that we join your

166

project maybe. If you have no time, if you have a high pressure and if you don't,

167

uh, want to discuss your single solution, then you should simply act and then

168

you should be ready to accept that you will have to pay a price for your style

169

to go forward. Maybe people will not follow you and will quit the job or will
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170

try to stop you or find different way and so on and so on so. It's all about the

171

total sum of circumstances of aspects which would have to take in account, and

172

as long as you know all about human behaviour and organizational structures and

173

mechanism and developments, you should be able to take clear decisions knowing

174

what the impact will be, depending on what you are deciding. Long answer, sorry.

175

E: Thank you very much. So, could you or can you please tell me a challenging

176

experience leading a multicultural team during change process?

177

I: Yeah, the first biggest challenge is, uh, to be aware about your own cultural

178

background and your own unspoken, uhm, assumptions and what seems to be clear

179

for yourself, what is not automatically clear and for the other members of the

180

team, of the project. Um, so very important from the beginning to be able to

181

reflect about yourself, um, and to understand that you are not the only one, and

182

maybe you are not the centre of the globe and university, uh, or universe. So,

183

that all the other people have good ideas and different concepts and different

184

models behind so. And to use all this different point of views, perspectives,

185

backgrounds as a resource and to bring together in a team, and to, yeah, do be a,

186

as the catalyst and, and, the, the moderator which bring this resource together

187

in a way that at the end is one plus one is minimum 3 or 4. Well, this is the

188

opportunity you have in intercultural project, um, and it needs the openness to

189

accept results, which would never expected that this would be an outcome of the

190

project. So. And if Mexicans like to have a colorful and, and, uh, very nice, um

191

communication structure and with very nice posters and banners and whatever, and

192

funny giveaways, let them do it. It, it helped them. The German guy was “ey,

193

that`s stupid, it's, that's a waste of time, energy and money. We don't need

194

something. We say it is this and that we have to do and this will help tomorrow”

195

so. Um and, so I think it's, it's important to accept this kind of diversity and

196

see it as a resource and the ability of intercultural team, uh, to achieve

197

results in a different way, maybe you never, as mentioned, never expected

198

results like this, but at the end, so it's all about what drives, people, and if

199

this helps to drive them by themselves, it is ok.

200

Uhm, and you should just also understand some, the hierarchical relationships,

201

uh and uh, to have the right people on board, some, so, and, if you have only

202

people in the projects which always need to have approved by their boss, uh,

203

this will, yes, not, not be very helpful in ministration so if they are not able

204

to decide for themselves. And if this is the case, should not a bright them just

205

like “come on, let's do it in this way”, “no I'll have to get back to my boss
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206

and we have to discuss it internally, whether this is the right way” and so on.

207

So, it's all about understand a little bit more internal structure, internal,

208

cultural and, um, um, yes, also, to be ready to, uh, except that maybe a project

209

or change takes a bit longer than expected. Uhm, but nevertheless, uh, it's not

210

helpful to have on the overall, surface, a quick result which is not sustainable,

211

so, you wanted to have a formal approval, formal commitment is not helpful, so

212

that's also very important.

213

E: And so, have you had any, uhm, success story, or could you please tell me a

214

success story, where leadership behaviour supported change with a multicultural

215

team? So, a situation you experienced?

216

I: Yeah, it helps to, that you trade your leadership team dealing with

217

intercultural topics to have a common understanding about this in the cultural

218

behaviours and patterns. Because the situation is for everyone the same. Everyone

219

thinks I'm the, I'm on the right side, I'm the best educated manager for this

220

topic and then you have all alpha-men and -women sometimes in one room and

221

everyone thinks he's the only one who understands how the world is running. So,

222

and, uh. Give them the opportunity to get away a “Oh, um, I'm not the only one.

223

There are others which have also very good ideas and good background, uh, simply

224

different”. And so, this has been for us very important part from the very

225

beginning to have leadership development contemplate (?) program in place, which

226

brings some people from all countries together to learn about our way to manage

227

the company, to lead people, to communicate across cultures, across regions,

228

across functions. And based on this kind of relationship built up on this kind

229

of training, education, development program, it's much easier to come together

230

in in projects and to cooperate sometimes under time pressure in a reasonable

231

and feasible way. So, this kind of common sense, what is the purpose of our

232

business, what is the common ground, what are the values which links us together,

233

um, what is our understanding of dealing with people and dealing with

234

management, this is a very important, uh, activity to make a lot of different

235

changes a little bit easier.

236

E: And have you had any, do you have any examples where it was especially

237

challenging, uhm within the training, where you experienced that a leader is

238

struggling, or during the change or, or with the multicultural team?

239

I: Yeah, it's difficult to find out whether this uhm, challenging situation has

240

something to do with different cultures or with some different personality or

241

different opinion about special way to go forward. Hum. So that's, is the
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242

interaction of different aspects and you are never able, no one is able to, to

243

sort what is the kind of cause and effect. So, and um, if you look to different

244

cultural behaviour and you also know that there's a wide, wide range of behaviour,

245

and in some cases so you have an Indian behaves very close to someone in Germany,

246

so, and, and some the other way around. Um, then you are back to the normal

247

situation to find out or to have the right communication style and format, uh,

248

to clarify what is the reason for the problem we have now? It could be a total

249

different reason which nothing to do with culture or nothing to do with this

250

business. It could be, have personal reasons, sometimes. Or the lack of

251

knowledge or, or, special skills which are necessary, and which have not, not

252

checked, uh, at the beginning of the, of the project. So, or we had the idea

253

everyone knows what's going on and then you get away oh, they are not, not

254

familiar with this topic, they don't know this software, they're not able to run

255

this programming and so on so. You should have an idea what is the impact of

256

different, of cultural, different cultures, but this is not the only impact and

257

not the only element, it sometimes it's on the surface, it looks that this could

258

be the biggest challenge, but maybe this is only on the surface in the

259

background it's more about personality. OK, personality is also driven by the

260

culture you have grown up in. But a lot of Management people are traveling

261

around, have assignments in different countries, different cultures they have

262

their home culture, yes, but this varieties is very, very huge. And today you

263

have kind of global business standards, you can rely on normally, uhm, but

264

sometimes the home and original culture has a strong influence in some special

265

situations. So. Depends on, you, you have to be aware about all these options

266

and check and to deal with them in a reasonable way.

267

E: Ok and, it was a covering it a bit, but which role plays a multicultural team

268

during change in your opinion?

269

I: It depends on your change project, um, um, as I mentioned a multicultural

270

team, um, could bring in additional resources, different perspectives, different

271

experiences, um, in terms of we have solved this topic at home in this and that

272

way, so it's kind of, an enrichment of possible solutions and options to add

273

them and to find maybe a total pragmatic new way. Um, it could also be a kind of,

274

of, not blocker, but it could be more difficult, spend a lot of time to have a

275

common understanding, if you are not able to have a good communication base or

276

the language level is not good enough so that you have to invest a lot of

277

additional time to clarify topics.
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278

Uh, so sun is coming (laughter).

279

Um, though this has no advantage or disadvantage, but definition or in, in, from,

280

from, from the beginning, it depends on the purpose of your project. If you

281

have a change project where you want to show at the same time, that is possible

282

to run this by an intercultural team, then it's clear target to use

283

international crawler (?) or intercultural teams to show that the company is on

284

the journey for more diversity and inclusion of different perspectives,

285

backgrounds and so on. Or this could be a second target of change project and to

286

make sure that this solution fits to the different expectations of different

287

cultures, it is part of the change itself. So, if you develop a new employee

288

dialogue tool or talent management tool or concept, it's absolutely necessary

289

and helpful to have from the very beginning people from different countries,

290

regions, cultural backgrounds, uh integration team and not to start with the

291

old-fashioned German-Austrian professionals and then to be surprised that the

292

Indian and Chinese will say “oh, that's we don't like, we do it in a different

293

way”, but, uh, that's a normal approach, it should have always, uh, depending on

294

the scope of the project, you should involve all people which are impacted by

295

your project and by your solution.

296

E: Mhm. And do you think that there any cultures who make it especially

297

difficult to conduct change?

298

I: Hum. (laughs) Yeah, there are some cultures in countries which have, uhm, the

299

basic understanding that they are the only one who understands the world, like

300

our US colleagues. Um. So, it's normally much easier to run to change with

301

colleagues from South America. And, um, sometimes also with India or, and, and

302

so on. Chinese, yes, uh, then if we go through the different cultures, let`s say,

303

OK, Chinese will tell you we are the oldest cultural community globally, our

304

background goes back 3 ½ thousand years or more, uhm, and we will have control

305

above, about the whole universe anyway. So, they will maybe only copy your good

306

solution and will integrate these in their way to do it, because they will say,

307

OK, we are anyway take over control about you. Um? I think in general everyone

308

as I mentioned, uh, individual and, uh, different cultures don't like if someone

309

else from outside wants to take control about them. Um, and you can do it if you

310

have the power for this, but this is not, then decided by free, free will, free

311

decision. So, you should never do it, uh, if it's not necessary as well, should

312

find a good compromise, good way to integrate different perspectives, different

313

thinking, then your solution has the ability to survive.
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314

E: Thank you,

315

I: OK.

316

E: So, coming to the last question of the key questions, uhm, would you

317

differentiate between a monocultural or national team and a multicultural team

318

when conducting change also in regard to leadership behaviour? So, are there

319

differences if you're conducting change with a national team or conducting

320

change with the multicultural team.

321

I: No, you can have more difficulties and differences in, uh, monocultural team

322

um, it depends then more on the professional background and personal behaviour.

323

Sometimes it's easier to have driven cultures together and to have, uh, yeah, a

324

kind of different, different style and to deal with, in different situations. So

325

that's, uh, hum, is my experience. So, that from the beginning there's no, no,

326

no, no, huge difference. It's more about people itself. And some, yes, if you

327

have people from, from, from one company, uh from one country, uh, and they are

328

used to cooperate in their style, it's, yes, it's then easier for them to go

329

forward, but to bring in something new ideas and to be reflective at this, done,

330

maybe not, not the case.

331

E: So, leaders, as far, when I understood it right, leaders would not have to

332

adapt, or to differentiate, if they conduct change with national teams or if

333

they conduct change with multicultural teams?

334

I: Um, if they are leaders in my sense? Uh, No. (laughs)

335

E: (laughs) What are leaders in your sense?

336

I: So, if they, if they are aware that every single employee and manager has

337

his own personality, and his own background, you have to respect on, to. If you

338

appreciate different perspectives, different ways to deal with a topic. If you

339

have open communication. If you are free to change your own way to manage and to

340

lead, then you have no problem.

341

E: OK, thank you so much. Sorry, do you, do you want to add something?

342

I: Yeah, if you want to stick to your own, own pattern, and if you think you're

343

the own hero, which is able to tell everyone how to work, then you will have a

344

lot of problems. (laughs)

345

E: Yeah. (laughs)

346

Great, thank you so much! So, those were the questions. Uhm, as far as I

347

understood, I think it's really important to have a look at the bigger picture

348

that, um, you include culture, what is the objective, and so on. Um, that you

349

really take a look at individua, uhm, regardless if it's, coming from another
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350

country, uhm, you should take this and also into consideration, but also, if

351

they're national seems that it's important to, um, see them us individual an

352

understand their way of working and also be open to adapt yourself, uh, as a

353

leader to new ways of working.

354

I: Yes, and, and in additional thing it's uh, depending on the, on the way

355

you're organizing organization. So, as I mentioned earlier, uh, if you're strong

356

believer that every employee is able to organize himself and the team is to be

357

able to be organized himself. Uh, then they will do the necessary change by

358

themselves, and then you need not to manage the change. Um, if a manager thinks

359

he's the only one who sees what has to be done, uh, then you have to manage

360

change. So, it's, people normally know very well what has to be done and they

361

were know very well what should be changed to do it and to do the job better.

362

And if you give them the freedom to do this, it will happen and they will do a

363

good job with the things they have, the environment, the tools, the resources.

364

Uh, so, you have to make sure that they have the right resources, they have the

365

right ability and that they know about what has to be done. So, they have to

366

know about strategies, organization, the customer and the processes, and then it

367

will work. And then you don't have to manage huger change projects. Yes, and

368

then you have to organize sometime things, if you want to move, plan from A to B

369

or want to build up new business, you have to construct new buildings, to

370

implement the new technology, but then you need some people with them experts

371

which are able to do this. This is for me normal business, normal life and um,

372

based on this change management as a special profession, uh, it's not necessary

373

if this kind of management integrates that change is in normal way to deal with

374

the daily life. Sometimes you have to take some special actions, yes, and then

375

you should know about communication and involvement of people and how we should

376

deal with special situation. And if you look now to current situation, um. Um,

377

working from home, Home Office no problem. Yeah, in other companies or some

378

years ago weeks ago, a month ago, a lot of discussions in different companies,

379

whether this could be possible way to be organized and seems to be very

380

difficult sometimes, suddenly it works. I'm a little example shows there is no

381

general resistance to change. If someone says OK, this makes sense for me, the

382

people we do it simply spoke.

383

E: OK, great, thank you so much. So, thank you for the very interesting answers.

384

Uhm, I will summarize it, uhm, I will transcript it and, um, if you're

385

interested, of course I could send you the master thesis afterwards and, uhm,
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386

many things to the, your time!

387

I: Yep, uh, and uh, if you have any, any additional questions and if you cannot

388

understand what I have said, maybe, you can call me always or can send me an

389

email, I will help you.

390

E: Thank you so much!

1

Expert Interview 4:

2

E: Thank you for your time and also the opportunity to have the expert interview

3

with you, um. This interview will include all data protection and confidential.

4

It will be recorded. Uhm and I will start with a short overview about interview,

5

how I will conduct and also short introduction of the master thesis so that you

6

have a short overview and then we will start with the interview questions.

7

I: Sounds good.

8

E: OK so the research question for my Master’s thesis is, which leadership

9

behaviour, uh support change management with multicultural teams. So, the focus

10

is on leadership behaviour during change management. And as we are getting more

11

global and as we are hiring teams from everywhere and, um, the teams are getting

12

more multicultural, this will be a special focus at the master thesis. Um, the

13

interview is structured into introductory questions and key questions and I

14

would inform you if we're coming to the key questions. The introductory

15

questions are more about your personal background and, um, about your

16

experiences, small inside into experience, so that I have an overview, if you

17

have already had contact with multicultural teams, as I heard, and as so on.

18

Good..

19

I: Good.

20

E: So, I would start now is the introduction questions, if this is fine for you?

21

I: That is good. I hope you are ok if I`m sitting on the balcony.

22

E: That is fine, that`s absolutely fine.

23

I: Ok, let`s go for it.

24

E: Ok, first: what is your professionality and how long are you already working

25

for the company?

26

I: So, you ask me like, it slightly gets cut off, so you asked me how long have

27

I

28

been working for (company)? It's about 5 1/2 years.

29

E: 5 ½ years, and what is your professionality?
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30

I: So, the role is called head of globally in management

31

E: Mhm.

32

I: So, think of it like a senior director kind of role. Leading the global lean

33

team in (company_name).

34

E: OK,

35

I: I've been leading the team since 2017.

36

E: Since 2017.

37

I: Ya, No, I started before and then I took over the leadership of the team.

38

E: Ok, and then how big is the team?

39

I: The team is composed of effectively 12 people, so 12 globally managers.

40

E: Mhm, and are there different nationalities in your team?

41

I: So, when we think about the way we think about diversity, we think about

42

three things. We think about gender, nationality, and a generation column. So,

43

it's about three Gs:, you know, global, means where you from, generation and

44

gender. So, so, then the nationalities are, I still remember now, 'cause there's

45

so many, so there's a German, Austrian, ahm, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian Greek,

46

Slovakian, Bolivian, Polish. British. What else do we have? I think it is about

47

it. Some people come and go, so I have, uh, I used to have finished French. I

48

used to have, uh, Dutch, äh Danish sorry, yeah, so it's quite a diversity.

49

Äh and in terms of like generation. We are, uh, our youngest is about 30 at the

50

oldest is 53. And there's a big mix between them, so I had like 3 x 50 year olds

51

3 x 40 year olds and. No 4 x 40 year olds and, uh, whatever the rest is 4 x 30

52

year olds. And then we have. In terms of gender, it's about 30% ladies.

53

E: 30% ladies, ok. And uh, which experience you have regarding change management

54

or transformation? Within your profession?

55

I: Basically, lean is about change so, bas.. it is, it is in our DNA. Wha, what

56

we do is about driving change, driving a cultural change, driving the topic of

57

continuous improvements uhm. And the topic of change has been really an

58

interesting one for us because it's the one that we are, we're always, you know,

59

trying to find what is the latest, let's say knowledge across different

60

industries an across different professions and working with universities in

61

order to create sustainable change, right? And we've had a lot of successes and

62

a lot of failures, so we sort of we're learning what works and what doesn't work.

63

And äh, we try to figure out what are the key levers for change. So definitely

64

it's really ingrained. Just for your information that the global lean team at

65

(company_name) doesn't look only at manufacturing right, which is a classical way of
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66

looking at it. We look across manufacturing. So, now I'll give you some numbers

67

just to understand the manufacturing community is about 3000 people. Then you

68

have global logistics, which is about 1500. Tool Service Centre, in about 130

69

countries also is about 1300 people. We're looking at the seven different

70

business units, which is another 1500 people, roughly. And slowly, slowly, there

71

are populations like sales that are coming in. And for us sales is the biggest

72

population, it is about 20,000 people overall. So, but we're not there yet, so

73

we're looking a lot more on the operations in the business unit side, but we're

74

talking about massive change.

75

E: And also, in, in, is it worldwide within the company or mainly in the, um, in

76

the area you're working at?

77

I: No, no, it is definitely global. I mean, uh, when you talk about the

78

manufacturing plants, we are talking about 10 plants across the world, Germany,

79

Austria, Liechtenstein, you have Hungary, you have three now in China, India, we

80

have Taiwan, we have North America and you have Mexico. When we talk about

81

logistics, we talk about 10 regions, which is basically the world, and the same

82

thing for tools service centres. So, it's quiet, it's as global you can get, you

83

know.

84

E: OK, thank you! So, this was already the introductory part and I would go on

85

to the key questions now, um, if it is also fine for you if I have sub-questions

86

or further inquiry, I would ask it. OK, uhm, what is effective leadership in

87

your opinion?

88

I: Prff, a long question now. I mean, uhm, so this is really about two parts,

89

the way we see it, also in (company_name), regarding leadership, it's about, it's really

90

about delivering results, and about delivering, uhm and developing people,

91

right? In truth, I would even say that most of it is about developing people,

92

right. So, it's really about leadership and you think about, if you, if you

93

segment, let's say any organization into three parts, you have the leaders, you

94

have the managers and we`ve associates, and the leaders are predominantly

95

focused on strategy and cultural behavioural change, right? That's the, the 70%

96

of their work. The other part would be seen as more like improvement, let's call

97

it, right, but they should be more looking at, focus on how do we install the

98

right behaviours? What kind of systems we need to put in place to make sure the

99

behaviours are adhere to or met, or let's say, followed or ingrained or part of

100

the everyday culture. Think of, it like ähm, if you have a KPI that says the

101

number one KPI 80% of your bonus will be about productivity, but then I try to
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102

give your quality mindset, doesn't work, I can talk about quality all day, but

103

people see that the bonus, and the bonus is productivity and so they will do

104

productivity. So, the leadership can also tweak the systems that they have for

105

promotion, for recognition, for appreciation, for bonuses, for reviews, how they

106

want, in order to develop the type of culture, the behaviours that they want,

107

right?

108

So, for me it's about, leadership is about taking care of the people, making

109

sure that the structures in the system that they have in place works on their

110

favour, in terms of developing the right culture and behaviour, and finally is

111

about looking forward, much more proactively in terms of the customer in terms

112

of the strategy in terms of the business, how to develop that in the right, the

113

right direction.

114

E: Thank you.

115

I: Thank you.

116

E: Um, and, so the second question is which leadership behaviour, in your opinion,

117

is necessary to support change management?

118

I: I think one of the key things about, I mean, a lot has to do with my opinion

119

with, … So, generally when you talk about leading diverse teams and driving

120

change, you have that element of diversity. But if you don't have the element of

121

inclusion, then the diversity goes to waste.

122

So, we know that for example, diverse teams work, work much better than a

123

homogeneous team, right? We know that. If managed correctly, and that's the

124

caveat. So, if you have a, it's much, much, much easier to manage a team that

125

everybody is the same, and especially if they are the same as the leader, it's

126

super easy 'cause it's like looking at a mirror, you say something, people say

127

yes, that makes sense, let's go for it. OK, perfect. The problem with that is

128

like, the way I, personally, I, I look at it is like you have one type of DNA

129

and then the minutes, a bacteria or a virus comes along that can trigger and,

130

and you know, target your DNA type. It can wipe you out completely. The reason

131

why humanity has survived is because we have very diverse set of DNAs, right. So

132

yes, it may attack a certain, you know, certain type of DNA, but it's not going

133

to attack all. So, it's the same thing when you're looking at diversity in the

134

business, right? If you have a mixed team, on all three elements as I mentioned,

135

then your chances of identifying risk or working better on, you know, on having

136

richer conversations and not just everybody nodding, you have higher risk of

137

that, and, sorry, the high opportunities to do that correctly. The problem is
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138

that if you don't include the people, if you don't listen to the people. Then

139

the diversity goes the waste.

140

It's much, much, much more difficult to manage very diverse teams 'cause they

141

different cultures, right? Different ways of thinking. You know, the Asian

142

culture tends to be less (?) first build relationships, the German cultures is

143

more like let's first do business in these.

144

There are continuous cultural clashes and personality clashes that are happening.

145

But if you manage them correctly and that's the element of inclusion, I think

146

for me leadership, a lot has to do about humble leadership. It's about not

147

thinking that you know everything, because then you wouldn't hire a super

148

diverse team, that can give you, you know, the, you know, a much better, you

149

know, knowledge base, I would say, so you have to be humble enough to know that

150

you don't know everything. You have to be humble enough to trust, trusting other

151

people that they will, you know, deliver the, the right things. You have to

152

provide the competencies for them to do it, if required. You have to give them

153

direction about where to go. So, when you ask me about what behaviour

154

specifically, it's hard to nail it down. But I would say maybe humble. A

155

leadership humility would probably be one of the key ones for me. If you think

156

you know everything, then you're, you`re overriding people, and because you're a

157

leader it's much easier to do that. You can flex your muscles as a leader and

158

it's over. I mean, it's like you just continuously override, whereas you said

159

something about that, let me know about that, and even if you think it's wrong,

160

ask the questions, either for the person to realize what's happening and that

161

they are moving in the wrong direction, or for you to realize that you

162

misunderstood. So not, ähm but again, it really depends because, I mean, one of

163

the things that we're trying to say is also situational leadership, right? So,

164

people are in different states, so, at some point it makes sense to direct them

165

and at some point, it makes sense to just delegate it and you have to be

166

sensitive on that. But asking questions and being humble is probably one of the

167

key things.

168

E: You said that there are different situations. Would you differentiate um

169

during the change between different phases of change?

170

I: Yeah, for sure their different phases of change, right. I mean, what would

171

you like to do is use this like change matrix that gives you a little bit of

172

understanding of different levers, right? Like one of the things is like you

173

need to have a leadership buy-in, you need to have some sort of vision about
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174

where you want to go, right? So, you create excitement and engagement, you need

175

to create a strategy, need to provide the resources, these resources need to

176

have the skills, right, ähm you need to get the first successes, you need to

177

communicate. And the different phases of the journey, there are different things,

178

different levers that you require more, right?

179

So, if you try to communicate and make abroad program without trying first

180

successes, nja, it's going to get more difficult. If you try to move in the

181

direction where you don't have leadership buying but you trying to move

182

underground, it's gonna be super difficult. Super difficult to get it up, up and

183

running super difficult to get it sustainable, super get, you know everything

184

becomes more and more and more difficult. So, going where there is excitement,

185

going where there is the pool, developing some sort of first successes or pilots,

186

just to show what you can do, getting outside the company in visiting another

187

company whose more ahead of you in the journey, and creating a vision: oh, you

188

know we were like this, but we should get there, isn't it so much better?

189

You can either create a vision or a burning platform. I prefer vision. It

190

depends on the company. Burning platform is another approach that says if we

191

don't change, we're gonna die. OK. But the other way of saying is that if we

192

don't change, we're not going to prosper as much, or we're not going to be in a

193

better position tomorrow. So, maybe the garden that you're looking at is going

194

down. But if you say, you can see you can actually go into the more rich green

195

fields, or this is going to become a desert. I find that positive reinforcement

196

works well, and in particular in (company_name). Um, where we're always looking at the

197

positive things. I can imagine there are other industries, um, potentially there

198

are more, let's say, that have been so successful that's changing makes no sense

199

for them, because there's no reason to change, right. Uh, or other, other, uh,

200

the worst thing is that, the worst thing is to be, … what's the word I'm looking

201

for?, um, too confident. But, that's the worst. Know everything's fine, we are

202

amazing, we're doing great and then you end up like Kodak or other great

203

companies that were just going and there was a change with digital right? Like 1

204

- 0. There was nothing else. So, it's just like immediately they died, right?

205

And why? Because they didn't, they didn't believe that it was going to happen

206

like this. So, one of the things is, uh, you know, trying to make yourself go

207

out of business is probably a good approach. So yeah.

208

E: Mhm. And if you're differentiating between the different phases, do you think

209

also between the different phases that there might be a different behaviour
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210

necessary of leaders?

211

I: I never have, I never thought about that. I mean what I observed is that

212

there's, uh, there was a really good, I think it was a, was it a time article, I

213

can't remember. It was talking about like “wartime leaders” versus “peacetime

214

leaders” and there's a difference here. So, for example, the Native Americans

215

had always two leaders. They had one that was the peacetime leader, so he would

216

be the connector between the different tribes. And then you have the wartime

217

leader who would be the charger, let's say, the equivalent army and you cannot

218

mix them up. So, then you look at, uh, for example, Apple with Steve Jobs back

219

in the day, he's a war time leader. He takes control and tops down it. When

220

Apple was in 1997, almost they had three months of cash, it's like there is no

221

consensus, there's no inclusion here. We're going to die now, so it's like my

222

way or the highway, and you just force it down, boom. And there's nothing,

223

nobody can talk back to you. Because you're dying, you're literally, you have

224

three months of cash, but then you have companies like Google who are like, they

225

have so much cash-rich that they don't care right, they are, like almost look,

226

let's just throw so much money at potential experimental technologies and maybe,

227

you know, one of them will work out of the 20 and that's fine, right? So, they

228

didn't care about competing against, like uh, the old the search engines, they

229

cared about making the Internet quicker because that means more clicks, so, they

230

care about making the pie bigger, not the slice. And if you mix them up, then

231

you get a weird situation where somebody's top-downing, enforcing situations,

232

where you're so cash-rich, you don't need to necessarily do that, right?

233

And I guess the same thing you could say for the different stages of change that

234

at the beginning you need somebody who's more bold, somebody who's more

235

visionary, somebody who creates engagement and excitement in the people. Whereas

236

later on, if you, what you need in, probably in the, once you're starting the

237

change, you need somebody who is much more, you know, getting things done, right,

238

so putting the right people into place, getting the movements you know, showing

239

results, and then at some point it's about sustaining that change. So, making

240

sure that we don't fall back, right. And if you mix them and you put somebody

241

who's bold and creative and wants to change stuff, later on he's gonna change it

242

again, so there are people that love to change all the time. The people that

243

hate the change you know, so it's like just make sure, you know, you know, I'm,

244

I'm the kind of guy who changes a lot. If you put me somewhere where is super

245

stable I will keep changing, I will keep on, keep on him trying to improve and
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246

modifying and tweaking and it's like I'm not the best people to start, you know,

247

settling in this new world before the different change comes along the lines. So,

248

in the sustainability part, you know, somebody like me might be a little bit

249

dangerous.

250

E: Thank you. Coming to the third question: could you please tell me a

251

challenging experience leading a much multicultural team during a change

252

process?

253

I: I mean. We will keep a couple of examples, I mean. Within my team we hired

254

60% of the people roughly at the same time. So, there was a big change in our in

255

my team in that sense, right? It's not about the corporate change, but it's my

256

team that changed, fundamentally, because basically, we were at 80%, then the

257

two people left or three people left at the same time, for personal reasons, and

258

then we went down to four and then I had to build up to 10. So, basically it's,

259

it's completely changed the team. And it was a whole dynamic change that

260

happened, right? So, at that point, we brought in a much more diversity as well.

261

And the challenges are clear, I mean, you have a part of the, the, some people

262

that, uhm, have always been in that sort of role, for a very long time let's

263

call it, and have always been with the company, and then you'll bring in this

264

new blood that gives you a completely different perspective with it. Also, a

265

difference, uhm, cultural background and attitude, like more fiery, more

266

excitements, you know. And, uh, the challenge is at the beginning, you need to

267

work a lot on, on understanding each other. So, you want to eventually get to

268

the phase where you have trust, and that, we know each other quite well, so, in

269

a difficult situation, we know that we can depend on each other, right. But the

270

problem with trust is that it doesn't come automatically. Trust needs to be

271

gained. And you need to, and how long does it take to develop trust? Nobody

272

knows. It's not, it's not a, it's not a week, it's not after seven years, it is

273

somewhere in-between, like, I think, Simon Cynic says this, OK. So, you need to

274

create the opportunities for them to work together, we need to create the

275

opportunities for in a team building collaboration to, you know, talk about

276

themselves, also doing some things like personality tests, an having an external

277

facilitator, helping into drawing lifelines and who they are in the background.

278

As a leader, what I found it good, is that if I role model the behaviour, so if I

279

am open, and if I say I don't know or if I show my background and I bring

280

pictures of for example my kid or where I come from, then, even the way we do

281

the introduction, first second is like the first person sets the stage and as a
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282

leader you do the same thing. So, for example when I meet people I don't say I'm

283

a head of globally management, usually, you just ask me directly with my

284

position is, but I usually say I'm Greek, I've lived 20 years outside of Greece.

285

And I've lived in Egypt when I was young, and in Switzerland, and I studied in

286

the UK, and so I give him a little bit of background. I also say I do skiing on

287

the weekends. I have a little baby boy, and you know that stuff. So, people then

288

automatically say: oh ok, that's how introductions are done. So, then I start

289

with my personal life and then I go to company live. Right, so and those

290

interactions, and, and I did effort. And what are the challenges that I had

291

personally, is that I was also too much involved with getting other leaders to

292

buy-in on the topic. So, my, my agenda was full in like different meeting

293

(system?) and then I, you know, somebody pulled me back and said look, we need

294

to make sure that these guys are feeling comfortable with the team. Even though

295

I had, I had buddies, I developed a very strong on boarding program, I had

296

individuals also outside the team to support them. I, you know, so, I created

297

the whole network, but I was a little bit absent in the beginning and then I put

298

a lot more emphasis into working together and to building the team and, and

299

making people work in pairs. So, I think that the element of trust is something

300

that, you know, takes, takes, takes time, and you cannot, uhm, all you can do is

301

provide people the opportunities, but at the end of the day, sometimes you just

302

gotta let go. So, that's one example. Another examples are, uhm challenges, uhm,

303

there are, again, we do a lot of workshops and a lot of projects cross

304

functionally, and, uh, I give you two completely different challenges that I had.

305

One was it like running a workshop in Germany? This is before when I was not

306

globally head, but where basically I walk in a room and everybody's like, like

307

20 years older than me and thinking who the hell is this kid gonna tell us what

308

to do? So, I was like OK pff, I actually the workshop was I designed the

309

workshop where I, I gave zero input, I just facilitated the process and they

310

loved it. Bigger challenge I would say would be Asia and in China, whereby you

311

cannot do the training, is the way you do them in Europe. For example, you

312

cannot ask open questions, nobody answers. You cannot ask them what did you

313

learn or how would you improve this session. You either you get exactly what you

314

said at the beginning or you get nothing. Because you realize that the culture

315

in China is, is a is a teaching culture. You have a teacher in his speeches, and

316

so the kids have basically to write word for word. And so, we do, training is

317

there, it's like they do exactly the same thing, and you're trying to build a
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318

more interactive sessions and it gets tricky. Gets really tricky. Because

319

whatever you say, because of your position, they will say OK, yes. And you're

320

like no, you need to have critical thinking, but they have not really taught

321

critical thinking in that sense so much. So, there's a kind of challenges from a

322

cultural perspective, that, uhm, there's a really good book called the cultural

323

map. That helps a little bit bridge the gaps and understandings and, probably

324

your read it from your nodding out there, so that that would be like one of the

325

good ones to give, giving the book out to, to, you know, my team members and

326

say, OK, this is a good one, you know. And people were laughing because you see

327

that the way that they care about meetings and the way they care about

328

formalities or with the bosses, or you know, so there are so many differences,

329

even in countries that are close to each other, the Germans and Austrians are

330

not as similar as we think, right? So, it's very, you cannot just bundle them up

331

into one group, so it's just funny to see that.

332

E: Thank you, great. Uhm, the fourth question is: please tell me a success story

333

where your leadership behaviour supported change with a multicultural team?

334

I mean, we have so many of those. I mean, uh, where to start? I mean, there's so

335

many events in so many workshops where we are always working with multicultural

336

teams. Always, were working with, you know, the British and the Germans and then

337

the Americans, and then you know you might have someone of Mexico. There are

338

workshops, where we do across regions, so North America, South America. And

339

there are workshops where we put guys from Dubai, Italy and North America and we,

340

we, together we develop a new concept. So, do you, there's so many

341

opportunities where we've done that, and, uh. I think part has to do with the,

342

uh, I think at (company_name), we tend to hire also, uh, you know, when we think about

343

diversity, it's not only about the culture, it's not only about the, the 3Gs,

344

let's call it like that, right? You have a specific base that you're trying to

345

always retain, you know, this openness, this friendliness, doesn't have to be

346

the same way people are thinking, but the way people are behaving. The, the, if

347

you come to (company_name), you'll see roughly similar uh, openness behaviour, right? The

348

way the tick is difference, but you will never find guys that are more, like,

349

the typical stereotypical, let's say stock market guys, right? Or, you know. I

350

would compare with Amazon like their culture is like, you know, really pff, you

351

will not find that. So even within (company_name), where the different cultures are, they

352

have that sort of openness in that sense, so, that, that sort of helps. Because

353

if you bring like coming back to the DNA discussion right, if you bring a DNA,
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354

that's quite that too diverse, let's call it too divers in the mix. Then you

355

have three options you know either this, they get rejected, or, or actually they

356

take over. Actually, it's more like two options, right? So, and uh, we tend to,

357

I, I see that a lot if it's completely different then it's just too alien. You

358

know we cannot, we cannot, we're not there yet. Or maybe it's not good to have

359

so much diversity, right? But we've had fantastic successes. I'm talking about

360

like workshops that have the impact of like half a million 1 billion, you know,

361

whatever, 200,000, so really big numbers. And teams that together present back

362

then to the steering boards or to a bigger community. I can show you on the, you

363

know, endless amount of pictures of teams in groups across different locations

364

where they work together and so we run, like, we run easily over like a 100, a

365

150 workshops a year globally. so. And not only for my team, but also in the

366

linked community. And even in one location you can have different people from

367

different cultures, right so? I don't know. I don't have one specific example,

368

but there's so many.

369

E: Do you think that there was any special behaviour which supported the change?

370

I: Again, I mean, there's a lot of pre work that's done coming into these types

371

of workshops. You cannot just let it go to chance. You cannot just walk in and

372

hope for the best. If you sort of, you get everybody aligned. You everybody you

373

know online we have a process problem solving process that helps us out,

374

basically, think of it like that. And, and up scanning and understanding how the

375

process works, having a kick off at the beginning gets know each other before,

376

you know, understanding the aim and the targets that's in everybody's interest,

377

you know, you`re setting some ground rules with these type of workshops, do's

378

and don'ts. Dinners are quite important to build relationships, so I always

379

suggest if it's a new team that they do the dinner on the first night. So, they

380

get to know each other, also, in a fun and interactive way. And if you can mix

381

it up not only for dinner, but let's, whatever, going, do

382

bowling or laser tag or I don't care what it is, go karting, doesn't matter. The

383

whole point is to get to know each other. There's always some sort of

384

expectation setting kickoff. We do fun events, like, when we kick off at the

385

beginning of any workshop or any sort of like these types of events. It's like,

386

uh, tell us one truth, uh, two truths and one lie and you have to guess what the

387

lie is or there's a soccer ball that you sit around and do whatever you grab it.

388

It says like you have to answer a question, like what are my hobbies or what

389

other things I love to eat, or I hate the most, whatever. So, there's always an
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390

icebreaker involved, right? And no matter what level an icebreaker always helps

391

just to get peoples, again, as I said, to, to create trust, get to know each

392

other, to create the transparency of, the, of who they are. We have other things,

393

like, you know, you can draw by yourself, or you can somebody presents to you

394

who they are, but you have to present to the whole group, whole bunch of tricks.

395

On bigger changes, on bigger change management initiatives, it's really about

396

connecting it to the overall strategy, making sure you connected overall

397

strategy, making sure that it's a what's in it for me, for everybody. There's a

398

clear what's in it for me. It makes my life easier. It gets me closer to my

399

overall target, uh, I develope as a hu.., as, uh, I learn more as a team member.

400

So, there's a lot of what's in it for me trigger, helps a lot. Um? And then, you

401

know, making sure that everybody is heard and aligned. So, when I want to create

402

a new concept, that's going to be applied across logistics, manufacturing,

403

business units, tool services, it's important that I get show the respect to the

404

leaders and I spent time with them. So, I come with the first proposal, then

405

they make slight tweaks and then I go to the second one. So, for example,

406

cocreation helps a lot, a lot, cocreation helps tremendously. Especially if you

407

come with a new topic. If you go and you present it like that, boom, the problem

408

there is that you're in positions and the positions are usually have

409

misunderstandings, which is yes, no position: yes, no, yes, no. But if you start

410

with look, I'm thinking about creating, there's a, there's a, there's a burning,

411

there's a problem, or a burning platform, or an opportunity, however you call it,

412

were thinking about doing some like this, we have some foundational pieces,

413

could you work with us? And then the people are getting interested. It's

414

important to understand what the other person trigger points are. Some people

415

love cocreating, some people love analytical part, some people love facts, some

416

people like relationships. Not everybody is the same. And take some time to

417

figure that out. It important, in a change is also to identify who in the

418

organization are the key influencers. So, you do like a stakeholder matrix? And

419

it doesn't have to be super scientifical, you know, over engineered. Roughly who

420

are the ones who are more affinity to what you want to do. So, in my case, who

421

are lean fans and who are influencers in the business? And you, and then you

422

have your risks, you have the leaders, um, there was a really cool personas that

423

I heard once and I want to mention it. There are four types of people in change.

424

There is the one helping you lead the change, irrelevant if their leaders. There

425

are tourists, for like: yeah, I'll come along, tell me which bus to get onto,
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426

I'll take the pictures, you are the driver, I'm along for the ride. There are

427

the prisoners: I don't know why I'm here. Somebody told me I'm supposed to be in

428

this training and that's why, I mean, I don't even know why I'm here. So, I'm

429

sort of prisoner against my own will. And then there are like the assassins,

430

right: It's never going to work, I told you it's not going to work, I told you.

431

So, your sole purpose is to focus on driving more of the leader’s successes. The

432

more time you spend on trying to convince the other three, the more time you'll

433

you can do it, but it's better to get successes. So, for example, when I want to

434

drive a bigger cultural change, I work with getting as rapid, you know, momentum

435

as I possibly can. So, I work with one business unit and I make them successful,

436

then business unit talks to the business unit, or the warehouse talks to

437

warehouse, leaders speak to leaders, and then it's not you as a separate person,

438

but it's the successes of the storyline that happens, right? If you work with

439

one area and all of a sudden, their KPI are shooting through the roof, people

440

will ask what are you doing differently? You know you get the curiosity, because

441

until then you haven't proven anything. So apart from the, the human element

442

behaviour, there are things strategies that you can take. Mapping, getting

443

successes, getting leaders to talk to leaders, focus on the leaders, you know,

444

and cocreation for example, right. These things are great strategies to get

445

change moving. I had a group of students from AMD (?), they're asking me, we

446

tried to present this great idea we had and we got shut down. And it's like, you

447

have no idea why you got shut down, you have no idea where it broke down. You

448

know, if you just spend a little bit of time in the development stage to call in

449

these guys, they will see it as their baby. And I make decisions about if I look

450

at a spectrum of being correct and driving change, I tend to go 80% towards

451

driving the change. What that means is that, I could be textbook correct, but I

452

can move nothing. I don't care, I don't care if it's absolutely correct what you

453

put on this slide if the people will not understand it, if it's not engaging, if

454

the leaders will not see themselves in it, scrap it. Put something that's less

455

good, less strong, less whatever, it doesn't matter, but if they see themselves

456

and they love it and they say, yeah, that's it, I'd rather get 80% correct with,

457

let's say with 100% change, then being 100% correct with 20% change. So, I, I, I

458

always, always tend to, uh, you know, scale back being so dogmatic and some of

459

the topics to really help drive the things that matter to the business. I will

460

stop now (laughing).

461

E: Thank you.
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462

I: You have to send me back all this 'cause I will forget.

463

E: No, it is absolutely fine. This was a very interesting answer, thank you. So,

464

uhm, the question 5, so in general there are 6 questions, this is question five,

465

is which role places a multicultural team during change?

466

I: So, help me is the multicultural team part of the change or helping others

467

with the change?

468

E: It is part of the change.

469

I: So, they`re, they`re, they`re, getting let's say, they need to change.

470

E: Mhm, a leader to do the change, to conduct the change with a multicultural

471

team

472

I: And what is the question again? What is the role?

473

E: Which role plays a multicultural team during change?

474

I: I mean for me that part of the game, I mean, it's not like they're part of

475

their, they`re on the roller coaster, and the roller coaster goes. That's not,

476

that's not inclusiveness. It goes back against what I was saying at the

477

beginning. For me it's about being part of the change an active part of the

478

change, right? And the question is like where does the change come from inside

479

or outside? Or is it part of the bigger corporate strategy? And then this team

480

needs to change but, you know, the more honest and transparent the leader is,

481

the more humble he is to get the perspectives, the more inclusive he is to

482

cocreate elements, carve out things together, the more succ.., you know, in some

483

things cannot be carved out together, I understand that, that's fine. But then

484

draw the line, say this is not, this is not up for negotiation, this has to

485

happen, OK, but then this place here I need your help to develop, please help me.

486

And, you know, humbleness gets mistaken for weakness in some organizations. A

487

leader to say “I don't know” or “please help me” might be understood as weakness

488

of the leader. For me, it's absolute strength because it takes a lot of courage

489

to be able to do that as a leader. To say “I don't know” or “please help me” or

490

“listen, can you do this part?” or “can you help me create this part?” it takes

491

a lot of courage. Because in more, let's say, authoritarian cultures, it's like

492

the boss knows everything and that's not what the world is evolving towards. In

493

fact, it's involving much more towards a flatter organization with minimal, um,

494

directing. What we know now regarding what drives engagement is about autonomy.

495

Now, this classic autonomy master purpose, right. So, you need to create purpose

496

for the people to where they want to go. You need to develop, a develop, you

497

know, help them develop on the things they want to develop, and you need to give
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498

them the autonomy to develop their things on their own way. They can ask for

499

help, but if you keep on micromanaging, then you will fail. So, try to define

500

the areas that are clearly what they can be autonomous on, and be transparent on

501

that, and also it's not up for negotiation. Is the decision of the company

502

strategies to go in this direction, that's the direction. So, we need to help

503

the team come along these lines that this is the new direction, right? Giving

504

people the one-on-one space to just discuss right to vent, even if it's to vent,

505

I have many, many discussions with my team members, whether they`re just pissed

506

off and they just want to talk about something. That's perfectly fine, it's

507

perfectly fine, just talk about it, right? So, have those opportunities in even

508

if you don't solve them, you know at least listen. And if you can solve it, then

509

help them solve it, you know, uhm. So. And if people are wanting to do something.

510

So, for example, one of the things that I'm trying to drive now in my team is.

511

We're trying to work much more on passion and skills. So, for example, make a

512

small matrix: high- low/ high-low: What are you passionate about? What drives

513

energy? And what you think you're really good at, or less good at? And you can

514

cluster it like project management, workshop facilitation, trainings, working

515

together, working alone, concept work, analytical work, whatever you want to do

516

it. Just cluster it and then you immediately you see what they're highly

517

passionate about, and what things you need to develop, what work you need to

518

give them more, what you should minimize, take it away from them, right? So, I

519

think, I think the, the it all comes back to inclusion at the end of the day.

520

E: Thank you. Are the main challenges or opportunities of multicultural teams

521

in, in, during

522

change in your opinion?

523

I: As I said, the challenge is that, sometimes you don't understand them or they

524

don't understand each other right because it's just, it's slightly different

525

cultures. Even though we're human, we all come from the same place. There's a

526

great book I think called the chrysanthemum in the sword. Written about Japanese

527

culture. I used to work at Toyota, a Japanese company. And it's a complete

528

opposite cultural clash to the Americans, right? But you have to understand it.

529

You really have to be open to learn about it right and be, everybody, not only

530

you so, there has to be a patience, patience to learn, patience to experience,

531

patients to trust, you know. And, and, and understand, you know, why do Greeks

532

act the way they do? Or where did Germans act the way they do? Or, you know,

533

there's, there's an underlying reason for that, and I think the more open and
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534

transparent we are about that, the better we are to understand each other. And

535

that's really the challenge. The challenge is if you don't spend the time. If

536

you don't spend the time you don't listen, you don't, you don't include people,

537

you don't, uhm , you mix and match completely different, you know personality

538

types and there is hard clashes, and then people start retracting, you know,

539

because trust you can break quickly. And if you have not established, even as an

540

element of trust, then there was, there's no foundation at all, right? So, trust

541

can be lost very quickly, so if you put people in high pressure situations,

542

without enough getting to know each other, you're risking, and I've experienced

543

it myself, and my team, is that you're risking bad, bad behaviours, um, just

544

because they they're trying to defend themselves, right? And then there is back,

545

you know, talk behind your backs and stuff. As I mentioned, the absolute,

546

absolute advantages about having a diverse team is the diversity of thinking.

547

But… more. Diverse teams are better at, you know, they're more creative, they`re

548

more productive when they, when they reached that level, they're, they're better

549

at identifying risks, they're better at identifying greater and better

550

opportunities, the quality of work is higher, the understanding of the global

551

organization which we are in is better, right? I might … somebody, actually, I'm

552

missing somebody who's from Asia to be honest. In that sense, right? So, I

553

recognize that as a key weakness and the law bringing somebody who's like, for

554

example, I would probably choose Chinese because that's where mostly plants are

555

and stuff. It adds another layer of complexity. I'm open to that. Because I know

556

there's a lot of benefits in that. But it at the beginning for sure it slows

557

everything down. Everything is slow down; decision making is slow down, meetings

558

get slow down, you know. We try to make a decision and then there are all these

559

different things that are happening right? So, because it's like, the people

560

don't understand that decision, or they don't agree with it, or they have

561

different ideas at the beginning, concept work takes a lot longer. Because it's

562

not A

563

to B. It's not like bum, bum, bum, bum, let's just put it together. They're

564

exploring much more. So, things take, tend to take longer. So, you have to

565

understand that, it takes, the beginning, there's more effort, but in the long

566

run it's highly better. That`s a positive thing.

567

E: Do you think there's any culture who makes it especially difficult for you to

568

conduct change?

569

I: (Pause) I don't know, every culture has their nuances to be honest. A lot of
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570

nuances, you know. Again, the, I would say that, I would say especially it's

571

like there's a small difference, right, but it's the outlier, I guess would be

572

still be, you know, I think the clusters would be more like, the more like the

573

Americans, the Europeans and the Asians in big, big, big, big, big losses. Right

574

and the Americans are like you know, driving forward, hand, hard, handshake,

575

let's do it, you know, nananana. And the Europeans are more, like you know, much

576

more project oriented, technical, they're much more, you know, in the details

577

and much more engineering focused, and what I observe, you know, they're much

578

more structured, much more structured and a little bit more negative and

579

critical, which is good in bad. I like it. With, but the problem I find is, not

580

a problem, let's say the biggest challenge I would say would be with the Asians

581

because sometimes it's difficult to understand if you're heading the wrong way.

582

That is not clear. I mean, the Americans will tell you it over beer. They, they,

583

the Germans will tell you it in your face, I mean, but the, the Chinese will

584

never tell it to you and you only realize it when you too far along the lines.

585

So, countries which are very hierarchical will be challenging ones. Because they

586

will tend to … For example, Indians are also challenged themselves because

587

they're very hierarchical. The minute of hierarchical is like if you talk to

588

your peer, he doesn't care. You have to go up, and around, and down again to get

589

it listening to. And if you're below then they have, they have a right to treat

590

you in completely different way and it's like no, that's not what we want. So,

591

when you when we're thinking about driving a more flat culture, everybody is the

592

same, you know, we have equal rights in the room and when we discuss, I've seen

593

like, you know, heads of manufacturing go added with you know whatever, uhm, an

594

operator, and vice versa, and he talk back and he can say his opinion at the

595

other person will, y know well, listen. You will not have that at all in India,

596

in Asia. And more I would say Indian specific where we've seen, like even in

597

Europe it's different when he talks face to face, and it's different in their

598

own teams, then they become so directive, and then they're thinking “but I

599

directed you, but why are you talking back to me, like there's no reason this is,

600

this is the way you should do it” and you're like, “yeah, but I'm not from

601

India, I need to, we need to discuss, you need to sort of convince me, even if

602

you're my manager. It just doesn't, it’s not mandated just because you said it.”

603

So, I think these are the more, more critical things right for us as a company

604

who is not hierarchical. But we're trying to be more flat. Where you have this

605

really strong hierarchy. And it's really difficult and you don't know, sometimes
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606

you just don't know. So, you say you agree peer to peer, we're going to do this:

607

“yes, yes, yes”, nothing happens. You like what the hell happened? And then you

608

realize it's oh it`s because I didn't go through your manager, aha, oh OK. So,

609

this is an added level of complexity. So, if you don't understand these things,

610

there are like blind spots. So, and honestly, there are blind spots because my

611

team as well, as multicultural as we are, and we travel the globe 50% of the

612

time. Sometimes we get sidetracked with these things that we don't expect

613

because it. Cause it's like you don't know, we don't know, so, you don't even

614

know what to google right? It's completely outside. It's a blind spot, complete

615

blind spot. And the same thing with I was saying with Chinese culture, as I was

616

saying earlier about the trainings. You doing an upskill, you have no idea, you

617

have no indication, no idea, is this getting through? Are they learning

618

something? Do other, do they already know it? You know, I, there's zero, it's

619

like poker face, right, so? You need to put a special effort to, to create the

620

opportunities in, an, and to have that interaction to understand. So, you have

621

to almost redesign your, your, the way you collaborate with them, right? And

622

maybe changes easier in India because the manager comes on top and says this is

623

what we're going to do and it was like OK, this is what we're going to do. But

624

then again, all the risk goes to one guy. There, you have no idea if this is the

625

right direction. You might be heading towards the wall right? So, as easy as

626

that is, you know, and to be honest, I came from a Toyota. Toyota, Japan is

627

hierarchical, inherently, always, Shogun Era with the Samurai and everything,

628

always. But Toyota had a different approach because they knew the problem was

629

that if the senior manager director would say something, everybody else would

630

just go hi hi. So, they change their style and the way they change their style

631

was they basically don't give any directions. They only ask questions. And those

632

questions can be leading or not, but they are questions that you need to answer,

633

and sometimes they repeat the question because they want to make a statement.

634

But the only ask questions they never give you direction. And it seems to work

635

because you know, the worst thing is to have an army of mindless drones, I call

636

it. That's the worst. The worst is to have an army of Yes-man, but just because

637

you said this is the way we're gonna go, yes, yes, yes, whatever you say boss,

638

whatever you say, it's the worst. You don't capitalize on their ideas. We know,

639

we've done the math and we've split the improvement opportunities into three

640

buckets: we see the big projects, you know, those half a million 1,000,000 big,

641

big project, those workshops, we column, Kaizen workshops there like, I don't
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642

know your 10, 20, 30, 40, 50,000 maybe 100,000 type of workshops, and then give

643

you small, small, small ideas which is about, I say, let's say a 1.000 whatever

644

for idea. So big, big number changes right 1.000, 100.000 and one million so

645

it's huge differences. We've done the math, and based on the population that we

646

have, and, the number of ideas that can be implemented per person, in one year,

647

the small ideas outweigh the bigger projects, like 5 to one, sometimes 10 to one.

648

It's insane. It's insane, insane, insane. The, the big huge lever because you

649

have so many more people, you know, as associates that you can just, if you

650

capitalize on, you know, 10 ideas implemented per person, per, you know, times

651

more 1.000 times 10,000 per person, per year, let's say, and then you multiply

652

that by the population that you have. And it's like this huge numbers that are

653

coming out. Ah, ah are you, and you are like Jesus Christ, what is this? But if

654

you decide on a top down approach, you can forget about those ideas. You can

655

lock them up and then not only that, even if 10 years down the line you bring

656

somebody with a different mindset, their brain is asleep for 10 years. So, they

657

haven't even began to consider, or think, or analyse, or critically assess, or

658

challenge that. That's a, it's a muscle that attribute. And then good luck

659

bringing back on. So, and that's, that's sort of like our realization about the

660

differences in cultures and, and the risks and the benefits as well.

661

E: Thank you. And so, last question, I promise. Hum, would you differentiate

662

between a monocultural team and a multicultural team when conducting change,

663

also in regard to leadership behaviour?

664

I: Honestly, I think we are more careful about what, but differently… Again,

665

when we think about culture, we always think about the 3GS. So, it's not only

666

about where you're from. Just keep that in mind continuously in this interview

667

because for us it's like, hey, even if you`re Chinese, if your generation X

668

versus a millennial, they are fantastically huge differences in the way you

669

think, right? So that's already as an element of diversity there as well. And if

670

your woman and the guy it's even more diverse, even though you have not left

671

China. So, when we think about diversity, we think about that sense, right? Not

672

only about the cultural side. So even though we can go to China conducted

673

workshop, you might have quite a lot of diversity. What we do as a company is

674

that we are trying to enable much more diversity and inclusion in every aspect.

675

So, teams that are highly homogeneous or mono, monocultural, you can call it, we

676

would classify, as for example, being all from the (dramatic?) region, all male,

677

all generation X. So, they're all the same. 10 people identical, all the same.
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678

And that's, and I faced, where I walk in, I'm more like, walking to work shop

679

and then I realized there is zero diversity in this team, like zero. I mean, and

680

then I, but it's more like an, to be honest, we haven't, we don't actively

681

design it, and that's maybe something we should be doing, to be honest. Um? What

682

I do now is, we, I think, we are, we are referring to much more or our gut

683

instinct, I would say, right, so we know the kind of personalities in the room,

684

and we tweak the workshops in a way that, uh, we ensure that the highest

685

probability of success, you know. For example, I'll give an example, um, two

686

years back we ran out, actually last year, uh, we sent out a survey sometimes.

687

For two reasons, one, it gives us information about the knowledge and secondly

688

it gives knowledge to the other person. Right, so it's two-way thing, so there's

689

usually a pre-work that's done. Whether that is watch a video, read an article,

690

fill out a survey, whatever. Now what we've done in the past, and we've done it

691

quite a lot, actually, now that I think about it, is that, depending on the

692

other questions, you can assess maturity and knowledge about something. And

693

based on that we mix the teams up. So, in, to ensure that, for example, the

694

person with a higher maturity is mixed with a guy with lower maturity so they

695

complement each other. What I've done in the past, uh, and also my team, I mean,

696

is that, for example, there was a guy from Hungary, just to give an example, who

697

was basically, completely opposite the, the questions when we're asking them, we

698

put trick questions and answer them all wrong. So, I was like this is something,

699

something is not going on, right, right? So, then I had to put in somebody super

700

mature. I did not put him with a woman from the states. Because the perception

701

that ladies have in hungry are different from the men, hungry is a very male

702

dominated culture. So, then I on purpose tweaked the workshop beforehand to

703

ensure that the mix of people are in a way that they would listen to each other

704

in that sense. Now do we do it actively, every single time? I would not say that,

705

but I think that we have a. We've gotten to the point where intrinsically we

706

know, kind of like how to group people, depending on the people that we know are

707

in the room, right? So, if the two really, really, really strong characters you

708

try to you either put them together, there's risk putting together better, not

709

to put him together 'cause then they will clash really hard and that might

710

destroy the workshop. So, then you say OK, put him on that topic and put this

711

person on this topic, it makes, makes more sense. So, there's a, there's just,

712

with, with, with much more, we know the person kind of perspective. (Pause)

713

But that's a good question. I mean, that's something we could also take. But
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714

yeah, having a survey sent out and understanding the kind of where they are.

715

Maybe if you as a second layer you say OK, who would that person listen to, you

716

know? Who would be the one, you know, to help them get along the journey? If you

717

put this guy who is super directive and he isn't, and, he's an American, they

718

tend to be very sensitive about these things, very sensitive. Like you know, the

719

Germans are like in your face, boom, and then the Americans are like dancing

720

around the topic, always dancing around. And then there's a cultural clash there,

721

right? So, if you put them together in the team might be dangerous. Because

722

vice versa if the American wants to tell something to the German, it's never

723

going to get across because there dancing around the topic and the German

724

doesn't understand there's an issue. So, then you have to devise other ways to

725

get there to the point. But that's something we have to consider.

726

(Pause)

727

E: Good thank you so much!

728

So, as I understood, I think it is for you, you differentiate between this 3Gs,

729

um, humble leadership is important when conducting change, um, an inclusion, and

730

listening, so really understanding each other, is a very important, important

731

part when conducting change with a multicultural team.

732

I: Exactly and then, if you put some bullets under the inclusion, then you have

733

things like cocreation, you know, you know, you have all you have the, the

734

elements of, I guess we discussed also the pros and cons and the difficulties.

735

Uhm. And at the end, what you want to create is, you know, trust, collaboration

736

and so. It's a an independent..., (pause) and as I said, also, if you want to

737

move into an area, a stakeholder matrix: to understand what's happening, you

738

understand where the ones who are leading it with you. And this is also quite

739

important to identify, you cannot work with everybody.

740

E: Yeah.

741

I: If you want to plan with 300 people, then you have to decide where the key

742

people to influence, to drive to the overall change, right? And finally, as we

743

said, there are some cultures that are more difficult than others, I agree. I

744

like to not admit it, but it's true. (Laughing)

745

I: (Laughing) Great, thank you so much for those are interesting answers. Uhm,

746

of course,

747

I will not put names, I will just put interview 1, 2 or 3. As said, it's

748

confidential and will be treated as confidential, confidential information. And

749

if you're interested in, I of course can send you my master thesis, as soon as I
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750

am done with the, the results.

751

E: Yeah, that would be fantastic.

1

Expert Interview 5:

2

E: OK, so Many thanks for your time and also the opportunity, um, to conduct an

3

expert interview, also, to have you as an expert on board. Um, regarding my

4

masters thesis, um, first I would, uh, give a short overview about how the

5

interview will be conducted and the interview procedure. And of course, so as we

6

agreed, I will, uh, record the interview and of course, I will regard all data

7

protection guidelines and confident, I will treat the, uh, the interview

8

confidential. Um, from the interview procedure, I would have first some

9

introductory questions, so more about your professionality and more about, uhm,

10

your experiences with change management but also with multicultural teams. And

11

then I would have six key questions. And maybe at the six key questions, there

12

would be some further inquiries if this would be fine for you?

13

I: Super.

14

E: Ok, good. So, may I ask you what is your professionality and how long are you

15

already working for a company?

16

I: Uh, maybe about, or to the second question, it is now more than 20 years. I

17

joined (company), what was that, in 1999, so yeah, 21 years? And for the first six

18

years I work in the field of, we call it International Business Administration.

19

It has, had a lot to do with, uh, setting up the organizational structure for a

20

new theory. So, a lot of legal, legal stuff and then I changed to a, the role of

21

HR, that … too. Persons working HR, company size was maybe 100-120, that was

22

2005 or 6, so 15 years ago, and since then I've been working in HR. And now we

23

call it coach of the HR team as well coordinating the HR, uhm, tasks, processes

24

worldwide. We have four people working in the, I would say we called it

25

international HR team, so not in Klaus. So, one person in Houston, one in Hong

26

Kong, on in Berlin and one close to Nürnberg. And some companies may call it HR

27

manager, head of a HR, whatever, I just say it's human resources, yeah. The role

28

is HR and we actually don't call it human resources we call it human relations.

29

That's my role and experience, yeah, maybe relating to the change management

30

topic. It was a lot of supporting the organization in, in growth over the past

31

years. So, as mentioned 15 years ago we were 100, 120, uhm, the organization is
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32

now close to 1000 employees and that was, was a lot about, yeah, recruiting,

33

development, all HR functions in a growing organization.

34

E: And as far as I know, you are, as a company, you are recruiting from

35

worldwide, so you have many different nations within your organization?

36

I: Mhm. I mean about the company, I would say we have slightly more than 500

37

employees in Vorarlberg, about, or with an acquisition of a company, uh, just?

38

Uh, it's B2 the company, maybe it's close to 600 now and about 300 employees

39

located worldwide in smaller states offices. It is, uh, 50 nationalities we have

40

in the worldwide team and in Klaus it's roughly about 25 to 30. Uhm, recruiting,

41

yes, worldwide, uhm, let's put it this way. Not, many recruiting activities are

42

of course focusing on the German speaking area. Germany, Austrian universities

43

or internships or that but, as you just maybe hear the room next, there is an

44

interview ongoing with an applicant from Pakistan. So, we are open to wherever

45

the applicants come from. We don't cooperate as much with head hunters, but if

46

somebody applies from country XY set, we are open to that.

47

E: Ok, thank you! And do you have any experience regarding change management or

48

transformation?

49

I: You mean, I myself?

50

E: Mhm.

51

I: I mean, I think that, difficulties what you really understand under change

52

management. I would say, if I think about myself and change, then I think about,

53

uh, the role over the past years. There was always change within the

54

organization. Role, uhm, change with my own role, change in the organization

55

structure of the company, in, uhm, if I think more internationally, it was a lot

56

changes in the sales organization and with the changes a lot of changes in

57

people, leadership roles, changes within the company culture, so is it had many

58

aspects.

59

E: OK, so now I will come to the key questions. Uhm, the first key question

60

would be what is effective leadership in your opinion?

61

I: Hmm. What is effective leadership? What is effective leadership? Not an easy

62

one, let me think.

63

E: No worries.

64

I: What it is not, not how you prescreen.

65

E: So, what need, how, … What does a leader need to be effective or, what is

66

important for a leader to be effective?

67

I: Mhm. Maybe a different question if you, if you think about what a leader
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68

should, cannot help, competencies, skills or so that may be a different question,

69

but what is effective leadership? What is effective leadership? Let me think.

70

I mean, just some words, which comes to my mind. Uhm. One thing is giving

71

orientation. To me is being effective as a leader, so if people know where,

72

where the organization, or yeah, is, is heading towards. Uhm. Kind of giving,

73

yeah direction, may be understood wrong, not meaning direction in terms of

74

directive leadership but giving orientation. Maybe you can call it guidance. It

75

could mean, acting in kind of a coaching role, so, being a kind of supportive

76

leader, uh, supporting the team, person, the individual in the individual pros.

77

Uh. He could as well mean, finding a good balance between ensuring stability,

78

but as well driving change. So, I think it's not just, uhm, driving change but

79

as well, ensuring a good stability within the organization, the team, the setup

80

people working in. Um, what is effective? But it's more like maybe about

81

leadership capabilities, all the active listening and all that. I'm not sure if

82

this answers the question?

83

E: Absolutely.

84

I: OK.

85

E: I am thinking about something that is…. (pause)

86

I: So, also a sub-question would be: what do you, maybe, would be the most

87

efficient leadership styles that you practice?

88

E: I mean, we understand leadership in a more broader meaning, not just this

89

hierarchical leadership, or these a top down leading some but, but more in the

90

context of, um, we say leadership is not focusing on the position, but rather on

91

the person. So, I think a person, even having a functional role or more, uh, an

92

expert role without being responsible for a team, can be a leader. Um, and

93

therefore all our focus if we talk about leadership development is open. Not

94

just the team leaders, we call it coaches, but as well to anybody who is

95

interested in the topic. For instance, I just mentioned before the leadership,

96

hum development program. We initiate it and we had a kind of, uhm, workshops

97

worldwide there, actually everybody could join who was interested in the topic.

98

Um? So, we are understanding in a broader context, leadership. If we talk about

99

team leaders, we talk about coaches and by purpose, not meaning coaches in this

100

kind of classical external coaching role, so, somebody supporting you more in

101

the meaning of the coaching, not this top down leader with this directive

102

leadership style and all these. For instance, we don't have a hierarchy or

103

organizational chart within it, within (company). If somebody asks us, show us the,
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104

the Org chart, we say actually, it's a question of how you look on the

105

organization. We could look at it from a legal point of view, we could look at

106

it from a hierarchical point if you want, what many organizations have as the

107

main setup, or process structure. So yeah, not sure if it does answer the

108

question.

109

E: Not it's perfectly fine, thank you!

110

Uhm, I just realized that I didn't tell a little bit about my master thesis, so

111

maybe I

112

tell a little bit beforehand so, that you know what I'm writing about, uhm? So,

113

I, I think I sent the research question in advance, UM, which is “which

114

leadership behaviours support change management with multicultural teams”. So, my

115

master thesis is really about leadership and leadership behaviour during change,

116

but with special look at multicultural teams. As our world is getting more

117

global, we're having subsidiaries worldwide, we're recruiting from worldwide and

118

I think that we are facing, or we will face this more and more future. And I'm

119

interested in which role does multicultural teams play when leading change? So,

120

this is as smart uh, a small overview. Good, I would continue with the second

121

key question. Um? It's which leadership behaviour in your opinion, is necessary

122

to support change management.

123

I: What do you understand under leadership behaviour, for instance?

124

E: Um. What a leader, which behaviour he should have when conducting change um.

125

So. As you also already said, an effective leadership giving orientation or I

126

think it would also be, uhm, active listening. So, what a behaviour or how should

127

it leader behave when conducting change?

128

I: Bit funny, I just read out, what we have is a kind of orientation for our, we

129

strongly used that in the leadership workshops, we called leadership principles

130

just to give some orientation on, let's say ideal is not in the right word,

131

maybe it's kind of orientation, what we expect maybe from leaders. Maybe that

132

answers the question that little bit. Uh, because I think change management is,

133

it's an integral part of a leadership role. And I would say, uh, leading change

134

or change management is part of our leadership task or role, so I would say

135

probably it's if I talk about, um, what a leader? Sorry the question was?

136

E: Which leadership behaviour is necessary to support change management?

137

I: Would maybe question? This, ,are there more ideal leadership behaviours in

138

general? Or is it just related to change management? I would rather, see I think,

139

it it's in in all situation not just during change or maybe leadership
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140

implicitly has to do with change Um, some behaviours just look at it, it's what

141

we say, active listening is one, another one is, uh, what I mentioned before

142

finding a good balance between uh, creating stability and driving change. So,

143

and yeah. Uhm. Another thing is, referring to the previous question is, are

144

leaders able to, to delegate or give power to others? And I think to me, that is

145

one of the key or strong, strong elements of a good leader. Is that a person

146

able to, uh, to give power to the others, in the team. And recognize, that, that

147

is what I meant with the coaching role. So, these, uh, how do you call it in

148

Germany? Fordern/Fördern? But I think a leadership behaviour as well, being

149

someone with, we call it, having courage. Coming from core from the heart,

150

meaning it, uh, it has to be somebody with authenticity, uhm, with interest in

151

people, and, but as well, somebody who is able to stand up and take the lead.

152

Courage. Yeah, what comes to my mind, yeah. I mean other things are more general.

153

You have to be a good communicator as a leader, but that’s strongly related to

154

listening. Communication, listening. Uhm and maybe something else, I often, um,

155

expect, you can put behaviour as well, being, uhm, how can you say, do you say

156

self-perceptive? Self-perception, yeah, knowing yourself good your own strengths

157

and weaknesses. Yeah and I think that's it.

158

E: Thank you. And do you think that there is? That you need maybe a specific

159

behaviour in different change phases or during different situations?

160

I: Definitely. I mean, I think it needs, maybe depending on the situation, more

161

of the one or the other. I think about, what I mentioned before creating

162

stability in driving change, I think maybe it needs, if you start the change

163

process more of the driving change, and afterwards more of the ensuring the

164

stability. But definitely it is, it is different, but I think most of the

165

behaviours I mentioned are stable. B'cause I think they're integral part of a,

166

good leader, a good leadership style.

167

E: OK, thank you. And, regarding the change, would you differentiate between

168

different change phases?

169

I: You mean in change process? Yeah, definitely. I mean there is this, I know

170

this model from the, the four rooms of change or so, uh? Got, there are the

171

different phases in any change process. But just think about does it require? I

172

think most of these behaviours are in one or other phase, maybe stronger required,

173

but most of them, like active listening, good communication, authentication.

174

All that is required in any phase. I think the one it might be more of that and

175

the other one more of the other but … I am thinking, there's something, I think
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176

most of that is relevant for any phase of a change process.

177

E: Thank you. Uhm, question number 3 Please tell me a challenging experience, um,

178

leading a multicultural team during a change process.

179

I: You mean from myself or which experience within the organization?

180

E: You can choose.

181

I: Just, when was that, just, two years ago back, um? Yeah, when, when we

182

started, uh, we have, if I look at the sales organization, organization within

183

(company), we have, we call it sales regions. Uh. Long time back we had three

184

sales regions meaning North Latin America, Europe, Middle East, Africa is one

185

region, Asia Pacific, which was later on split up to six and two years back we

186

started splitting up those to 8 regions and with a lot of change and um. I was

187

part of the kind of kick-off workshop, we had it in small, yeah, as part of one

188

of the leadership workshops in in UK, we had that, and there were people from

189

India, Iran, um Canada, Brazil, um, Germany, and France, and Austria. So, quite

190

a multicultural team and there was a lot of change plan for, um, the sales

191

organization and how the region should be split? And this was kind of a kick-off

192

and, uh, the, the change process took place over the next, would say, more than

193

a year, one and a half years. It was about reorganizing the sales territory

194

structures with a lot of, of ups and downs, and resistance and. Uhm, yeah, we

195

had different phases. But looking back now and I would say that process, I would

196

consider it, it is closed. Just yesterday I closed, I, I joined the same group,

197

they have a regular receives, uh, and they meet twice a year. They now have a

198

lot of VCs. And looking back, l think that the process worked well. But of

199

course, there were all these different phases in the change process.

200

E: So, what was the most challenging part of this project?

201

I: The resistance. I think there was a lot of, of these questions to why behind

202

this change and trying to make people understand about the necessity? Or why did

203

change is necessary. Um? Yeah, that was a lot about this explanation of the why.

204

And then dealing with the resistance. For instance, uh, the France team was

205

first part of that region, afterwards part of another region, with the meaning

206

another regional site manager was responsible for it. Lot of resistance in a lot

207

of “why are we not anymore taking care of French speaking Africa”, all that. So

208

yeah, resistance within the team and dealing with that.

209

E: And where there any multicultural challenges as well?

210

I: Yeah, many. (laughs) Yes, definitely. I mean, in terms of just what I

211

mentioned. Language, traveling, uhm? Um? One change was for instance, that the
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212

team, which is mainly located in Bachrein was assigned, or, yeah, to take care

213

of, uh, of Africa as a region, which was before taking care of mainly from

214

France, because of language issues. Uhm yeah, there were questions, why not,

215

about customer speaks French, who in Bachrein speaks French, all these issues.

216

Travelling, now from the new team im Bachrein to Africa oh, different countries,

217

uhm, dangerous, all that. So, there were a lot of culture, and yeah and then

218

religious topics. Or. How? How did things, yeah, yeah? There was a lot of

219

cultural things, even, even a lot of individual things then. So, people who were

220

used to meeting their customers in country XYZ. What is it, why should I change

221

as a person? Yeah, and now take care of other countries, or other customers? It

222

was a, a mix up I would say, resistance within the whole organization, but as,

223

well, individual resistance.

224

E: And what made it possible to conduct the change or to get the people on

225

board?

226

I: I think a lot communication, and trying to explain this why? I think with

227

some it was easier, uh, and they, I think some sooner adapted or understood.

228

Others, I think they're still in this, uh, denial mode, probably. Well, I don't

229

understand the why behind it, Um? Communication, even for the Bachrein team. Oh

230

yeah, it was a lot about communication, getting the people somehow, getting them

231

as part of the solution and not as, uhm, simply informing them that's in new

232

reality. So, in Bachrein we did a lot of, there was workshops conducted, there

233

was initiatives, like, yeah, with the new T-shirt with the new region on it. So,

234

a lot of emotional or mindset changes, maybe call it that way. It was, and of

235

course we did some additional, how to say, support in terms of language course,

236

or so, to support, or make them, or we hired new people with French speaking

237

skills, for instance. Yeah, to make them more safe, or more, or we, we agreed on

238

a kind of transfer periode, to not make it not as a shortcut. Yeah. Well, I

239

think it's regarding that.

240

E: Thank you. So maybe, also, that was a challenge challenging story. Could you

241

please also tell me a success story where leadership behaviour supported change

242

management with a multicultural team?

243

I: I mean, I could take the same one. The same team, if I think about the

244

regional managers and look at them, I think they're so diverse as a team. As

245

mentioned before you have Brazil, you have a person based in Massachusetts,

246

coming from UK. You have this lady, lady, in our context as well diversity,

247

coming from Iran but working in Australia, you have the person who is located in
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248

Hong Kong company, Canada, Austria. So, if I look at this team, it's for me,

249

it's kind of, you know, unified world in a small group somehow. And to me it

250

gives a lot of, how to say, um, good feeling if we think, or if you want to be a

251

world wide, uhm world wide organization. I think to me it's reflected in the

252

team. Uhm, as partly experienced here, we have some teams which are more as well

253

less multicultural. We have software development teams, and maybe within 12

254

people they have 7 different nationalities, so quite mixed. And for them it´s

255

kind of normal, or if you just listen to the interview over there, the guy

256

sitting there is from Israel, he is team leader for a hardware team. Um, for him,

257

that is not something strange talking to in person from India, Pakistan over

258

the, it's somehow natural, and I think that's a good precondition if you think

259

about getting more international, hiring people from other countries. It's more,

260

a lot of mindset issue.

261

E: Mhm. And were there differences between the global team regarding the change

262

you've explained they, where they got other regions, were there differences

263

between the global, or the, the team leaders, or the global leaders, how they

264

reached out to their employees to conducted change?

265

I: Difference to, you mean here in Austria, or … ?

266

E: Between them also.

267

I: Definitely, I think even their differences in leadership style, uhm, some are

268

more the, I would say, the, living this coaching leadership style, the

269

supportive leadership, others more the, the rather classical or more, uh,

270

authori, how is it called, more authority. Uhm, but probably some of these

271

leadership styles are more or less fit into the cultural context they working.

272

So, I didn't experience as it's wrong or. Um? But I think you know there are

273

differences in these persons as leaders. From thinking of, you know some of them

274

are more the, the acting as the bosses in their teams, and some more in, this,

275

this, this coaching. But overall, let me think, what are the examples where it

276

did not work out. I experienced situations, uhm, where, stress situations maybe,

277

where the leaders, they somehow changed due to this stress situations, but that

278

was more, this, uhm this personal, so being, being authentic to yourself,

279

knowing yourself, where they, they were, probably it was some kind of burnout

280

they experienced, um, overload situations, not knowing what to do, how to handle

281

it, yeah, where their leadership style changed, but overall. Like if I think

282

about the person in Brazil. I had the feeling that his leadership style was

283

appropriate in the country context, as well as thinking about Australia, or Hong
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284

Kong. I mean what we as an organization often do, or maybe that helps as well is

285

trying to develop leaders from within the organization, so not hiring from

286

outside. We did that in two, two cases out of these 8 persons I mentioned, I

287

think in both it worked well. But as so said, people come from within the

288

organization. They are already known and they know that the cultural context of

289

(company).

290

E: OK, thank you. Um, coming to the key question number 5 uh, which role plays a

291

multicultural team during change?

292

I: You mean which role it plays compared to or? Um? You mean a multicultural or

293

whatever?

294

E: For example, what are main challenges or main opportunities when conducting

295

change with a multicultural team.

296

I: You mean compared to a non-multicultural team?

297

E: Also, yeah.

298

I: I mean, is it more related to how does a multicultural team handle a change

299

process compared to a non-multicultural?

300

E: Mhm. And also, maybe, what leader should take into consideration when

301

conducting change with a multicultural team.

302

I: I mean, there I think, strong topic is well communication, language. I think

303

that is a quite a critical. Yeah another example, for instance, we have somebody

304

in a leadership role coming from South Africa. He speaks, originally from UK,

305

perfect clean British accent, good English, but I think he is, not everybody of

306

his team is at such a high level and maybe has the ease to express himself in a

307

similar way. So, I think there is a hurdle. So, I think it's a lot about

308

communication, language, ah, mindset, openness. I think a multicultural team, as

309

I perceive it, is often acting with more ease towards, maybe, with a broader

310

mindset you could say. Uhm. What else? Multicultural teams in change processes.

311

E: Or what are the main challenges, or the main opportunities? Of multicultural

312

teams in change, or regarding change?

313

I: I am just think of what it has to do with multicultural or normal. I think

314

many, much of the challenges are equally relevant for multicultural or

315

non-multicultural teams. I think about what the difference might be. Change

316

process, specifically for, for multicultural teams. Not really know what else.

317

But most of the difficulties or challenges are equally relevant for

318

multicultural and properly non multicultural team. Yeah, I know, is, but rather

319

in general for, ah, multicultural teams are not just related to change process:
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320

the language, openness, mindset, all these issues, but that has to do with

321

multicultural teams is generally not just related to change process.

322

E: Mhm. So, would you differentiate, differentiate, sorry, between a

323

monocultural and multicultural team during change? Also, regarding leadership

324

behaviour?

325

I: Just thinking of some examples. You mean, if I would differentiate or if I

326

experience different behaviour or what do you mean with differentiate?

327

E: Uhm, you know, would you differentiate if there is a monocultural team, so

328

only a national team, let's say, uhm, with the same nationalities, and

329

multicultural team. If you're as a leader, conducting change, does it need

330

different behaviour?

331

I: From the leader?

332

E: From the leader.

333

I: Definitely yes. I mean, language was one which I mentioned. I think just this

334

different attitude and understanding and openness for other cultures. Yeah, just

335

take Ramadan, is, uhm, is one example. Uh, this understanding of people are in

336

different situations or have different religious, whatever backgrounds. But the,

337

that is definitely different to a monoculture, where, you know, where everybody

338

is more or less the same. Uhm, from a leader definitely. Language. Uhm. But as

339

well kind of understanding and knowledge of the different, how to say, I don't

340

want to call it cultural stereotypes, but maybe the, the cultural backgrounds of

341

people, yeah. A kind of sensitivity, cultural sensitivity that is required, but

342

I couldn't say that,… I would rather lean towards that multicultural teams can

343

or could be more effective, but not necessarily have to be. In most of the

344

contexts, context, I would say it is that way, but not in every, if I think

345

about their certain software teams here. Uhm. The leader, hmm, what else? No, I

346

think that's that it considering.

347

E: And are there any cultures who make it especially difficult to conduct

348

change?

349

I: Hmm. (laughs). That’s maybe more maybe about the stereotypes, I think, some

350

might be more open to it and more, yeah, of this attitude” yeah, let's do it”

351

and incorporate and, uh, there are definitely different styles in more others,

352

others are more on this reluctance, stability, a step-by-step attitude. Some of

353

that might be true or not, I think it is a lot about as well the individual, I

354

experience as well, people coming from US being more of the, on this

355

conservative side and not everybody like this Just-Do-It Nike approach, but as
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356

well others where you say French people, many say they are complicated that they

357

are detail-oriented, where I say I experienced other French people as well. So,

358

I I'm not the strong into stereotypes but if you would like to generalize, some

359

of that, yeah, is definitely true. And some of the behaviour behind that is,

360

makes change easier or, or, or more difficult. Hum. I can't really say I can

361

compare like the, the Austrian stereotype towards to whatever. Uhm. My gut

362

feeling is that the more diverse or the more multicultural a team is, the more

363

open it is to, to change. It is kind of, yeah, a gut feeling, you could say.

364

E: Good thank you so much, this was already the key questions and also the

365

further inquiries. As far as I understood, as a leader it is important during

366

change to give orientation guidance, act as a coach or in a coaching role, being

367

supportive, um, ensuring stability, but also, um drive change. And um,

368

communication is important but also to the self-perception, uhm, that you are

369

very self-aware. And as far as I understood also, you would not, regarding

370

multicultural teams during change, you would not differentiate between the

371

change, it's more about multicultural teams itself which bring some challenges

372

but also some opportunities. So, opportunity regarding change would be that they

373

are, maybe more open, or can be more open to change, um, or bringing more, uh,

374

more perspective into the change. Um, challenges are as, if you are in a change

375

situation or not, it can be a communication, language issues, if you have to

376

travel, and also um, those aspect.

377

I: Mhm, well summarized.

378

E: OK (laughter). And also, and that leadership behaviour maybe has in certain

379

situations has to be more of that and less from that in, in, regarding

380

situations.

381

I: Yeah, I would say so, yeah.

382

E: OK, so thank you very much for the opportunity to have to interview with you!

383

Um. I will, so my next steps are to transcript interviews and I'm continue the

384

master thesis. And of course, um, I'm open to send you the masters thesis if

385

you're interested. Uhm. I will use the interview and also will have it in the

386

appendix, but will put no names or companies names.

387

I: You can do there whatever you want. There is no need to put it confidential

388

or whatever.

389

No worries about that.

390

E: Thank you very much.
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